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Abstract
The use of kilometre-scale ensembles in operational forecasting provides challenges
for forecast evaluation and interpretation. New spatial methods for characterising and
verifying convection permitting ensembles are developed, and tested on the 12 member
Met Office 2.2km resolution UK ensemble. Each ensemble member is regarded as an
equally plausible realisation of the true atmospheric state.
A novel methodology is presented for spatial ensemble characterisation based on
the Fractions Skill Score. Characterising the domain-wide ensemble behaviour, these
methods identify useful spatial scales and spin-up times for the model, and demonstrate
the upscale growth of errors and forecast differences. The ensemble spread is shown to
be highly dependent on the spatial scales considered and the threshold applied to the
field. Comparing differently-generated ensemble systems shows the utility of spatial
ensemble evaluation techniques for assessing different ensemble perturbation strategies.
It is also important to consider location-dependent ensemble behaviour. A new
method for calculating the location-dependent spatial agreement of ensemble members
is presented. Through comparing with radar observations, the location-dependent spa-
tial skill of the ensemble is also quantified. These methods are verified using an ide-
alised experiment. Six convective cases, and a summer season, are used to demonstrate
the methods in an operational context, with links made to physical processes. Overall,
the ensemble system is reasonably well-spread spatially. Poorer spread-skill is associ-
ated with a low fractional coverage of rain, and low synoptic-scale rain rates. Higher
confidence in the location of precipitation is found to the northwest of the UK.
To investigate coherent physical structures in the ensemble, the spatial approach was
used to inform the calculation of multivariate correlations. Using the spatial approach,
physically-meaningful correlations which demonstrate inter-variable relationships are
obtained. Overall, the spatial approach is found to give useful information for forecast-
ing, and for the interpretation and evaluation of convection-permitting ensembles.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Recent increases in computing power have allowed a shift towards higher resolution
numerical weather prediction (NWP) where physical processes such as convection can
be explicitly simulated. However, although these high resolution simulations produce
realistic features (Mass et al., 2002; Lean et al., 2008; Weisman et al., 2008; Schwartz et al.,
2009), errors grow rapidly (Hohenegger and Scha¨r, 2007; Melhauser and Zhang, 2012;
Radhakrishna et al., 2012), and small-scale predictability is maintained for only a few
hours. Hence, to benefit fully from convection permitting NWP it is necessary to un-
derstand and quantify the forecast uncertainty. Ensembles, where several forecasts are
run with different starting conditions, have been successfully used for this purpose in
larger scale NWP (e.g. Palmer, 2000, and references therein), and are now being run at
convection permitting resolutions. In particular, convection permitting ensembles have
been investigated for a range of case studies (Hanley et al., 2011; Leoncini et al., 2013;
Clark et al., 2013; Hanley et al., 2013), nowcasting applications (Migliorini et al., 2011),
and are now run, or about to be run, operationally at several forecasting centres (Baldauf
et al., 2011; Gebhardt et al., 2011; Bouttier et al., 2012; Golding et al., 2014). This opens up
the possibility of forecasting both high-impact convective events, often associated with
flooding and sometimes even loss of life, and also the less extreme convective events and
local weather which, although less costly, affect large numbers of people on a daily basis.
Despite the anticipated benefits of running convection-permitting ensembles, ques-
tions remain about the best methods for their interpretation and evaluation. In particular
the ensemble mean, successfully used for smoothly varying, large scale fields, may not
be physically appropriate at the convective scale (e.g. Ancell, 2013; Hollan and Ancell,
2015). This is particularly true for forecast quantities with high spatial variability, such as
precipitation; for these fields the ensemble mean field does not retain the physical struc-
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tures present in the individual member forecasts. Other open questions relate to the
interpretation of forecast uncertainty, given the tiny fraction of realisations covered by
the ensemble members, and methods of forecast verification. Standard forecast verifica-
tion and comparison measures, such as the Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE e.g. Wilks,
2011) are unsuited to the convective scale as they overly penalise spatial differences.
Several more suitable methods have been proposed for verifying convection-permitting
deterministic forecasts (e.g. Ebert, 2008; Gilleland et al., 2009; Johnson and Wang, 2012)
that can now be developed for convection permitting ensembles.
It has been shown that the skill of convective scale forecasts is scale dependent, with
skill increasing as a function of spatial scale (Roberts and Lean, 2008; Roberts, 2008;
Ben Boualle`gue and Theis, 2014; Mittermaier et al., 2013b; Mittermaier, 2014). Clark
et al. (2011) showed this was also true for ensemble forecasts, with ensemble skill in-
creasing with both spatial scale and ensemble size. Given this dependence on spatial
scale, methods have also been developed to evaluate the differences between ensem-
ble member forecasts, a measure of the ensemble spread, at different spatial scales. In
particular, Johnson et al. (2014) used wavelet decomposition to investigate perturbation
growth and Surcel et al. (2014) used spectral decomposition to investigate the filtering
properties of the ensemble mean. However, a general methodology for the evaluation of
convective scale ensembles still needs to be developed.
This PhD aims to develop new approaches for the evaluation and characterisation
of convective scale ensembles by considering the forecasts not only at individual grid
points, but also over the regions or neighbourhoods surrounding these points. In par-
ticular, the aim is to develop neighbourhood methods for evaluating forecasts of con-
vective events from an operational convective scale ensemble. There are several key
requirements for these methods:
• Results from different spatial locations in the forecast, or at different forecast times,
must relate to each other in a physically meaningful manner. For example, results
across a range of forecast times (say an hour) should give a consistent message,
and results at neighbouring grid points should be related.
• The method must not be overly sensitive to changes in ensemble membership.
This is particularly important when operational forecasts with a small number of
members are evaluated: the results should reflect the ensemble as a whole and
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not be disproportionally influenced by the behaviour of each individual ensemble
member.
• Metrics for the evaluation of convective scale ensembles often consider only pre-
cipitation, due to its high spatial variability and importance for forecasting (e.g.
Ebert, 2008). However, other variables, and the relationships between them (inter-
variable relationships), are also important for understanding and characterising
the performance of convection permitting ensembles. Hence, the methods devel-
oped in this thesis should also consider different variables, and the inter-variable
relationships.
In this thesis methods will be developed in line with these requirements. A variety
of uses of these methods will be investigated, for example for forecasting and in data
assimilation, with a focus on understanding convective events over the UK.
1.2 Thesis aims and structure
To aid the development of the methods outlined in Section 1.1, six questions have been
formulated: the aim of the thesis will be to answer these questions.
1. How can the spatial variability of ensemble member forecasts be meaningfully
summarised? What are suitable summary measures, and what do these tell us
about ensemble performance and spatial predictability?
2. Over what spatial scales should the ensemble be interpreted and evaluated? How
can these spatial scales be defined?
3. What information does this spatial approach provide for forecasting?
4. How can correlations in the vertical be used to allow physical structures andmulti-
variate relationships from the ensemble to be usefully summarised? Towhat extent
do these correlations reveal properties of the convection and the convective envi-
ronment?
5. What is the dependence of vertical correlation structure on the horizontal scales
used? How does this relate to the scales obtained from the spatial methods?
6. In what ways might these methods be useful in other areas such as data assimila-
tion?
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To address these questions, it is necessary to combine knowledge from three key
research areas: predictability and ensembles, neighbourhood verification methods and
the use of multi-variate methods. To provide a context and background for the work of
later chapters, Chapter 2 will introduce these research areas in turn and, for each, give
an overview of relevant literature.
Chapter 3 introduces the NWP model and convection permitting ensemble system
used for the work in this thesis. Other data sources including radar and satellite data are
also introduced, and the overall methodology of this thesis discussed.
In Chapter 4, with the aim of answering Question 1, a new methodology, based on
the Fractions Skill Score (FSS Roberts and Lean, 2008; Roberts, 2008), is introduced for
evaluating the spatial differences between members of a convection permitting ensem-
ble. The spatial spread of the ensemble members is determined and the realism of the
ensemble spread is tested by comparing with the skill against radar derived precipita-
tion accumulations. These techniques are presented through the use of two convective
cases studies. Discussion focuses on the forecast evolution through different lead times,
the effect of considering different threshold values for the fields used to calculate the FSS,
the comparison of different forecast variables and the consideration of different model
formulations within the ensemble. The work of Chapter 4 has been published in Dey
et al. (2014).
Chapter 5will be a short introduction to the six convective case studies used in Chap-
ters 6 and 7.
The methods presented in Chapter 4 provide a compact summary of the ensemble
performance over the whole domain at a given scale. However, by considering only one
value to represent the domain, different meteorological phenomena, such as convective
and frontal precipitation, are considered together, when each individually may have an
inherently different predictability and ensemble spread. InChapter 6 a new, location and
scale dependent measure of ensemble spread that does not suffer from this drawback is
introduced with the aim of answering Question 2. Through the application of these
techniques to an idealised ensemble system, and to the six case studies introduced in
Chapter 5, we will start to address Question 3. The work in Chapter 6 is published in
Dey et al. (2016a).
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Chapter 7 applies the spatial approach, developed in Chapters 4 and 6, to the cal-
culation of multivariate correlations with the aim of answering Questions 4 and 5. The
six convective cases introduced in Chapter 5 are used as examples to investigate phys-
ical structures and meteorological processes in the ensemble forecasts. This leads to a
discussion of Question 6.
Going beyond the case study approach, Chapter 8 applies the location-dependent
techniques for ensemble evaluation, developed in Chapter 6, to a summer season of rain
rate forecasts. To quantify the spatial ensemble spread the ensemble member forecasts
are compared; to quantify the spatial ensemble skill, the ensemble forecasts are com-
pared with radar observations. With the aim of answering Question 3, the spatial pre-
dictability of precipitation over the UK for a summer season is quantified, and some of
the influential factors investigated. Question 2 will also be further discussed. The work
in Chapter 8 is published in Dey et al. (2016b, under review).
Finally, in Chapter 9, the overall results of this thesis are presented and the key con-
clusions summarised. Areas of future investigation are also discussed.
5
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Chapter 2
Background and literature review
To address the aims of this PhD, outlined in Section 1.2, it is necessary to combine
knowledge from three key research areas: predictability and ensembles, forecast verifica-
tion methods (in particular neighbourhood methods and the quantification of ensemble
spread) and the use of multivariate methods, particularly in data assimilation. To pro-
vide a context and background for the work of later chapters, this chapter will introduce
these research areas in turn and, for each, give a review of relevant literature (Sections 2.1
to 2.3). Following on from this, in Section 2.4 a brief introduction is given to the current
understanding of convection over the UK.
2.1 Predictability and ensembles
2.1.1 Global and synoptic scales
Since the pioneering work of Lorenz it has been known that there is a finite limit to
atmospheric predictability: ”certain turbulent systems, possibly including the earth’s at-
mosphere, possess for practical purposes a finite range of predictability” (Lorenz, 1969).
Errors in the initial state and model formulations, along with the non-linearity of the
governing atmospheric equations, mean that twomodel trajectories, almost identical ini-
tially, diverge to completely different solutions that are statistically uncorrelated (Ehren-
dorfer, 1997; Palmer, 2000). This is what is meant here by the limit of predictability,
a limit that, at the synoptic scale, is estimated to be of order days (Ehrendorfer, 1997;
Palmer, 2000; Hohenegger and Scha¨r, 2007).
To quantify the nature of predictability it is useful to consider the problem proba-
bilistically. This is done by focusing on the temporal evolution of the probability density
function (PDF) of possible forecast outcomes, p(t). At the start of the forecast, the PDF
(hereafter p0) represents errors in the starting conditions. In operational forecasting sys-
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tems a Monte Carlo method is used as a basis for describing the time evolution of the
PDF (e.g. Ehrendorfer, 1997). The Monte Carlo forecasting method was proposed in
Leith (1974) and involves the generation of an ensemble of initial model states by ran-
domly sampling from p0. These states are then independently evolved using the NWP
model. An overview of Monte Carlo forecasting is given in (Kalnay, 2003, chapter 6).
In operational ensemble forecasting systems a number of methods are used to select
initial states from which to run ensemble member forecasts. For example, an ensemble
can be created from forecasts starting from different initial conditions (e.g. Rabier et al.,
1996), from different models (Multimodel ensembles, e. g. Marsigli et al., 2014), different
model start times (e.g. Raynaud et al., 2015) or using different parametrisations, physics
schemes and perturbations. These latter perturbation methods are discussed further in
Section 2.1.2 with respect to high resolution ensembles.
Given the large number of degrees of freedom in atmospheric models it is not compu-
tationally possible to run a sufficient number of ensemble members to span completely
the PDF of possible forecast outcomes. Hence it is necessary to select starting conditions
for the ensemble member forecasts which span as much of the PDF as possible. Several
different methods have been developed for this purpose. For example, singular vec-
tors mathematically select the fastest growing modes (Buizza, 1997; Buizza et al., 2005;
Palmer, 2000) and bred vectors are produced by considering how perturbations grow
with forecast lead time (Toth and Kalnay, 1997) (i.e. forecasts with different lead times,
say 2 hours and 6 hours, are compared at same verification time, say 12Z). Other meth-
ods of initialising ensemble perturbations include methods based on the Kalman Filter
(Bishop et al., 2001; Majumdar et al., 2002; Evensen, 2009, Chapter 4) which derives en-
semble perturbations as part of the Data Assimilation scheme. This method is used at
the Met Office to generate boundary and initial conditions for the Met Office Global and
Regional Ensemble Prediction System (MOGREPS Bowler et al., 2008, 2009). Mathemat-
ical details of these methods can be found in Palmer (2000); Kalnay (2003); Leutbecher
and Palmer (2008); Evensen (2009). It is important to note that these methods focus only
on the quantification of initial condition uncertainties. Work into methods to quantify
uncertainties incurred through approximations in the modelling process (model errors)
is ongoing and will be discussed in Section 2.1.2. Note also that the methods described
above are applied to global data assimilation systems and rely on assumptions such as
8
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linearity.
2.1.2 Meso and convective scales
At the convective scale (the subject of this thesis) the assumptions used in global data
assimilation are not necessarily valid and the methods need adapting (e.g. Caron, 2013;
Craig and Wu¨rsch, 2013; Wang et al., 2014; Tennant, 2015). Additionally, at small spatial
scales, forecast errors grow more rapidly than at the global and synoptic scales (Lorenz,
1969; Ehrendorfer, 1997; Palmer, 2000, and references therein). Convective scale ensem-
ble generation is further complicated by the influences of boundary conditions due to the
use of a limited area domain. These questions are increasingly important as advances in
computer power allow models to be run at ever higher resolutions (Mass et al., 2002;
Lean et al., 2008, and references therein).
Several forecasting centres now operationally run convection permitting ensembles.
For example, the 12 member, 2.2 km grid length, convection permitting ensemble of the
UK Met Office (MOGREPS-UK Mylne, 2013; Golding et al., 2014) has been running op-
erationally since May 2013 and the 20 member, 2.8 km grid length, COSMO-DE (Consor-
tium for Small-scale Modeling, regional model centred on Germany) ensemble predic-
tion system of DeutscherWetterdienst (DWD) became operational in 2012 (Baldauf et al.,
2011; Gebhardt et al., 2011, 2012). Other convection permitting ensembles are under de-
velopment such as an ensemble based on the Applications of Research to Operations at
Mesoscale (AROME) model (Bouttier et al., 2012) and as part of the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Hazardous Weather Spring Experiment (e.g.
Clark et al., 2012; Johnson and Wang, 2013, and references therein). It is important to
make the best use of these ensemble systems. Therefore, recent research has also focused
on the applications of these models, for example for calculation of tornado path-lengths
(Clark et al., 2013) and nowcasting (e.g. Migliorini et al., 2011; Sun et al., 2014; Golding
et al., 2014). Further research has focused on the effects of ensemble grid length (Kong
et al., 2006, 2007), and the use of convection permitting ensembles to investigate individ-
ual case studies (e.g. Hanley et al., 2011; Leoncini et al., 2013; Hanley et al., 2013).
The work of this thesis is only possible because of the availability of high resolution
ensemble systems (such as those detailed above) that can produce convection explicitly
without the need for a convection scheme. This allows the physical processes associ-
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ated with the convection to be investigated in an ensemble framework. Note that these
ensembles are ‘convection permitting’, not ‘convection resolving’: to fully resolve con-
vection, grid lengths of less than 1 km are needed (Weisman et al., 1997; Bryan et al.,
2003; Craig and Do¨rnbrack, 2008; Birch et al., 2014; Hanley et al., 2015; Verrelle et al.,
2015).
Hohenegger and Scha¨r (2007) compared the predictability for low resolution (around
80 km grid spacing) and convection-permitting (2.2 km grid spacing) simulations and
found error doubling times around ten times faster for the higher resolution simulations.
Further work has investigated the links between mesoscale processes and predictability
with faster error growth (lower predictability) linked to moist dynamics (Zhang et al.,
2002, 2003; Hohenegger et al., 2006), and higher predictability linked to high orogra-
phy (Walser et al., 2004) and large catchments (Walser and Scha¨r, 2004). Recent studies
have sought to separate equilibrium convection (where precipitation amounts can be
accurately predicted if a large enough area is considered) and triggered convection (un-
predictable in the sense that local triggers are needed to overcome convective inhibition)
in order to distinguish different modes of predictability in convective events (Keil and
Craig, 2011; Zimmer et al., 2011; Craig et al., 2012; Keil et al., 2014).
It has also been argued that instability indices such as absolute and convective in-
stability are a poor indicator of the forecast predictability (Hohenegger et al., 2006), sug-
gesting that new methods of evaluating predictability are needed. The predictability of
precipitation is of particular interest due to its high impact and spatial variability. This
is particularly true at the current time, when NWP models are starting to be used to run
flood forecast models (Cloke and Pappenberger, 2009; Gaborit et al., 2014; Caseri et al.,
2015). In this thesis, considering the precipitation fields is central both to the analysis of
the ensemble spatial characteristics (Chapters 4, 6 and 8) and also inter-variable relation-
ships (Chapter 7).
In addition to using high resolution ensembles to investigate predictability, recent
investigations have been conducted into different perturbation strategies for high reso-
lution ensembles. To obtain an ensemble distribution as close to the true atmospheric
PDF as possible it is crucial that the ensemble perturbations are an accurate represen-
tation of errors in initial conditions and in the modelling process. Recent studies have
looked into the effects of different perturbation strategies including downscaled initial
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condition perturbations (Ku¨hnlein et al., 2014), boundary condition perturbations (Geb-
hardt et al., 2011), boundary layer parameters (Martin and Xue, 2006; Leoncini et al.,
2010; Done et al., 2012) and fixed parameter perturbations (e.g. Stensrud et al., 2000;
Hacker et al., 2011; Hally et al., 2014; Vie´ et al., 2012; Wheatley et al., 2014; Schumacher
and Clark, 2014; Muhlbauer et al., 2014). Interestingly, when only considering physics
perturbations and perturbing 4 model physics schemes of the Weather Research and
Forecasting (WRF) model, Hacker et al. (2011) found a lack of domain wide systematic
response to the parameters. This conclusion is also supported by the work of Vie´ et al.
(2012) who found that microphysical perturbations (autoconversion, accretion and evap-
oration) had little effect on probabilistic scores. In contrast, Stensrud et al. (2000); Keil
et al. (2014); Hally et al. (2014) found that microphysical perturbations could have an
impact on forecast skill. The effect of different model physics is considered in Chapter 4
in the context of ensemble spatial spread.
Instead of considering fixed parameters, Bouttier et al. (2012); Baker et al. (2014);
Romine et al. (2014) consider stochastic physics perturbations. Bouttier et al. (2012) con-
clude that using an adaption of the ECMWF Perturbation of Physics tendencies scheme
improves reliability and spread-skill consistency for the AROME convection permitting
ensemble. This contrasts with the results from Baker et al. (2014) who find little effect
from adding a random parameter scheme to a 1.5km configuration of the Met Office en-
semble system. However, there are differences in the studies that could account for these
differing results. In particular, Baker et al. (2014) considered a single case study whereas
Bouttier et al. (2012) apply a statistical approach using two weeks of data.
Given the recent research effort in developing these different ensembles, they should
be evaluated appropriately. In particular the approach needs to be multivariate and
appropriate to the convective scale. Recent work in forecast verification has sought to
address the latter point and is discussed in the next section.
2.2 Forecast verification methods
2.2.1 Neighbourhood methods
Traditional metrics for evaluating forecasts against observations, such as the Root Mean
Square Error, standard deviation and rank histograms (e.g. Barlow, 1989; Wilks, 1995)
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operate on the grid scale. For smoothly varying fields, or large spatial scales (as found on
the grid scale for low resolution simulations), these metrics are acceptable: their ranking
of forecasts agrees with qualitative estimates of the forecast accuracy (Stratman et al.,
2013). However, for high resolution forecasts, this is no longer the case and spatial errors
are penalised twice, once for being a miss, and again for being a false positive. This
is known as the double penalty problem and is a particular issue in the verification of
precipitation fields. Of course, these issues apply equally to the comparison of ensemble
member forecasts as they do to the comparison of forecasts with observations.
In response to these issues a number of different verification methods have been
developed. The Spatial Forecast Verification Inter Comparison Project (Gilleland et al.,
2009; Ebert, 2008) provided a framework for comparing these methods and assessing
their applicability to different situations. Gilleland et al. (2009) separate the methods
into four main categories: feature based, field deformation, scale-separation and neigh-
bourhood. The first two categories are “displacement” methods which categorise fore-
cast skill by the amount the forecast field must be manipulated to give results within an
acceptable error of the observations. The second two categories are “filtering” methods
that first apply a spatial filter to the forecast before calculating traditional verification
statistics. By applying the filter at increasingly large spatial scales information can be
obtained about the scales at which the forecast is skillful. A second intercomparison
project “Mesoscale Verification Intercomparison in Complex Terrain” (MesoVICT) com-
menced in 2014 (Mittermaier et al., 2013a; Dorninger et al., 2013). One neighbourhood
verification metric considered in the inter-comparison project, the Fractions Skill Score
(FSS Roberts and Lean, 2008) will be applied in Chapter 4 to the evaluation of convection
permitting ensembles, and is discussed there in detail.
2.2.2 The spread-skill relationship
To be of most use, an ensemble system needs to be calibrated such that the range of pos-
sibilities derived from the ensemble are representative of the true uncertainty in the fore-
cast (Buizza, 1997; Leutbecher and Palmer, 2008). This relationship between the spread
in ensemble forecasts and the skill of the ensemble when compared to observations is
known as the spread-skill relationship: for a perfect ensemble, spread should equal skill.
This spread-skill relationship is often (e.g. Buizza et al., 2005; Kong et al., 2007; Bouttier
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et al., 2012; Baker et al., 2014) used as a tool to analyse ensemble performance where
the spread is given by the standard deviation of ensemble members and the skill given
by the RMSE in the mean for comparison against observations. Thus, the spread is an
estimate of the variance of the ensemble member forecasts, and the skill a measure of the
average differences between ensemble members and observations.
Both the Standard Deviation and RMSE are point metrics and suffer from the prob-
lems discussed above. New spatial methods of characterising and evaluating the en-
semble spread and skill (referred to as the “spatial spread-skill relationship”) will be
presented in Chapters 4 and 6.
2.3 Multivariate methods
Standard ensemble evaluation techniques calculate the ensemble mean and standard
deviation. Along with the problems associated with applying these metrics at the grid
scale there are also issues relating to their physical meaning. In particular, Ancell (2013);
Hollan and Ancell (2015) show how the ensemble mean is not on the same attractor as
the ensemble members and consequently is unphysical. Hence, new evaluation meth-
ods that are physically representative of the ensemble are needed. This section provides
the background theory of multivariate correlations, a tool used in the Data Assimila-
tion community to represent inter-member relationships. Correlations will be used in
Chapter 7 of this thesis to investigate spatial and inter-variable relationships within a
convective scale ensemble.
2.3.1 Basic formulation of correlations
The variance of a population x measures how the population is distributed around the
mean and is given by
V(x) = 〈(x− 〈x〉)2〉, (2.1)
where 〈〉 denotes the expectation value. The standard deviation of x is then given by
σ =
√
V(x). (2.2)
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The covariance is calculated between two populations x and y:
cov(x, y) = 〈(x− 〈x〉)(y− 〈y〉)〉. (2.3)
Although Equations 2.1- 2.3 are true for an infinite sample, when we are considering
a limited sample of size N the equations above are biased for Gaussian errors. To remove
this bias the equations above are altered to the following form:
stdev = σx =
√
∑i=1,N(xi − x)2
N − 1 , (2.4)
cov(x, y) =
∑i=1,N(xi − x)(yi − y)
N − 1 , (2.5)
where xi and yi are ensemble member forecasts of quantity x and y respectively and
x, y are the ensemble mean values.
The covariance is extended for n such quantities (represented by n-dimensional vec-
tors x = (x1, x2, · · · , xn) and y = (y1, y2, · · · , yn)T), to give the covariance matrix:
cov(x, y) =

cov(x1, y1) cov(x1, y2) · · · cov(x1, yn)
cov(x2, y1) cov(x2, y2) · · · cov(x2, yn)
...
...
. . .
...
cov(xn, y1) cov(xn, y2) · · · cov(xn, yn)

. (2.6)
Thus, each element p,q in the covariance matrix is given by the covariance between
the N ensemble forecasts of quantities xp and yq. When x 6= y we have a multivariate
covariance matrix and for x = y a univariate covariance matrix. For the univariate case
the elements along the leading diagonal are the variances. For both cases the matrix is
symmetric.
The correlation coefficient is given by the covariance normalised by the standard
deviation as given in Equation (2.7). This gives a dimensionless measure −1 ≤
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correlation(x, y) ≤ 1:
correlation(x, y) = ρ(x, y) =
cov(x, y)
σxσy
. (2.7)
The sampling error in the correlation coefficient σρ can also be estimated (Barlow,
1989):
σρ =
1− ρ2√
N − 1. (2.8)
2.3.2 Correlations in Data Assimilation: overview
In data assimilation the covariance information for all state variables, and across all
spatial points, is contained in a matrix known as the B matrix. This matrix contains
error information about the background (a priori) state needed to provide an initial
guess for the assimilation scheme. The structure of B is similar to that described
in Equation 2.6 but instead of vectors x and y representing one quantity, they rep-
resent all the forecast variables at each point in three dimensional space. For exam-
ple, if our forecast only contained variables T, p and u then we would have x =
(T1, T2, · · · , Tn, p1, p2, · · · , pn, u1, u2, · · · , un)T and y = x, where the indices 1, · · · , n rep-
resent all spatial points (Bannister, 2008a).
An accurate representation of B is crucial for a successful data assimilation scheme as
B spreads information both in three dimensional space and between variables. This can
be seen from the covariances in Equation 2.6 that relate different variables and spatial
points. B also gives a weighting to the background state giving a measure of the impor-
tance that should be allocated to it in the assimilation. It is impossible to work with B
explicitly as it is prohibitively large, containing of order 1014 elements. Hence, a number
of approximations are necessary to use B in a variational data assimilation framework.
Common simplifications include the assumption that B is static (no flow dependency),
hydrostatic, in near geostrophic balance, and that control variable structures do not vary
in the horizontal (Bannister, 2008b).
The selection of control variables varies between forecasting centres; common choices
include vorticity or horizontal wind speeds, temperature and surface pressure (together
referred to as unbalanced mass), stream function, velocity potential and specific humid-
ity (Bannister, 2008b). Some of these variables, of particular interest to the data assimi-
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lation community, will be considered in the work of this thesis (Chapters 5 to 7). Recent
research has focused on specific humidity, as it has been shown to have a significant
impact on forecast skill (Andersson et al., 2005, 2007; Ingleby et al., 2013). Due to its im-
portance in error growth processes specific humidity is also of interest for future work
on convective scale assimilation. At the convective scale another important variable to
assimilate is rainfall through the use of radar data; this work is ongoing (Sobash and
Stensrud, 2013; Simonin et al., 2014) .
2.3.3 Correlations in Data Assimilation: estimating B
Initially the background error covariances must be measured in what is known as the
’calibration step’. Methods of computing this include the analysis of innovations (differ-
ences between observations and the background), differences between forecasts of the
same event at different lead times and the ensemble method (Bannister, 2008a). Results
from these approaches can then be compared with the assumed background error struc-
tures to evaluate the validity of the assumptions made in modelling B.
B at synoptic scales
Empirically it is found that covariances depend on the latitude, altitude and the variables
considered. Longer horizontal length scales are found in the tropics and stratosphere,
and short vertical length scales are found in the tropics (Ingleby, 2001). Ingleby (2001)
found that results obtained from the UK Met Office global 3D-var assimilation scheme
were found to capture the main features of the empirical results, with the exception of
the lengthening of horizontal length scales in the stratosphere. It was also found that, in
general, longer horizontal length scales resulted in longer vertical length scales and, for
balanced variables, that there was more variation in vertical correlation than for those
not in balance.
B at the mesoscale
On the mesoscale, correlation length scales are found to be smaller than those found us-
ing global models, with more variability in the vertical (Berre, 2000). This is attributed
to the inclusion of smaller scales in mesoscale models, and the absence of global length
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scales in limited area models. Interestingly, in order for them to be better represented,
mesoscale correlations must be calculated on the full high-resolution grid: correlations
downscaled from a lower resolution model are noisy below the lower resolution model’s
grid scale (Bo¨lo¨ni et al., 2015). At the mesoscale, the couplings between the horizontal
and vertical are important with the degree of geostrophy decreasing with decreasing
scale for mass and vorticity fields (Berre, 2000). As expected, large scale balance may
break down at small scales. Zhang (2005) focused on the error growth in mesoscale fore-
cast errors, and found that the error growth scales also depended on the background
dynamics. Although comparison between the full mesoscale model run and a dry run
with no latent heating or cooling showed large differences in the magnitude of the vari-
ance, the covariance structures were similar between the runs. This suggests that, even
for biased forecasts, the covariance structures may contain useful information.
B at the convective scale
Results from Vetra-Carvalho et al. (2012) and Bannister et al. (2011) suggest that at the
convective scale (a grid spacing of 1.5km was taken for these studies) traditional bal-
ance relations no longer hold. For example, hydrostatic balance was found to be a good
approximation in non-convective regions but not when convection was present (Vetra-
Carvalho et al., 2012). In particular, in the lower part of the free atmosphere where con-
vection is strongest (as measured by the relative strength of unbalanced to balanced en-
semble member perturbations), the correlations were higher for the model than would
be found through hydrostatic equilibrium: greater convective vertical mixing results in
stronger vertical correlations. A departure from spatial isotropy is found at the convec-
tive scale for some variables such as potential temperature and specific humidity, but
not for other variables such as the velocity potential (Bannister et al., 2011). Agreeing
with Vetra-Carvalho et al. (2012), Bannister et al. (2011) found that the degree of balance
is reduced inside regions of convection, suggesting that to accurately represent errors on
the convective scale, the balance constraints on B should be modified. This highlights
the need for research into the covariance structures seen at the convective scale.
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2.3.4 Correlations from ensembles: compensating for sampling uncertainty
In the preceding discussion the effects of sampling uncertainty have been mentioned
in several contexts: in the selection of ensemble initial conditions, in the verification of
high resolution forecasts, and in the formulation of correlations from a limited sample
(Equation 7.5). In Data Assimilation the problem of sampling uncertainty occurs when
the Bmatrix is calculated from an ensemble with limited membership. Several methods
have been developed to help address this problem including the localisation of correla-
tions in spatial (Hamill et al., 2001), spectral (Buehner, 2005) and wavelet (Pannekoucke
et al., 2007) space, and combinations of these methods (Buehner, 2012). Adaptive lo-
calisation methods, that contain information about “errors of the day” are also being
tested (Anderson, 2007; Bishop and Hodyss, 2007, 2009a,b). Localisation methods will
be discussed in the proceeding subsections, and links with the spatial methods of the
verification community highlighted. In addition to covariance localisation, to ensure
stability of the Data Assimilation scheme, it is necessary to inflate the ensemble estimate
of B through multiplication with an inflation factor (greater than one). The optimal in-
flation factor is dependent on the ensemble size (e.g. Hamill et al., 2001), with smaller
ensembles requiring larger optimal inflation factors.
Localisation in physical space
Location in physical space damps correlations at large spatial separations, making use
of the fact that correlation magnitudes tend to decrease with increasing spatial separa-
tions, and that low value correlations tend to be noisier. The theoretical basis for this
spatial localisation was first discussed in Gaspari and Cohn (1999), and it has since been
shown to dramatically improve results from the Ensemble Kalman Filter (Hamill et al.,
2001). The optimum filter length scale depends on the ensemble size (Hamill et al., 2001;
Kirchgessner et al., 2014); even without considering variability in location and meteoro-
logical situation there is not a fixed scale for all situations.
Localisation in spectral space
Spectral localisation weights correlations according to their separation in wave number,
again making use of the reduction in correlation magnitude seen at increasing separa-
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tions. Localisation in spectral space can be related to that in physical space. In particular,
assumptions of homogeneity and isotropy in physical space give a diagonal correlation
matrix in spectral space (Buehner, 2005). Localisation of covariances, variances and cor-
relations in spectral space also relates to a spatial averaging in physical space as reviewed
by Berre and Desroziers (2010); Buehner (2010). Focusing on correlations, Buehner and
Charron (2007) show how localisation in spectral space can be obtained by spatially shift-
ing and weighting ensemble members in physical space. This method is closely linked
to the neighbourhood methods used to increase sample size in forecast verification; the
basis of the methods used in this thesis (Chapter 7).
Adaptive localisation methods
Localisation methods that operate in both spectral and spatial space have been devel-
oped and provide similar results to localisation in wavelet space (Buehner, 2012). As
a wavelet diagonal approach amounts to locally averaging correlations (Pannekoucke
et al., 2007) variations in correlation structure across the domain can be accounted for.
Note that the amount of spatial variation still has to be specified in advance so further
methods would be needed to allow adaption to a given meteorological situation. One
possible adaptive method takes an element-wise power (for powers greater than one) of
the correlation matrix. This damps small correlations, that are likely to be noise, more
than large correlations that are more likely to be real (Bishop and Hodyss, 2007). This
method is adaptive as it varies in time according to the correlationmatrix (the smoothing
does not have to be pre-specified) andwas found to be superior to non adaptivemethods
(Bishop and Hodyss, 2009a,b). Another possible adaptive method where the sampling
error is estimated by taking regression components from multiple groups of ensemble
members is proposed in Anderson (2007). However, this method has the drawback of
being very expensive: it may be better to simply enlarge the ensemble.
2.3.5 Correlations and sensitivity analysis
Sensitivity analysis seeks to determine how a particular forecast component impacts on
the other forecast variables: a similar interpretation can be considered for interpreting
multivariate correlations. Traditionally, methods based on the adjoint (reverse) model
have been used to determine the sensitivity of different model parameters to changes
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in initial conditions (e.g. Errico and Vukicevic, 1992; Rabier et al., 1996). This method
is effective but also expensive, requiring an adjoint model to be run (and to exist). An
alternative method of sensitivity analysis based on an ensemble is described by Torn and
Hakim (2008). This method is attractive as it requires no further model iterations. The
ensemble sensitivity is given by
∂J
∂x
=
cov(J, x)
var(x)
, (2.9)
where J is the forecast metric and x the analysis state variable. Both J and x are vectors
of length equal to the number of ensemble members, with the ensemble mean removed
from all elements. Equation 2.9 is derived by Ancell and Hakim (2007) who show this
methodology to be equivalent to adjoint sensitivity analysis in the limit of a diagonal
initial-time error covariance matrix. It is informative to compare the ensemble sensitiv-
ity equation (Equation 2.9) with that for calculating correlations (Equation 2.7). Both are
based on a covariance with the difference lying in the normalisation: correlations are
normalised using both variables (giving a dimensionless quantity) whereas, when cal-
culating the sensitivity, the covariance is only divided by the variance of one variable
retaining inverse dimensions of the quantity with respect to which sensitivity is calcu-
lated. The ensemble-sensitivity method is used in several recent studies (e.g. Garcies and
Homar, 2009; Hanley et al., 2013; Bednarczyk and Ancell, 2015).
2.4 Convection over the UK
As this thesis is focused on evaluating the performance of high resolution ensembles for
UK convective cases, this section provides a background to convection over the UK. The
literature relating to the climatology of UK convection is reviewed, followed by sections
focusing on locally forced convection, Mesoscale Convective Systems (MCSs) and the
upper level forcing of convection. To maintain brevity and focus, the extensive research
into convection over other parts of the world, in particular the United States, has not
been reviewed in detail. References to articles reviewing convection outside of the UK,
and to convective processes, are included throughout this section.
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2.4.1 Overview and climatology
Overall, the north and west of the UK are wetter than areas to the southeast (e.g. Malia,
2012; Met Office, 2015; Fairman et al., 2015). Hand et al. (2004) investigated extreme
UK twentieth century rainfall events. Fifty cases were identified and classified into con-
vective (30 cases), frontal (15 cases) and orographic (5 cases). A strong seasonal vari-
ation was observed with the majority of cases (and all convective cases) occurring in
the months of June to September suggesting that storms are forced by high surface tem-
peratures. This was consistent with the findings of Warren (2014, Chapter 4) for a five
year climatology of convection and quasi-stationary convective systems (QSCSs), over
the UK. Convective initiation was investigated as part of the Convective Storm Initiation
Project (CSIP Browning et al., 2007), and reviewed by Bennett et al. (2006) with convec-
tive initiation over the UK classified as either boundary layer forced, upper level forced.
These mechanisms of convective initiation are discussed further in Sections 2.4.2 to 2.4.4.
2.4.2 Locally forced convection
Local forcing of convection is often closely linked to the surface, for example through
topographically induced convergence, land-sea contrasts, and moisture variability (Ben-
nett et al., 2006). Many of these processes are linked to stationary features (such as topog-
raphy) possibly increasing the predictability for the initiation of precipitation by these
mechanisms (similar to the increased predictability over orography found by Walser
et al. (2004); Walser and Scha¨r (2004) and discussed in Section 2.1.2).
One particular example of locally forced convection, convection associated with con-
vergence over the English Southwest (hereafter SW) peninsula, was the focus of the COn-
vective Precipitation Experiment in Summer 2013 (COPE Blyth et al., 2015; Leon et al.,
2015), and has been studied in detail for a case study of flash flooding over Boscastle
and Crackington Haven in Cornwall. On the 16th August 2004 a convectively unstable
environment with weak uplift and highly moist low levels combined with the local to-
pography (greater heating and roughness over land), and onshore winds, to produce a
convergence line over the SW peninsula. This convergence line produced the triggering
mechanism for a line of small intense cells that deposited over 200mm of rain in 4 hours
(Burt, 2005; Golding et al., 2005). Golding et al. (2005) analysed the meteorology of this
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event through radar and satellite observations and a 1km configuration of the Met Of-
fice Unified Model (MetUM, to be discussed in Chapter 3) which was able to capture the
narrow line of precipitation. They concluded that the depth reached by the convection,
6.5km, was important: convection was strong enough to generate heavy precipitation
but also shallow enough to allow closely packed cells to form, with downdrafts suffi-
ciently weak not to disturb the convergence line (and hence allow for the formation of
more cells). Leoncini et al. (2013) also used the MetUM to investigate the 16th August
case study using an ensemble framework and introducing temperature perturbations.
They concluded that the model was robust to the perturbations with all members having
high levels of skill. This is consistent with the interpretation that the case had increased
predictability linked to topography.
Flooding events such as that on 16th August 2004 are not uncommon over Boscas-
tle: Burt (2005) comments that similar flooding events were recorded in 1963, 1958 and
1957. The local topography over this region, with convergence lines possible from both
coasts of the peninsula, and narrow valleys with small river catchments, is conducive
to this type of summer flash flooding event (Burt, 2005). The combination of factors
needed to produce the Boscastle flooding event are highlighted by Warren et al. (2014)
who investigate a case study from 21st July 2010, very similar to that of 16th August
2004. Like the Boscastle case a narrow quasi-stationary convective line formed over the
SW peninsula on 21st July 2010. However, due to lower rain rates (resulting from a dryer
environment with less Convective Available Potential Energy), a shorter duration (due
to later initiation) and less stationarity (due to faster large scale evolution) these storms
did not produce any flooding so did not have the impact, and hence did not generate the
same interest as, the 16th August 2004 case. This last point is important for the analysis
of convective events: many instances of convection, though interesting physically and
meteorologically, go unnoticed because they do not have newsworthy societal impact.
However, analysis of these cases is still valuable and important for understanding those
cases that do have impact, as demonstrated by Warren et al. (2014).
2.4.3 Mesoscale convective systems
Mesoscale convective systems form when individual convective clouds organise into a
larger scale structure with horizontal extent greater than 100km. The typical structure
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of an MCS is a region of heavy convective precipitation, followed by a broad stratiform
region (Houze and Betts, 1981). A comprehensive review of MCSs is given in Houze
(2004): here we focus on MCSs over the UK. Gray and Marshall (1998) construct a clima-
tology of MCSs over the UK from 1981-1997 which was extended to events from 1998-
2008 by Lewis and Gray (2010). These studies show that MCSs occur on average twice a
year (giving 57 cases from the combined climatologies), in the months May-September
where temperatures are high enough to produce the required Convective Available Po-
tential Energy (CAPE Gray and Marshall, 1998). The majority of MCSs initiated over
continental Europe before being advected over the UK (44/57) resulting in the highest
concentration of MCSs occurring over the South East of England.
Most MCSs over the UK occur in what is known as a “Spanish plume” (Lewis and
Gray, 2010). This synoptic situation for a Spanish plume is shown in Figure 2.1. An
upper level trough advects south-west across the UK with an associated surface cold
front extending south through Spain, and a strong temperature gradient. Pressure drops
Figure 2.1: Schematic depicting the synoptic situation for a Spanish plume. Areas of cold advec-
tion (CA, blue), warm advection (WA, red), and positive vorticity advection (PVA, black circle)
are shown along with the jet axis (green) and trough axis (black dashed). Taken from Lewis and
Gray (2010) (their Figure 12a). Reproduced with permission from permission from Elsevier.
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over Iberia ahead of the cold front due to positive vorticity advection, leading to warm
advection over Iberia and a further drop in pressure and further ascent. Cold advection
is seen over the Iberian west coast. As the warm dry area of Iberian air moves north it
overrides warm moist air near the surface creating a strong lid which allows CAPE to
build up.
Due to their high impact, several detailed case studies have been conducted of MCSs
over the UK. Browning and Hill (1984) investigate an MCS using radar data and satel-
lite imagery. Through this they develop a conceptual model for the system, splitting its
evolution into four stages: transition from individual convective showers to a cluster of
convection; rapid increase in system size, continued generation of cells and expanding
stratiform region; decrease in convection strength but continued stratiform rain and de-
crease in size and rain intensity. Clark et al. (2014b,a) investigate an MCS occurring over
southern England on 25th August 2005 as part of the CSIP project. Both in-situ observa-
tions and small grid length model simulations (1km grid length versions of the MetUM)
were considered and it was concluded that the model results were remarkably similar to
the observations. This is important for the work in Chapters 5, 6 and 7 where the ensem-
ble behaviour is studied for an MCS case: the model (albeit at smaller grid spacing than
we consider) is capable of representing the detail of MCS systems.
2.4.4 Upper level forcing of convection
As highlighted by Hand et al. (2004), convection over the UK is often associated with
synoptic forcings. Potential instability can be generated though a positive potential
vorticity (PV) anomaly associated with a lowering of the tropopause. Air below the
PV anomaly is destabilised and the associated ascent can trigger convection. For an
overview of PV the reader is referred to Martin (2006, Chapter 9) and Hoskins et al.
(1985). Roberts (2000a) links the lowering of the tropopause to dry regions in satellite
water vapour (WV) imagery. At wavelengths of around 6.7µm radiation is strongly ab-
sorbed by water in the atmosphere so that dry regions are depicted dark, and cloudy or
moist regions depicted as white, on the WV imagery. As a lowering of the tropopause
results in dry tropospheric air reaching lower levels, tropopause depressions appear as
dark regions on the WV imagery. A tropopause fold is often part of the dry intrusion of
a extratropical cyclone as described by Browning (1997).
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The relationship between WV imagery and thunderstorms was investigated statisti-
cally by Roberts (2000b) who considered thunderstorm clusters over western Europe and
the Atlantic from summer and winter periods. It was found that 60% of storm clusters
showed a relationship with WV imagery falling into one of six categories based on the
location of convection with respect to the dry region: dry edge, dry eye, inner crescent
rim, dry tip, dry plume and orographic. Out of these categories dry edge storms were
the most common (over 50% of cases) followed by dry arc (over 15% of cases). More
detailed case studies linking thunderstorms to WV imagery are found in Browning and
Roberts (1994, 1995); Browning et al. (1996). Given these results WV imagery will be
used as a tool in the analysis of the case studies presented in Chapter 5 of this thesis.
Although this review has treated upper level and locally forced convection separately
it should be emphasised that, in the real world, these occur rarely in isolation: for exam-
ple, the Boscastle flooding case described in Section 2.4.2 occurred due to local effects
in an environment that was already unstable. Further examples of cases that are both
synoptically and locally forced are found in Morcrette et al. (2007), Russell et al. (2008)
and Russell et al. (2009).
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Data, models, and overall
methodology
3.1 Introduction
This chapter provides an introduction to the models, data, and overall methods used in
Chapters 4 to 8. First, details of the numerical weather prediction (NWP) model used in
this thesis, the Met Office Unified model (MetUM), will be presented in Section 3.2. Next
the sources of observations will be discussed: radar data (Section 3.3.1) and satellite im-
agery (Section 3.3.2). Finally, Section 3.4 gives an overview of the analysis methodology
used throught this thesis.
3.2 The Met Office Unified Model
The MetUM is a numerical weather and climate prediction model, developed and run
by the Met Office. The model is “unified” because the same core code is used for all
resolutions and timescales. The first version of the MetUM became operational in 1991,
made possible by the developement of a general non-hydrostatic dynamical core (prior
to this theMet Office ran non-unifiedmodels). Since 1991, theMetUMhas been regularly
improved and updated.
The MetUM is used for all the NWP forecasts discussed in this thesis; version 7.7 for
the cases in Chapter 4 and version 8.2 for the cases in Chapters 5 to 8. The dynamical
core and physics parametrisations of the MetUM will be discussed in Sections 3.2.1 and
3.2.2 respectively. This is followed by an introduction to the deterministic and ensemble
configurations considered in this thesis.
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3.2.1 Dynamical core
Versions 7.7 and 8.2 of the MetUM use the ‘New Dynamics’ dynamical core presented in
Davies et al. (2005) with further details in Staniforth et al. (2006). The main features of
this dynamical core are summarised here.
Governing equations
The MetUM dynamical core features a non-hydrostatic deep atmosphere formulation
where the full Navier-Stokes equations are solved numerically. This gives the momen-
tum and continuity equations
Du
Dt
= −2Ω× u− ∇p
ρ
− gk+ Su (3.1)
and
∂ρ
∂t
+∇ · (ρu) = 0, (3.2)
where u = (u, v,w) is the velocity vector, Ω is the angular velocity vector of the Earth’s
rotation, ρ is the density, p is the pressure, t is time, Su is the frictional force per unit
mass, g is the gravitational field strength, k is the unit vector in vertical direction and DDt
is the Lagrangian derivative which, for a vector A, is given by DADt =
∂A
∂t + u · ∇A.
Equations 3.1 and 3.2, along with the equation of state
κΠΘvρ =
p
cp
, (3.3)
and thermodynamic equations of the form
Dm
Dt
= Pm, (3.4)
are solved for the prognostic variables velocity u, virtual potential temperature Θv,
Exner pressure Π =
(
p
po
)κ
, dry density ρdry and mixing ratios of moist quantities. Here
κ ≡ Rdrycp where Rdry is the gas constant for dry air, cp is the specific heat at constant pres-
sure for dry air, p0 is a reference pressure of 105 Pa and Pm are the physics tendencies for
quantities m representing any of Θv, mixing ratios, or other included variables such as
aerosols.
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Equations 3.1–3.4 are solved in spherical polar coordinates for all prognostic vari-
ables except density, using a two time level semi-implicit semi-Lagrangian discretisation.
To estimate the Lagrangian time derivative, the semi-Lagrangian scheme (Staniforth and
Coˆte´, 1991) considers air parcels at the end of each time step (the arrival point) and cal-
culates where they came from (the departure point) (Kalnay, 2003, Ch.3). The two-time-
level time integration scheme is semi-implicit and uses a predictor-corrector approach.
In this scheme, the time-level n + 1 terms needed for the semi-Lagrangian scheme are
first approximated by their values at time-level n and then updated to give better esti-
mates (Davies et al., 2005). To ensure the conservation of mass, a semi-implicit Eulerian
flux form of the continuity equation is used. The discretisation leads to a coupled linear
set of implicit equations, which are written as a single equation with one unknown Π′,
where Π′ = Πn+1 −Πn at time-level n. The resulting elliptic equation is then solved us-
ing a generalised conjugate residual iterative solver (Eisenstat et al., 1983; Smolarkiewicz
and Margolin, 1994).
Model grid
The MetUM uses a horizontal latitude-longitude (φ,λ) staggered Arakawa C-grid
(Arakawa and Lamb, 1977) where the horizontal wind components u and v are held at
grid points displaced by half a grid spacing, in the λ and φ directions respectively, from
other variables. Scalar variables are held at the poles. In the vertical a Charney-Phillips
staggering (Charney and Phillips, 1953) is used with θ and w held on ‘θ-levels’ including
the surface and model top, and u, v, ρ andΠ held on ‘ρ-levels’ located half way between
the θ-levels. Example Arakawa C and Charney-Phillips grids are given in Figure 3.1.
These grids were chosen as they give the best geostrophic adjustment properties, and
the best representation of the dissipation of gravity waves (Davies et al., 2005).
Terrain-following hybrid height coordinates η are used in the vertical, related to the
true height coordinates z by
z =

ηzT + h
(
1− ηη f
)2
, 0 ≤ η < η f
ηzT, η f ≤ η ≤ 1
(3.5)
where h is the height of the orography above the mean earth radius (i.e. h = 0 over the
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(a) Arakawa C-grid
θ, w
θ, w
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u, v, ρ, Π
u, v, ρ, Π
u, v, ρ, Π
(b) Charney-Phillips grid
Figure 3.1: Examples of the horizontal (a) and vertical (b) grids used in the MetUM. Example
variables west-east velocity component (u), north-south velocity component (v), vertical velocity
component (w), density (ρ), potential temperature (θ) and Exner pressure Π, are shown.
ocean) and zT is height of themodel lid (fixed). Hence, model levels are terrain-following
up to a height of η f , above which the model levels become flat. Near the surface η is
chosen to be quadratic to give a higher resolution at low levels: ηk =
(
k
N
)2
for model
level k and total number of vertical levels N. Higher resolution near to the surface allows
the larger vertical gradients and fluxes associated with the boundary layer to be better
resolved. Above a certain height the vertical grid spacing is increased (i.e. it is no longer
quadratic). This helps to reduce the reflection of vertically propagating waves from the
upper boundary (Davies et al., 2005).
The equations of the MetUM dynamical core (Section 3.2.1) are written for a general
grid, where the coordinate poles need not line up with the geographic poles. This is use-
ful for limited area models (LAMs) as the coordinate grid can be rotated so that the LAM
domain is centred upon the equator of the coordinate grid (instead of at its geographical
location). Centring on the equator gives a more uniform grid.
3.2.2 Parametrisation schemes
In the MetUM, processes that cannot be resolved on the grid are modelled using physics
parametrisations. This section gives a brief overview of the physics parametrisations
active in the forecasts considered in Chapters 4 to 8.
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Cloud
At versions 7.7 and 8.2, the MetUM has two cloud schemes available, a diagnostic cloud
scheme based on Smith (1990) and the prognostic scheme of Wilson et al. (2008b,a). At
the time of the forecasts considered in this thesis, the prognostic scheme (PC2) was oper-
ational in regional and global configurations of the MetUM, and the diagnostic scheme
was operational in the UK model. The main features of the cloud schemes are sum-
marised below; for more details of both schemes the reader is referred to Wilson (2011).
The diagnostic cloud scheme uses the grid-box mean total water content (liquid+
vapour) and liquid temperature, to calculate the condensation and evaporation of cloud
liquid water. Fluctuations within the grid box are parametrised using a symmetric tri-
angular distribution, defined using a critical value of relative humidity (RHcrit). The
cloud fraction ranges from zero when RH < RHcrit, to 0.5 when the relative humidity
is given by RH < (5+ RHcrit)/6. A cloud fraction of 1.0 is obtained when RH=1 (Wil-
son, 2011). The value of RHcrit is pre-defined, and gradually decreases from 0.91 (in the
lowest model levels) to 0.8 (Hanley et al., 2015).
In PC2 the cloud volume fraction and condensate (total, liquid, and ice) are prognos-
tic variables which are, at each time step, modified by the other physical processes in the
model: large scale precipitation, radiation, orographic drag, semi-Lagrangian advection,
convection, boundary layer effects, and pressure changes. Cloud erosion processes due
to the entrainment of dry air into cloudy regions, andmixed phase microphysics (Wilson
and Ballard, 1999) are also included. More details of the PC2 scheme, and its implemen-
tation in the MetUM, can be found in Wilson et al. (2011). As the PC2 scheme takes into
account of the effect of different physical processes at different times and locations it
is considered to be more physical than the Smith (1990) scheme which only diagnoses
cloud from the temperature and humidity at a given point and time.
Convection
The purpose of a convection scheme is to represent the effects of unresolved moist con-
vection on the model variables. This is needed to prevent instability from building up in
the model (possibly resulting in the build up of unrealistically strong, explicitly resolved
storms), and to reduce biases in model variables, such as moisture, which are modulated
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by convective processes.
The convection scheme is active in the regional and global configurations of the Me-
tUM used to provide boundary and initial conditions to the UK forecasts presented in
this thesis. As resolution increases to within the so-called “grey-zone” (grid lengths of
the order of 1-10 km), deep convection may be permitted by the explicit model dynam-
ics, although it may not be adequately resolved. The treatment of convection at these
resolutions is a subject of ongoing research (e.g. Holloway et al., 2014). If the convection
scheme is enabled for simulations within the grey-zone, it may have the effect of remov-
ing instability from the model before the convection can be represented by the model
dynamics. This can result in an underestimation of rain, and a poor representation of
the diurnal cycle (e.g. Lean et al., 2008). The alternative is to run without a convection
scheme at resolutions that are sufficiently high to permit convection. This is done for
operational UK configurations of the MetUM (1.5km - 2.2km grid spacing). It has been
shown that these models perform better without a convection scheme, with a more real-
istic organisation of showers (Roberts, 2003; Lean et al., 2008). However this solution is
not perfect, with problems including the late initiation of precipitation, and too few, too
heavy showers (e.g. Tang et al., 2013).
When convection is parametrised in the MetUM, this is done using a mass flux
scheme based on Gregory and Rowntree (1990), but with many modifications (Strat-
ton et al., 2012). This is a quasi-equilibrium scheme which assumes that convection is in
near-balance with environmental forcing. Deep, shallow and mid-level convection are
treated separately within the scheme and dry convection in the boundary layer is con-
sidered by the boundary layer scheme. First, to determine which form of the scheme
to use, the stability of the surface layer is assessed and, if it is found to be unstable, an
undilute parcel ascent is calculated from the top of the surface layer (0.1× boundary
layer depth). Precipitation forms when the cloud condensate within the parcel exceeds a
predetermined value. The top of the ascent is defined as the level at which the parcel is
no longer positively buoyant. If this level is lower than 2.5 km, or lower than the freezing
level, the shallow scheme is employed, if not then the deep scheme is used. Instability
from points above the boundary layer is considered using the mid-level scheme.
A bulk cloud model, which considers the combined properties of an ensemble of
clouds, is used to model the effects of the convective plumes on the resolved scales. This
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includes the consideration of updrafts, downdrafts and entrainment/detrainment into
the cloud. Different entrainment/detrainment profiles are used for deep and shallow
convection. The deep and mid-level convective schemes use a CAPE closure based on
Fritsch and Chappell (1980), where the cloud base mass flux is calculated as that which
would be required to reduce the CAPE to zero over a prescribed timescale, in the absence
of convective forcing. The shallow scheme directly links the cloud base mass flux to the
sub-cloud convective vertical velocity scale (Grant, 2001).
Precipitation
The large-scale precipitation (‘microphysics’) scheme is based on Wilson and Ballard
(1999) but updated since (Wilkinson, 2012). The scheme considers the variables vapour,
liquid, ice aggregates and rain. The microphysical processes between these variables are
modelled, and the transfer of moisture and associated latent heating calculated. This
includes processes relating to the nucleation, deposition, sublimation, aggregation and
rimming of ice, the capture of raindrops by ice, evaporation of rain, accretion, autocon-
version and fall of rain and ice under gravity. For the high resolution simulations consid-
ered in this thesis, precipitation and ice are both treated as prognostic variables, allowing
horizontal advection of rain across grid boxes and allowing a delayed surface precipita-
tion response to the dynamics. To allow the cloud field heterogeneity to be modelled, the
grid boxes are divided into 8 sub-regions for the calculation of microphysical processes.
A uniform distribution of liquid rain, ice cloud, and liquid water is assumed across each
grid box.
Boundary layer and sub-grid turbulence
Turbulent processes occur on scales smaller than the model grid, and must hence be
parametrised. This is particularly true in the boundary layer, where surface effects such
as heating/cooling and friction result in significant turbulent fluxes of heat andmoisture
(e.g. Garratt, 1994). In the MetUM these processes are modelled using a boundary layer
scheme based on Lock et al. (2000). This scheme uses a first order closure to parametrise
the turbulent fluxes with the addition of non local terms. Several different boundary
layer types are defined including stable, well-mixed and cumulus-capped. The bound-
ary layer type is determined using a parcel ascent from the surface to locate unstable
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layers, and a parcel descent from the cloud top to identify the depth of turbulent mix-
ing. The depths of the unstable and mixed layers are then used to determine the eddy-
diffusivity surface and stratocumulus profiles, Ksur f and KSc. Mixing coefficients based
on the local Richardson number K(Ri) are also calculated. The vertical eddy flux for a
variable χ is then given by
w′χ′ = −max[(Ksur fχ + KScχ ),Kχ(Ri)]
∂χ
∂z
+ Ksur fχ γχ, (3.6)
where Ksur fχ γχ is the non-local flux, and the mean and deviation from the mean of a
quantity are represented by an over-bar and prime respectively. More details of the
MetUM boundary layer scheme can be found in Lock and Edwards (2012).
At resolutions O(10km) or more, the one-dimensional (vertical) treatment of turbu-
lent mixing used in the MetUM boundary layer scheme is appropriate. However, at
higher resolutions (O(1km) or lower) large eddies are partially resolved, and it is also
necessary to consider turbulent mixing in the horizontal direction. Finding the most
appropriate method of including this mixing in NWP models is a topic of ongoing re-
search (e.g. Hanley et al., 2015). In the operational high-resolution configurations of the
MetUM considered in this thesis, a two-dimensional subgrid-turbulence scheme based
on Smagorinsky (1963) was used for horizontal mixing, with vertical mixing left to the
boundary layer scheme. As detailed in Halliwell (2014), this scheme calculates the eddy
viscosity as
ν = (cs∆)2S fh(Ri) = λ2S fh(Ri), (3.7)
where cs is a predefined constant, ∆ the maximum horizontal grid spacing, fh(Ri) a
stability function defined by the boundary layer scheme, and
S =
1√
2
(
∂u
∂y
+
∂v
∂x
)
. (3.8)
The sub-grid mixing is implemented in the MetUM as part of the explicit horizontal
diffusion scheme.
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Surface exchange
The MetUM boundary layer scheme diagnoses fluxes that are strictly above the surface:
the surface fluxes are calculated by the surface exchange scheme (MOSES; Essery et al.,
2003; Best, 2005). Version 2.2 of MOSES was operational in MetUM versions 7.7 and
8.2 and features a tiled formulation, where nine surface types are used to model the
heterogeneity within each grid box. These surface types are broad-leaf trees, needle-leaf
trees, temperate grass, tropical grass, shrubs, urban, inland water, soil and ice. For each
tile (where appropriate) the leaf area index, canopy height , albedo and roughness length
are specified. Precipitation and sub-surface properties are considered uniformly across
the tiles within a grid box.
Radiation
Radiation processes occur on a molecular scale and must be parametrised in all resolu-
tions of NWP models. In the MetUM this is done using a scheme based on Edwards
and Slingo (1996), and described in detail in Edwards et al. (2014). The radiative transfer
equations are simplified using a two-stream approximation where the angular varia-
tion of radiation is represented by upward, downward diffuse and direct solar fluxes.
Long wave radiation (emitted from the surface) and short wave radiation (solar radi-
ation reaching the top of the atmosphere) are treated separately. The spectrum is fur-
ther decomposed into spectral bands and quasi-monochromatic regions over which the
fluxes are calculated. The total flux is the sum of the quasi-monochromatic fluxes. The
absorption and scattering by aerosols, water drops and ice crystals are taken into account
along with Rayleigh scattering and gaseous and continuum absorption. A correction is
also made for the orographic impact on short wave radiation, with short wave radiation
reduced in shady regions and increased on slopes facing the sun. This is particularly
important for high resolution simulations (Manners et al., 2012).
Gravity wave drag
In the MetUM two distinct parametrisations are used for gravity wave drag: a scheme
to deal with drag induced by the sub-grid scale orography and another for the non-
orographic drag. These are described in Webster et al. (2003); Webster and Wells (2011)
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and Scaife et al. (2002); Bushell et al. (2013) respectively.
The sub-grid scale orography (SSO) scheme diagnoses a surface layer h of height
2.5σwhere σ is the standard deviation of the SSO. The average values of wind u, density
ρ and buoyancy N2 over the surface layer are then used to estimate the blocked layer
depth b;
b = h− t = h− uτs
FcN
, (3.9)
where Fc is a pre-determined critical Froude number. The total surface stress τs is then
partitioned into a gravity wave component (τgwd) and a blocked component (τbk) given
by
τgwd =
(
t
h
)2
τs (3.10)
and
τbk = τs − τgwd (3.11)
respectively. Wind increments to the large scale flow are determined by distributing τbk
uniformly in the surface layer, and τgwd with magnitude decreasing in height above the
surface layer.
The non-orographic drag scheme represents the spectrum of non-orographic gravity
waves that propagate into the stratosphere and cannot be resolved by the model. The
breaking of these non-stationary waves has a significant impact on the energy and mo-
mentum budgets (Bushell et al., 2013) and is important for simulating the large-scale
stratospheric circulation, jet strengths, and the quasi-biennial oscillation. In high resolu-
tion MetUM configurations, run over limited area domains, the representation of these
effects is not necessary (due to the large-scale information coming from lateral boundary
conditions), and the non-orographic drag scheme is switched off.
3.2.3 Model configurations used in this thesis
Using the MetUM, the Met Office operationally runs both deterministic and ensemble
forecasts, using global and limited area models. As only one model run is required for
the deterministic forecasts, they are run at higher resolution than the corresponding en-
semble forecasts. However, the ensemble forecasts have the advantage of forecasting the
uncertainty, as well as the best-guess atmospheric state. The work in this thesis primarily
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uses the high resolution ensemble configuration with the high resolution deterministic
configuration also briefly considered in Chapter 5. These configurations are discussed
in detail below. The global and regional models are only considered in passing, and
provide boundary and initial conditions for the limited area models. All models are run
with 70 vertical levels with a model lid of around 40km for the UK models, and 80km
for the global and regional models.
High resolution deterministic forecast
TheMet Office operationally runs a high-resolution convection-permitting deterministic
forecast, the UKV, on a grid with varying resolution. The inner part of this grid has
a constant spacing of 1.5km covering the UK and Ireland as shown in Figure 3.2. To
achieve this constant resolution grid, a rotated pole, located at the geographic location of
37.5◦N, -177.5◦E is used. Towards the edges of the 1.5km grid-spacing domain, the grid
is stretched up to 4 km to reduce the jump in resolution when downscaling from a lower
resolution model. The variable resolution grid is beneficial as it reduces artifacts near the
boundaries and gives similar results to a nested model away from the boundaries (Tang
et al., 2013). Thus, the cost of running the high resolution model is reduced. The current
configuration of the UKV (and that used in this thesis) takes its boundary conditions
directly from the global model. The initial conditions are given by a high resolution UK
analysis. This analysis is produced with three-hour cycling incremental 3D-variational
data assimilation, conducted on a 3km grid. Additionally, to allow the analysis to benefit
from convective-scale radar observations, latent heat nudging and cloud nudging are
applied to improve the initial representation of rain and cloud (Dixon et al., 2009; Dow
and Macpherson, 2013; Simonin et al., 2014).
Ensemble prediction system
TheMet Office Global and Regional Ensemble Prediction System (MOGREPS) consists of
a global ensemble (MOGREPS-G, current grid-spacing 33km in themid-latitudes) within
which a regional ensemble (MOGREPS-R, retired in 2013, 18km grid spacing), and UK
ensemble (MOGREPS-UK, 2.2km grid spacing), are one way nested. MOGREPS-G per-
turbations are generated using an ensemble transform Kalman filter, and then added to
the Met Office 4D-Var analysis as described by Bowler et al. (2008, 2009). This pertur-
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bation strategy includes a stochastic kinetic energy backscatter scheme and localisation.
Model error is addressed in MOGREPS-G using the random parameters scheme to ac-
count for sub-grid process uncertainty. The current configuration of MOGREPS-G runs
eleven perturbed members and the unperturbed control every 6 hours; before version
8.2 MOGREPS-G and MOGREPS-R ran 23 members and the unperturbed control every
12 hours.
The UK ensemble, MOGREPS-UK, has been run routinely since July 2012 and opera-
tionally since June 2013 (Mylne, 2013; Golding et al., 2014). MOGREPS-UK runs with 12
members and a constant 2.2 km grid spacing over the UK and Ireland. MOGREPS-UK
is one way nested directly inside the global ensemble MOGREPS-G and, to reduce the
jump in resolution between the two models, the edges of the MOGREPS-UK grid are
stretched up to 4km (i.e a variable resolution grid, similar to that of the UKV, with the
same rotated pole, is used). The constant-resolution part of the MOGREPS-UK domain
is shown in light grey in Fig. 3.2, and is the same as the constant resolution region of the
UKV domain. Note that no further data assimilation is included when downscaling to
the UK domain.
The cases presented in Chapters 5, 6 and 7 use this operational configuration of
MOGREPS-UK. The cases discussed in Chapter 4 were run with a pre-operational con-
figuration of the UK ensemble. In this configuration the setup of the UK domain was
consistent with that of MOGREPS-UK. There were however differences in the down-
scaling: the pre-operational configuration UK domain was nested inside MOGREPS-R
(which was nested inside MOGREPS-G) to reduce the jump in resolution from the global
model, which at the time had a grid spacing of around 60km in the mid-latitudes. The
horizontal grid spacings for the different ensemble configurations are given in Table 3.1.
Version 7.7 Version 8.2
Ensemble Global Regional UK Global UK
Grid spacing 60km 18km 2.2km 33km 2.2km
Table 3.1: Horizontal grid spacings for the ensemble configurations used in this thesis. Note that
the values quoted for global model configurations are appropriate in the mid-latitudes.
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Figure 3.2: Constant resolution part of the
MOGREPS-UK and UKV domains (grey).
Figure 3.3: Locations and coverage of the op-
erational UK weather radars. Ranges of 50km
(dark grey), 100km (middle grey) and 250km
(light grey) are shown. Taken from Harrison
et al. (2012) (their Figure 1). Reproduced with
permission from ICE publishing.
3.3 Other data sources
3.3.1 Radar data
Radar data are used to observe precipitation. By measuring the intensity of back-
scattered radiation, meteorological radars calculate the radar reflectivity, Z, proportional
to the sixth power of the hydrometeor diameter. Once the radar reflectivity is known,
the rain rate R can be estimated using a Z-R relationship, Z = aRb, where a and b are
predetermined empirical constants (Collier, 1989, Chapters 2 and 3). In this thesis radar
derived precipitation data are used both to understand the meteorology of different case
studies, and to verify the forecasts. Radar data were chosen as a verification source for
this work because of their high spatial coverage.
Eighteen C-band (5cm wavelength) radars are operated over the UK: 15 by the Met
Office, 2 by Met Eirran and one by the state of Jersey. Each radar has a resolution in
polar coordinates of 600m× 1◦ and scans 4 elevations every 5 minutes (Harrison et al.,
2012). The radar locations are shown in Figure 3.3. Combining the data from all these
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radars, the Met Office creates, every 5 minutes, rain rate and hourly precipitation accu-
mulation composites at 1km resolution over the UK, known as the Radarnet composite.
The key features of the Radarnet system are outlined below; more details can be found
in Harrison et al. (2009, 2012).
The Radarnet system grew from the Met Office Nimrod system (Golding, 1998; Har-
rison et al., 2000), and is often still referred to as ‘Nimrod radar data’. There are six key
steps in producing the Radarnet composite as presented in Harrison et al. (2012):
1. The data are quality controlled with a subtraction of the mean noise, application of
a speckle filter, identification of spurious echoes, and application of a fuzzy logic
approach to filter the spatial characteristics of the reflectivity. The effects of topog-
raphy are also assessed and a correctionmade for the attenuation of the radar beam
by the precipitation.
2. Variations in the vertical profile of reflectivity (the beam height increases with dis-
tance from the radar) are accounted for by using simple idealised vertical reflectiv-
ity profiles to estimate the near-surface reflectivity.
3. The radar reflectivity is converted to a precipitation rate R using the relationship
Z = 200R1.6.
4. Gauge data are used to estimate and remove any systematic bias in the radar
rain rate estimates. A moving time window is used, dependant on the number
of gauge-radar matches available.
5. Data from the individual radars are combined to form the rain rate composite. For
points where data from several radars overlap, values are taken from the radar
with the highest quality index (Harrison et al., 2009).
6. For the hourly precipitation composite, accumulations are computed using 1
minute pseudo-rain rates, calculated from the 5 minute rain rates using an ad-
vection method.
Note that, despite the measures described above to reduce errors in the Radarnet
composites, there are likely to be unaccounted for errors (such as clutter that is not re-
moved). Hence, for the work presented in this thesis, additional checks were made on
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the radar composites. In particular, the times when rain rates were apparently unphys-
ical (> 300mm hr−1), and times when several radars were offline, were not analysed.
Occasionally, there were single points in the radar composite with no rain rate data. As
these points usually occurred within dry regions, their rain rates were set to zero.
In this thesis, to make a fair comparison with the model, all Radarnet data are inter-
polated (bi-linearly) onto the 2.2 km resolution MOGREPS-UK grid. This interpolation
was done before any comparisons were carried out.
3.3.2 Satellite imagery
Meteorological satellites provide vast amounts of information about the earth system in-
cluding cloud cover and temperature, moisture and radiation. To understand the back-
ground meteorology of the case studies presented in this thesis, data were used from the
Meteosat Second Generation (MSG) geostationary satellite operated by the European
Organisation for the Exploitation of Meteorological Satellites (EUMETSAT). Visible and
water vapour (WV) images from the Spinning Enhanced Visible and Infrared Imager
(SEVIRI) were used, obtained through the Dundee Satellite Receiving Station (NERC
Satellite Receiving Station, 2015). A summary of the SEVIRI channels used for visible
and water vapour images are given in Table 3.2, more details can be found in Schmetz
et al. (2002); NERC Satellite Receiving Station (2015); EUMETSAT (2015). Two channels
(5 and 6) were used for water vapour images: both give information about clouds in
the upper troposphere with channel 5 focusing on a region around 10km, and channel
6 a slightly broader region around 8km. For the work in Chapter 5 the channel which
showed the highest definition of cloud features was chosen for the WV imagery.
Channel Spectral range Description
1 0.56 - 0.71 µm Visible green to visible red
5 5.35 - 7.15 µm Mid infra-red / water vapour
6 6.85 - 7.85 µm Mid infra-red / water vapour
Table 3.2: Description of the visible and water vapour SEVIRI channels used in this thesis
(Schmetz et al., 2002).
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3.4 Overall analysis methodology
In this thesis (Chapters 4 to 8) new methods are developed for the analysis of convective
scale ensemble systems. The aim (as detailed in Chapter 1, Section 1.2) is to develop
methods to summarise the spatial characteristics of the ensemble. Thus, it is hoped that
these methods will reduce the need to inspect a large number of plots of individual en-
semble member behaviour (stamp plots). However, to ensure that the new methods
presented in this thesis behave as expected and give a consistent message, it is necessary
to inspect the individual stamp plots. Hence, for the case studies presented in Chapters 4
and 6, stamp plots at each forecast lead time, and for the forecast variables precipitation,
wind speed, horizontal divergence, temperature, cloud fraction and specific humidity,
were visually inspected. Note that, as discussed in Chapters 1 and 2, the ensemble mean
does not provide a suitable summary of the stamp plot information as physical charac-
teristics of the individual fields are not maintained.
An example stamp plot, for rain rate forecasts for the 12 members of MOGREPS-UK
at 17Z on 17th July 2013 is given in Figure 3.4. At this time, a line of heavy precipitation
is seen to the southeast of England, forecast (at slightly different locations) by 10 out of
12 of the ensemble members. The 17th July 2013 is one of the case studies considered in
Chapters 5 to 7.
In addition to stamp plots, Met Office surface analysis, Radarnet data, and satellite
imagery were also used to ensure an accurate interpretation of the new spatial methods.
To maintain brevity and focus, the use of stamp plots and observations to visually verify
the results of spatial methods is not discussed further in this thesis.
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Figure 3.4: Example stamp plot of MOGREPS-UK ensemble member surface rain rates at 17Z on
17th July 2013.
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Chapter 4
A spatial view of ensemble spread
using the Fractions Skill Score
4.1 Introduction
As discussed in Chapter 2, to benefit fully from the information provided by convective
scale ensembles, newmethods are needed for their characterisation and evaluation. This
chapter focuses on developing methods which give an overview of the spatial charac-
teristics of the ensemble across the model domain. In particular, this chapter aims to
answer the questions (thesis question 1; Section 1.2):
1. How can the spatial variability of ensemble member forecasts be meaningfully
summarised?
2. What are suitable summary measures, and what do these tell us about ensemble
performance and spatial predictability?
To answer Question 1, a new methodology is introduced for evaluating, thoroughly,
the differences between members of a convection permitting ensemble and the depen-
dence of these differences on spatial scale. Thesemethods are based on the Fractions Skill
Score (FSS, Roberts and Lean, 2008; Roberts, 2008). To answer Question 2, various con-
siderations are discussed including the forecast evolution through different lead times,
the effect of considering different threshold values for the fields used to calculate the
FSS, and the comparison of different forecast variables. To demonstrate the techniques
presented in this chapter two convective cases are considered using a pre-operational
configuration of MOGREPS-UK (discussed in Chapter 3). The spatial spread of the en-
semble members is characterised and the realism of the ensemble spread is tested by
comparing with the skill against radar derived precipitation accumulations.
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The technique used to determine spatial differences between members can also be
used for the comparison of different model formulations within the ensemble. To
demonstrate this, different model physics configurations were considered in addition to
the MOGREPS ensemble members for the 08/07/2011 case study. This specific example
is provided to demonstrate the utility of spatial evaluation techniques in the comparison
of different ensemble formulations. Note, however, that a complete systematic evalua-
tion comparing different types of physics configuration is outside the scope of this work.
To do this it would be necessary to consider a large number of cases with different con-
vective forcing as detailed by, for example, Stensrud et al. (2000); Keil et al. (2014). The
spatial ensemble spread produced by different physics configuration strategies is eval-
uated and compared to that of the MOGREPS ensemble. In operational frameworks,
different physics configurations are often considered in addition to initial and bound-
ary condition perturbations and so the spatial spread produced by an ensemble with
different MOGREPS members combined with different physics configurations is also in-
vestigated.
This chapter is structured as follows: in Section 4.2 the two case studies that provide
examples throughout the chapter are introduced and the model configuration discussed.
The FSS is then introduced in Section 4.3, followed by a description of our method of
using the FSS to characterise convection permitting ensembles in Section 4.4. Section
4.5 provides example results for ensembles with different initial condition and lateral
boundary condition perturbations. Results for different physics configurations are then
discussed in Section 4.6. Finally, in Section 4.7 the conclusions from this work are sum-
marised. The overall conclusions from the work of this Chapter (and those from Chap-
ters 6, 7, and 8) are presented in Chapter 9, where areas of future investigation are dis-
cussed.
4.2 Method
4.2.1 Cases
Two convective cases were chosen to demonstrate the methods discussed in this chap-
ter. In these cases convection occurred in different synoptic situations. The first case,
23/04/2011, was chosen as an example of organised spring convection over England
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and will be referred to as the ‘organised Spring’ case. This case had a low pressure sys-
tem centred to the northwest of the UK and a high pressure system centred over Scan-
dinavia. A frontal structure stretched down across the western UK. As the front moved
eastward a convergence line formed across eastern England ahead of the front. This con-
vergence line is shown in the UK Met Office analysis at 18Z on the 23/04 (Figure 4.1a).
Convective storms developed in the vicinity of this convergence line with precipitation
first seen at 14Z on 23/04, and continuing until 03Z on 24/04. At 18Z a band of frontal
precipitation entered the model domain from the northwest preceding an occluded front
which entered the domain at 00Z on the 24/04.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.1: UK Met Office surface analysis valid at (a) 18Z on 23/04/2011 and (b) 06Z on
08/07/2011. Courtesy of the Met Office. Crown copyright.
The second case, 08/07/2011, featured a number of convective storms that formed
over the UK in an area of instability within the circulation of a decaying low pressure sys-
tem. At 06Z the low centre was situated over Ireland as shown in Figure 4.1b. Through-
out the day the low centre then moved towards the northeast reaching the northeast
of England by 18Z. By 14Z there were many heavy showers over Scotland as indicated
by the Radarnet radar system (not shown). Convective clouds associated with these
showers were also seen from visible satellite observations from the Meteosat geostation-
ary satellite. For this case study we focus on one particular storm that formed over the
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Edinburgh area of eastern Scotland and remained stationary for around four hours pro-
ducing large rainfall totals (09Z – 21Z radar derived precipitation totals of over 64 mm)
and flooding. In future discussion this will be referred to as the ‘flooding’ case. Previous
analysis of this case by Leoncini et al. (2011) showed that the Met Office 2.2 km ensemble
on this occasion gave a 30% to 40% chance of a flood-producing storm within 25 km of
Edinburgh; a level of significant risk.
4.2.2 Model setup
For the work in this chapter a pre-operational version of MOGREPS-UK was used as
described in Chapter 3. Analysis was completed over the 2.2km grid length region of
the MOGREPS-UK domain, and additionally for the flooding case, over a small 100 km
domain surrounding Edinburgh. This subdomain allows us to focus on the spatial char-
acteristics of the flood-producing storm over Edinburgh: its location is highlighted in
Figure 4.2 in dark grey.
For the organised Spring case an ensemble of 8 MOGREPS simulations were run
(seven perturbed members plus a control). This reduction in ensemble size allowed 5
different physics configurations to be considered for each MOGREPS simulation (giving
a total of 40 simulations). The different model configurations were:
1. A control ensemble with the standard model settings labelled “standard”.
2. An ensemble with a restricted version of the convection scheme (Roberts, 2003) as
would be applied to the Met Office 4km deterministic model (labelled “conv”).
3. An ensemble with the time step increased from 25 s to 50 s labelled “time”. It is
interesting to investigate the effects of a longer time step as increasing the time step
reduces the computational cost of the simulation but may increase model error.
4. An ensemble with increased time step and restricted convection scheme labelled
“conv+time”.
5. An ensemble with modifications to the graupel labelled “grp”. The graupel modi-
fication allows the production of graupel through the capture of rain by snow and
results in an increased graupel mass. This modification has become a standard
option in MetUM from version 8.0 onwards (Wilkinson, 2011).
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Figure 4.2: Domains of the UK 2.2 km model
(light grey), 100 km subdomain for the sum-
mer flooding case (dark grey) and areas of
radar coverage (dotted).
(a) (b) 
Figure 4.3: Two different idealised spatial dis-
tributions of precipitation. Individual ensem-
ble members (shown in white) position the
precipitation in different spatial locations. The
control simulation (shown in filled black) may
produce precipitation in the centre of that pro-
duced by individual ensemble members as
shown in (a) or at the edge of the ensemble
as shown in (b). Considering only the spa-
tial separation of member-member pairs (solid
arrows) indicates that (a) and (b) have the
same spatial ensemble spread. Including both
member-control and member-member pairs
allows the differences in spread between (a)
and (b) to be detected.
It must be emphasised that these model configurations were chosen to demonstrate
the methodology presented in this chapter, and not as possible implementations to the
UK Met Office ensemble prediction system. Note also that the model variations are nei-
ther stochastic nor designed to represent themodel error, although they do, nevertheless,
represent plausible alternative formulations.
The UK model for the organised Spring case was started at 06Z on 23/04/2011, and
for the flooding case at 18Z on 07/07/2011. MOGREPS-G and MOGREPS-R were initi-
ated 6 hrs and 3 hrs respectively before the UKmodel. For both cases the UKmodel was
run up to lead times of 36 hours.
4.3 The Fractions Skill Score
To evaluate convection permitting ensembles in a sensible way it is necessary to choose a
verification approach that considers multiple spatial scales and does not suffer from the
double penalty problem where spatial errors are penalised twice: once for being a near
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miss, and again for being a false positive. Many possible spatial verification approaches
have been proposed in recent years as discussed in Chapter 2. Here we have chosen to
focus on the Fractions Skill Score (FSS) of Roberts and Lean (2008); Roberts (2008). The
FSS is a fuzzy verification measure used to compare two fields within a given square
neighbourhood.
Since its original formulation the FSS has been used for different applications and
several further developments have been proposed. Schwartz et al. (2010) consider circu-
lar neighbourhoods to calculate the field of fractions at each grid point and then produce
probabilistic guidance using the field of fractions as a neighbourhood probability. Duda
and Gallus Jr (2013) also use the circular neighbourhood approach, verifying the pre-
cipitation of mesoscale convective systems. In this chapter the FSS is considered over a
square neighbourhood as detailed in Roberts and Lean (2008); Roberts (2008).
Duc et al. (2013) extend the FSS neighbourhood to include temporal and ensemble
dimensions to give a single FSS value representative of the ensemble. For example, the
fields could be compared over a neighbourhood defined as having spatial horizontal
size 10 by 10 grid points, including data from a one hour period, and from 3 ensemble
members. Thus a single field of fractions including spatial, temporal and ensemble in-
formation is then compared with observations. This is useful for providing an overview
of model performance but does not provide information regarding the spread - skill rela-
tionship of the ensemble or the spatial differences between individual pairs of ensemble
members.
Rezacova et al. (2009) use the FSS to calculate the ensemble spread-skill relation-
ship with the ensemble skill calculated from the FSS between ensemble member- radar
comparisons and the ensemble spread from the FSS between perturbed ensemble mem-
bers and the ensemble control. Following on from this Zacharov and Rezacova (2009)
determine a relationship between the FSS estimates of ensemble spread and skill and
use this to predict the ensemble skill given the spread. Zacharov and Rezacova (2009)
consider together FSS results from differently sized neighbourhoods. This method was
chosen because there is no fixed scale that can give a FSS skill value over different cases.
However, as different physical behaviour is apparent at different spatial scales (e.g as
shown in Roberts (2008)) it is informative also to investigate how the ensemble spread
varies with spatial scale which is the subject of the work presented here. Whereas Reza-
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cova et al. (2009); Zacharov and Rezacova (2009) only consider comparisons between
perturbed ensemble members and the control, in this thesis the FSS between all inde-
pendent member-member pairs is considered. Considering all members in this manner
is the best representation of total spread as it includes fully the inter-member variability.
Leoncini et al. (2016) discuss other possible methods of member comparison.
The FSS is described in Roberts and Lean (2008) and summarised here for ease of
reading. To calculate the FSS a threshold is first selected, say for precipitation, either as a
fixed value (e.g 4 mm hr−1) or as a percentile (e.g top 1% of precipitation field). The field
is converted to binary form with grid points set to 1 for values above the threshold and 0
otherwise. A neighbourhood size is then selected and, for each neighbourhood centred
upon each grid point, the fraction of grid points with the value ‘1’ within this square is
computed. Two fields of fractions (denoted A and B), say from a model and observa-
tions, are then compared using the mean squared error (MSE). For a neighbourhood size
n and domain size Nx by Ny grid points this is given by:
MSE(n) =
1
NxNy
Nx
∑
i=1
Ny
∑
j=1
[A(n)i,j − B(n)i,j]2. (4.1)
The fractions skill score is computed by comparing MSE(n) with a reference MSE,
MSE(n)re f ,
FSS(n) = 1−
MSE(n)
MSE(n)re f
, (4.2)
where MSE(n)re f is the largest possible MSE that can be obtained from fraction fields A
and B:
MSE(n)re f =
1
NxNy
Nx
∑
i=1
Ny
∑
j=1
[A2(n)i,j + B
2
(n)i,j]. (4.3)
The FSS varies from 0 (complete mismatch between the fields) to one (perfect match
between the fields).
Different neighbourhood sizes are considered in order to evaluate the FSS at different
spatial scales. Here the neighbourhood size is defined to be the total width of the square
neighbourhood in km. The smallest possible neighbourhood is 2.2 km, set by the grid
scale.
No bias exists between the binary fields created using percentile thresholds as, by
definition, the same number of points exceed the threshold for both fields. Hence, for
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percentile thresholds, themaximumpossible spatial disagreement is found for two fields
which place the points of interest at opposite edges of the domain. A perfect match is
only obtained between fields with this maximum disagreement when they are compared
over a neighbourhood of twice the smallest dimension of the domain. In other words,
the FSS will only equal 1 when the neighbourhood size is equal to twice the smallest
dimension of the domain. This sets the maximum neighbourhood size for percentile
thresholds. For value thresholds the fields may be biased and this argument does not
hold. For the examples presented here only percentile thresholds are considered and the
maximum neighbourhood size is 1848 km for the UK domain and 200 km for the 100km
subdomain.
4.4 How the Fractions Skill Score is used
The FSS can be calculated at a particular time between two different forecasts, or be-
tween a forecast and observations, the former giving a measure of spatial spread, the
latter of spatial skill. The ensemble spread is characterised by calculating the FSS for all
independent member – member pairs (Np(N), for an ensemble of N members) resulting
in
Np(N) = N × (N − 1)/2 (4.4)
comparisons. Here, and for the remainder of this thesis, the control is treated as an ad-
ditional ensemble member. This assumption was tested for the cases presented in this
chapter, and for the six cases discussed in Chapter 5, by visual examination of the per-
turbed ensemble member forecasts and the control. As it was not possible to separate
the control forecast from those of the perturbed members, the assumption is acceptable.
Thus, for the flooding case we have 12 MOGREPS members (the 11 perturbed members
and unperturbed control) and for the organised Spring case we have 8 MOGREPS mem-
bers for each physics configuration (the 7 perturbed members and unperturbed control).
Justification for this method comes from our interest in the total spatial ensemble spread.
In this situation the spatial location of a feature in the control forecast is not necessarily
at the centre of corresponding features in the perturbed members and therefore we do
not wish to assign any special status to the control forecast. Figure 4.3 demonstrates
the advantages of this method: when considering the control as an additional ensem-
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ble member one can distinguish the different spatial spread in Figures 4.3a and 4.3b,
whereas when only comparing against the control the spread in Figures 4.3a and 4.3b is
indistinguishable.
The ensemble skill is assessed by comparing the model hourly precipitation accu-
mulations with those derived from the Met Office Radarnet radar system (described
in Chapter 2). For the flooding case 1 km Radarnet radar-derived hourly precipitation
accumulations were interpolated onto the 2.2 km model grid. Radarnet data at 1 km
resolution were not available for analysis of the organised Spring case so 5 km data were
instead used. The area of Radarnet coverage differs slightly from the UK 2.2 km domain
over which the model is run and is indicated by the dotted region in Figure 4.2. All anal-
ysis involving radar data, or the comparison of model and radar data, only considers the
area with radar coverage. We assume the radar data is representative of the precipita-
tion that occurred and ignore observational errors, which would have to be considered
within a routine verification framework. Visual examination of the radar fields found no
obvious errors.
To assess ensemble skill each model simulation is separately compared with radar
observations, whilst to assess ensemble spread we compare all possible pairings of the
model runs. Again consider Figure 4.3, but this time take the filled black circles to repre-
sent the location of precipitation in the radar data. As a measure of ensemble skill we are
only considering the spatial differences associatedwith the solid arrows. Thesemeasures
of ‘spread’ and ‘skill’ consider different numbers of member-member or member-radar
pairs, raising questions about a direct comparison of these metrics. Additional questions
relate to the mathematical interpretation of these measures given that, for scalar Gaus-
sian random variables, the mean euclidean distance between points is equal to twice the
variance. Hence, we would expect the mean of the euclidean distances calculated be-
tween pairs of variables to equal twice the mean of the euclidean distances calculated
by comparing those variables against their mean. However note that, as the ensemble
member and radar forecasts are not Gaussian random variables, and the FSS does not
calculate euclidean distances, this relationship does not necessarily apply to the compar-
ison of dFSSmean and eFSSmean.
This chapter focuses on the characterisation of spatial ensemble spread, with spatial
ensemble skill, as measured by eFSSmean, considered only to put the spread into con-
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text. Hence, answering questions about the direct quantitative comparison of dFSSmean
and eFSSmean, discussed above, is not the subject of this chapter. Consequently, when
the terms “spread”/“skill” or “over spread”/“under spread” are used in this chapter,
they should always be considered qualitatively. In Chapter 6, Section 6.4, these com-
parison methods are considered further (for the location-dependent characterisation of
ensemble spread and skill) using an idealised experiment.
Three different comparison strategies were used for the organised Spring case to
characterise the differences between spatial spread in the MOGREPS ensemble and that
produced through considering different physics configurations. 8 MOGREPS ensemble
members (N = 8), and 5 different physics configurations (N = 5), were considered. Ad-
ditionally results were produced using a subset of two physics configurations (N = 2)
to allow spatial differences resulting from individual configurations to be investigated.
1. All independent comparisons were made between the MOGREPS members for a
given physics configuration, with each physics configuration treated separately.
Considering all 5 physics configurations in this manner gives Np(8) × 5 = 140
comparisons, a strategy denoted as MOGREPS5. Considering 2 physics configura-
tions in this manner gives Np(8)× 2 = 56 comparisons, denoted as MOGREPS2.
2. All independent comparisons between the different physics configurations for
a given MOGREPS member, with each MOGREPS member treated separately.
Considering all 5 physics configurations gives 8 × Np(5) = 80 comparisons for
this strategy denoted as Physics5. Considering 2 physics configurations gives
8× Np(2) = 16 comparisons (Physics2).
3. Comparisons between different MOGREPS members which additionally have
different physics configurations. For example, MOGREPS member 2 with the
standard physics configuration might be compared with MOGREPS members
1,3,4,...,12 with the physics configurations conv, conv+time, time and grp. Con-
sidering all 5 physics configurations with this comparison strategy, referred to as
MOGREPS5+Physics5, gives Np(8) × Np(5) = 280 comparisons. Considering 2
physics configurations (MOGREPS2+Physics2), gives Np(8) × Np(2) = 28 com-
parisons.
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4.4.1 Defining the believable scale
In order to make a spatial comparison between different ensembles it is necessary to
find scales which are believable and have a reasonable level of spatial agreement. For
the purposes of this thesis, ‘believable’ scales for the intercomparison of ensemble mem-
bers are derived in an equivalent manner to those scales that would be considered skill-
ful if the comparison was instead against observations (assuming that the ensemble is
well spread). This scale is quantified using the methodology of Roberts and Lean (2008)
where a neighbourhood size is considered believable (‘skillful’) if a FSS value of
FSS ≥ 0.5+ f0
2
(4.5)
is obtained for that neighbourhood. f0 is equal to fraction of the field considered in the
FSS calculation (for example, considering the top 99th percentile threshold would give
f0 = 0.01) and Equation 4.5 simplifies to an equality when the neighbourhood is twice
the spatial difference between two binary fields (Roberts and Lean, 2008; Roberts, 2008).
As f0 is normally small Equation 4.5 can be approximated as FSS ≥ 0.5.
4.4.2 Summarising the distribution of FSS pairs
Given the large number of FSS values, FSSi, (one calculated for each comparison) it is
necessary to consolidate this information to provide an overview of spatial ensemble
behaviour. Here, the mean is taken over the relevant set of FSSi. When calculated over
member-member pairs this is referred to as dFSSmean where ‘d’ indicates that this is
a measure of ensemble dispersion. When calculated over member-radar pairs this is
referred to as eFSSmean where ‘e’ indicates that this is a measure of ensemble error.
dFSSmean gives an indication of the average spatial agreement within the ensemble for
a given neighbourhood size. In other words, we can select a level of spatial agreement
for the ensemble, represented by the value of dFSSmean, and ask at what neighbourhood
size (or sizes) this agreement is obtained.
Note that, as FSSi are each calculated separately using Equation 4.2, a different nor-
malisation (i.e. a different value of MSE(n)re f ; Equation 4.3) is used for each member-
member, or each member-radar comparison. Thus, each FSSi is separately constrained
to be between zero and one, irrespective of the difference between the fields A and B.
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This method was used to maintain consistency with the FSS: by calculating FSSi in this
manner we create an ensemble of FSS values. Additionally, separately normalising each
FSSi allows us to focus on the spatial differences between the fields A and B. However,
this method does have the disadvantage of complicating the mathematical meaning of
dFSSmean and eFSSmean, resulting in a less direct link between the field differences (A
and B) and the values of dFSSmean or eFSSmean.
Of course, dFSSmean and eFSSmean are only meaningful for the characterisation of
the total distribution if the relevant distribution of FSSi is approximately Gaussian. Fig-
ure 4.4 shows the distribution of FSSi for different ranges of dFSSmean, using the stan-
dard physics ensemble for the organised Spring case. Similar distributions are found for
eFSSmean, and for the flooding case. The distributions shown in Figure 4.4 are the sum
of all distributions for different neighbourhood sizes, thresholds and forecast lead times,
whose mean value falls within the specified range. From Figure 4.4 we can see that, for
dFSSmean values from 0.45 to 0.75, the distribution is approximately symmetric, and
hence the mean is a useful indicator of the distribution of FSSi in these instances. This
range is particularly important as it covers the believable scale (Section 4.4.1), which
is used to quantify ensemble behaviour, and the differences between ensembles. Dis-
tributions with dFSSmean values less than 0.45 or greater than 0.75 are skewed to the
right and left respectively, due to the constraint of 0 ≤ FSS ≤ 1. Hence very small
and very large values of dFSSmean are less well defined than those around 0.5. How-
ever, it is argued that this is not of consequence: very small dFSSmean values indicate
that the members are so different that the ensemble is not believable, and should not be
quantitatively evaluated at these scales, while very large dFSSmean values indicate that
the members are almost identical. Additionally it should be noted that, even for very
low/high vales of dFSSmean, the distributions of FSSi are uni-modal, and the mean is
still a sensible choice of a single value for characterising the distribution. Any correction
to the mean due to the distributions being non-Gaussian would make the small/large
dFSSmean values slightly less small/large and would not change the conclusions to the
work presented in this chapter.
As shown in Figure 4.4, a range of FSSi will be obtained from the different ensemble
member-member pairs. For example, if the majority of ensemble members place rain at
the same spatial location but a small number of members place the rain far away this
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(a) 0.05 6 mean < 0.15 (b) 0.15 6 mean < 0.25 (c) 0.25 6 mean < 0.35
(d) 0.35 6 mean < 0.45 (e) 0.45 6 mean < 0.55 (f) 0.55 6 mean < 0.65
(g) 0.65 6 mean < 0.75 (h) 0.75 6 mean < 0.85 (i) 0.85 6 mean < 0.95
Figure 4.4: Distributions of all member-member FSSi for the organised Spring case (standard
physics only). The plots are separated by the mean of the distribution with data from all forecast
lead times, neighbourhood sizes and the 99th,95th,90th and 85th percentile thresholds included.
may produce a similar value of dFSSmean as a situation in which all ensemble members
place the rain at slightly different spatial locations. Hence it may also be important to
summarise the range of FSSi values surrounding dFSSmean. To do this the standard
deviation of FSS values, dFSSstdev, is used. dFSSstdev is closely linked to the standard
error in dFSSmean, dFSSstdev√NFSS where NFSS is the number of FSSi samples used to calculate
dFSSmean. As the purpose of this work is to focus on the spatial distribution of ensemble
members, we consider dFSSstdev and avoid the 1√NFSS dependence on ensemble size.
This allows the spatial distribution of differently sized ensembles to be compared.
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4.4.3 Thresholding
The FSS can be calculated using either fixed value or percentile thresholds. Following
on from the work of Roberts (2008); Mittermaier and Roberts (2010) we focus here on the
use of percentile thresholds to allow the spatial distribution of phenomena to be inves-
tigated. Higher percentile thresholds are associated with smaller, more extreme forecast
features, and lower percentile thresholds are associated with larger-scale smoother fea-
tures (Roberts, 2008). Note that here, and in all future discussion, the percentile threshold
is applied over the whole domain, including areas both with and without precipitation.
To understand the effect of applying percentile thresholds it is informative to inves-
tigate the values corresponding to each threshold. Examples for hourly precipitation
values corresponding to the 90th and 99th percentile thresholds are given in Figure 4.5.
These percentile thresholds are used as examples throughout this chapter. All ensemble
members (grey solid lines) and radar (black lines) are shown for the organised Spring
case (top) and Summer flooding case (bottom). From both cases and thresholds it can
be seen that the radar percentile thresholds generally correspond to lower precipitation
values than the model. This bias in the model compared to radar is an important con-
sideration for model evaluation. However, it is also important to investigate the spatial
distribution of precipitation: using percentile thresholds allows us to focus on this de-
spite the model bias.
For the Spring case at the 90th percentile threshold (Figure 4.5a) the radar values drop
to zero after 16 hours. After this time radar derived precipitation covers less than 10%
of the domain. This demonstrates that the 90th percentile, and other percentile thresh-
olds below the 90th, are not a suitable threshold for radar precipitation accumulations
for this case. For all cases (apart from the unlikely event of 100% coverage) there will
be a limited area covered by precipitation in both the model and observations, and a
corresponding minimum suitable percentile threshold. In an operational situation this
minimum threshold could easily be calculated from the fraction of precipitation cov-
erage. All FSS results presented in this chapter have been calculated using percentile
thresholds above this minimum value.
For the Spring case the 8 MOGREPS members from the standard physics configu-
ration are shown in dark grey in Figure 4.5a and Figure 4.5b and, although differing
by up to 2.5 mm in accumulation values (for the 99th percentile threshold), follow the
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Figure 4.5: Hourly precipitation accumulation values corresponding to the 90th (a,c) and 99th
(b,d) percentile thresholds. For the organised Spring case (top) results from all the simulations
are shown. To highlight the grouping of members those with the standard physics configuration
are shown in dark grey and those from other physics configurations in light grey. For the flooding
case (bottom) percentile thresholds calculated using data for the full UK domain are shown in
dark grey, and those for the limited area domain are shown in light grey. Radar data are shown
from the area of the UK domain with radar coverage (black with circles) and, in (c,d) over the
limited area domain (black with crosses).
same overall trend throughout the day. This suggests that the ensemble members pro-
duce precipitation features, such as that associated with frontal passage, at similar times.
The simulations for all MOGREPS members and the other 4 physics configurations are
shown in light greywith the different physics configurations clustering around the corre-
sponding MOGREPS member. In these experiments the different physics configurations
have little effect on the precipitation value corresponding to a given percentile thresh-
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old. Interestingly, Figure 4.5a and Figure 4.5b show peaks in precipitation values at
different times: Figure 4.5a (90th percentile) at a lead time of 20 hrs and Figure 4.5b (99th
percentile) at a lead time of 12 hrs. The higher threshold considers only the areas of
convective precipitation, giving a corresponding value that peaks when these storms are
strongest whereas the lower threshold includes frontal precipitation and peaks where
this is heaviest.
The 12 members for the Summer flooding case are shown for thresholds calculated
over the full UK domain (dark grey) and limited area domain (light grey). Beyond a
lead time of 15 hours, when convection occurred over Edinburgh, values for the limited
domain are up to 5 times larger than those over the UK domain. Considering this area
separately using percentile thresholds allows the flood producing storm to be investi-
gated. It should be noted that using high value thresholds over the UK domain would
also select the Edinburgh area. However, for this highly-variable case some ensemble
members missed the convection over Edinburgh, and do not produce sufficiently high
precipitation values. It is not possible to choose a value threshold that is high enough
to select only the area of convection, and yet low enough to include all the ensemble
members. Again, this demonstrates the utility of percentile thresholds.
4.5 Results for LBC and IC perturbations
4.5.1 dFSSmean and eFSSmean
First we consider the realism of the spatial ensemble spread by comparing dFSSmean
and eFSSmean for both cases. Both dFSSmean and eFSSmean were calculated over the
section of the 2.2 km UK domain with radar coverage (highlighted by the dotted region
in Figure 4.2). Figure 4.6 shows dFSSmean (left) and eFSSmean (right) for the organised
Spring case (top) and flooding case (bottom) calculated for the 99th percentile threshold
over the whole UK domain. These results were computed for the 12 members of the
flooding case and 8 MOGREPS members with standard physics for the organised Spring
case. To check the validity of comparing these differently sized ensembles, results were
also produced for the flooding case when only considering the first 8 ensemble members
(not shown). These 8 member results differed only in small details from those calculated
from 12members, and lead to the same conclusions, so it was decided to show the results
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from the full 12 member comparisons.
Comparison of the dispersion measures (dFSSmean) for the two cases (Figures 4.6a
and 4.6c) shows that, although these cases are synoptically different, with different con-
vective forcing, the overall behaviour is broadly similar. At small scales ensemble mem-
bers are very different resulting in low values of FSS. FSS values increase as the members
become more similar when considered at larger scales. The temporal variability present
in the ensemble spread, as measured by dFSSmean, is also clear at this threshold with
the scale at which FSS = 0.5 varying from 150-500 km for the organised Spring case and
100-250 km for the flooding case. These scales are large because in both cases there is
considerable uncertainty in the locations of the showers and showery areas. The tem-
poral variability can be related to the evolution of physical processes. For example, in
Figure 4.6a the area of larger ensemble spread (smaller dFSSmean) at lead times 13-20 hrs
can be linked to greater convective activity and the highest rainfall instances (compare
with Figure 4.5b) and the increase in dFSSmean (decrease in spread) from 20-25 hrs can
be related to a area of spatially predictable frontal precipitation moving into the domain.
Overall there is less temporal variability in the FSS for the flooding case. This can
again be related to the meteorology of the cases: precipitation in the flooding case was
the result of one mechanism, instability associated with a decaying low pressure system,
whereas precipitation in the Spring case was associated with both convective showers
and frontal passage. Coincidentally, for both cases, the spatial ensemble spread increases
with forecast lead time after 20 hours. This up-scaling of forecast spatial differences
should be expected from a statistical evaluation of a large number of cases, but not nec-
essarily from individual case studies where the physical processes of the day dominate.
Using dFSSmean for individual case studies allows these processes, and their effect on
the spatial ensemble spread and upscale growth of forecast differences, to be examined.
The error measures (eFSSmean, Figures 4.6b and 4.6d) show a similar structure to the
dispersion measures with a similar magnitude for ensemble spread and skill. There are
times, such as for the Spring case at a lead time of 20 hrs (Figure 4.6b), or the flooding case
at lead times 0-5 hrs (Figure 4.6d) when the ensemble is clearly under-spread. For the
Spring case a timing error results from a front passing into the domain in all members
earlier than seen in the radar; for the flooding case convective showers present in the
radar have yet to spin up in the model. In both cases there is little evidence that the
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Figure 4.6: dFSSmean (a,c) and eFSSmean (b,d) for the organised Spring case (top) and the Sum-
mer flooding case (bottom). The standard physics configuration and the 99th percentile threshold
are considered. The white dashed line at 0.5 represents the believable scale. Results were calcu-
lated over the area of the UK domain with radar coverage.
ensemble is over-spread.
For the flooding case dFSSmean and eFSSmean have also been calculated over the
100 km limited area domain containing the flooding event. Selecting a subdomain in this
manner allows us to focus on the spatial predictability of a specific event which can be
very different from the UK domain averaged results. Differences between the domains
can also be seen in the values corresponding to each percentile threshold as discussed in
Section 4.4.3. dFSSmean and eFSSmean, calculated over the 100km domain are shown in
Figures 4.7a and 4.7b respectively at forecast lead times 17 hrs - 26 hrs when convection
was seen over Edinburgh. Comparison of Figure 4.7a and Figure 4.7b suggests that the
ensemble spread and skill are similar and that, over this area, the ensemble is capturing
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the spatial variability of the precipitation well. This gives confidence in the ensemble for
a spatially unpredictable flooding event. There are some differences between dFSSmean
and eFSSmean, in particular that eFSSmean is more variable with time. This may be
partly due to both the smaller number of comparisons in the error calculation, and also
reflects differences between the model and observations in the temporal evolution of the
storm. Note that, as the 99th percentile threshold corresponds to different precipitation
values over the UK and Edinburgh domains, we cannot do a direct comparison between
Figures 4.6 and 4.7. This also suggests that we are indeed looking at different processes
or phenomena within the different domains and confirms the need to use a suitable
domain size to examine the spatial variability of particular features. The domainmust be
large enough to give representative results, but small enough to focus on the phenomena
of interest. Of course, the same remarks will be true of any spatial measure.
4.5.2 dFSSstdev in addition to dFSSmean
In this section we discuss the benefits of considering dFSSstdev in addition to dFSS-
mean. Figure 4.8 shows dFSSmean and dFSSstdev calculated for the organised Spring
case (top) and flooding case (bottom) when considering the 99th percentile threshold for
hourly precipitation accumulations. The FSS was calculated over the whole UK domain.
dFSSstdev is shown in Figure 4.8c and Figure 4.8d and presents results consistent with
those from dFSSmean. For example, the largest values of dFSSstdev occur in areas where
low dFSSmean values extend to large scales. The greater spatial spread associated with
low values of dFSSmean results in a wider range of possible values for FSSi and larger
dFSSstdev.
However, there is also some further information given by the standard deviation. In
particular, for the flooding case (Figure 4.8d) there is an area of higher standard deviation
seen in the first two hours of the forecast at neighbourhood sizes up to 500km which is
associated with the spin-up of the model. This effect is even more apparent in results for
the 99.9th percentile threshold (not shown) and is the result of the convection-permitting
model having to spin up showers during the first few hours of the forecast. Because the
ensemble members spin-up showers at different locations, lower values of dFSSmean
and a large range of values of FSSi (resulting in a large dFSSstdev) are obtained. For
the Spring case (Figures 4.8a and 4.8b) convective showers are not present at the forecast
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Figure 4.7: FSS calculations over the Edinburgh subdomain: (a) dFSSmean and (b) eFSSmean.
The 99th percentile threshold is considered. The white dashed line at 0.5 represents the believable
scale.
start time and do not need to be spun-up from initial conditions. Hence spin-up effects
are not seen in the precipitation diagnostics. It is useful to examine how the standard
deviation behaves at different scales. The smallest values are found at both the grid
scale, where differences are so large that similarly low values of the FSS are expected for
all member pairs, and also at the largest scales, where all members are effectively the
same.
4.5.3 Other fields and thresholds
The use of different percentile thresholds allowsmore information to be gained about the
ensemble spread for different ranges of forecast values; for example a higher threshold
will select more extreme values compared to a lower threshold which will select values
that are more widespread. An example is given in Figure 4.9 for the organised Spring
case where results for the top 99th (LHS) and 85th (RHS) percentiles are compared. This
time we show a different diagnostic field, the 10 m horizontal wind speed. Like the
hourly precipitation accumulations this field was selected as a suitable candidate for
calculation of the FSS because of its high spatial variability. 10 m wind speeds are also
used by the Met Office for routine forecast verification.
The 99th percentile threshold selects only the highest wind speeds in the domain. At
lead times 0-10 hrs these are found in areas to the north of the UK near the low pressure
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Figure 4.8: dFSSmean (a,c) and dFSSstdev (b,d) for the organised Spring case (top) and the flood-
ing case (bottom). The white dashed line in (a,c) at 0.5 represents the believable scale. To guide
the eye, in (b,d) the white dashed line at 0.05 represents the neighbourhood at which dFSSst-
dev is an order of magnitude smaller than the believable scale. The 99th percentile threshold is
considered and results are calculated over the whole UK domain.
centre. The exact placement of the highest winds varied considerably between the en-
semble members, with some placing them to the northwest and others to the northeast
of the UK. Hence there were large spatial differences between the members resulting
in low dFSSmean values extending to large neighbourhoods at a lead time of 10 hrs as
shown in Figure 4.9a. At lead times greater than 10 hours there is high spatial agreement
amongst the ensemble members resulting in high values of dFSSmean. All members
place the highest winds to the northwest of the UK associated with the frontal feature
that enters the domain at this time.
Comparing Figure 4.9a and Figure 4.9b we see the unusual result that for a lead
time of 12 hours, and after 28 hours, there is more agreement (larger FSS values) for
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Figure 4.9: Comparison of dFSSmean calculated for the (a) 99th and (b) 85th percentile thresholds
for the 10 m horizontal wind speed field in the organised Spring case. Results are calculated over
the whole of the UK domain and only the standard physics configuration is considered. The
white dashed line at 0.5 represents the believable scale.
the 99th than for the 85th percentile for a given neighbourhood size. This behaviour
suggests that care must be taken in the interpretation of the 99th percentile threshold
for the wind speed field. For the wind speed, local variability is superimposed upon
a background gradient from the large scale situation. The 99th percentile is likely to
include both local variability from points where the background field is moderate and
also larger scale variability where the background field is high. Consequently, unlike for
precipitation, we cannot cleanly examine local features in the wind speed field simply
by selecting a high threshold value. It is necessary to also consider a lower threshold
that includes features of the larger scale flow such as, for this case, the 85th percentile
threshold. Figure 4.9b shows that, at lead times 12-20 hrs, the FSS values for the 85th
percentile are particularly high. These areas of small spatial spread can be related to the
synoptic situation: at a lead time of 12 hrs a highly predictable frontal feature entered the
domain from the northwest and the top 15 % of wind speeds in the domain were closely
associated with the flow in the vicinity of this front. Hence, there was very high spatial
agreement between the members at these times. Before the front entered the domain the
highest winds were associated with a less predictable decaying cold front. Moreover,
after the front had progressed further into the domain greater differences between the
members emerged at larger scales for the winds to the south of the occluded front.
The effect of different thresholds on the FSS for hourly precipitation accumulations
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can be seen by comparing Figures 4.6a and 4.6c with Figures 4.10a and 4.10b respectively.
The latter show dFSSmean calculated for the 90th percentile threshold. In particular, it
can be seen that the large temporal variability seen in Figures 4.6a and 4.6c for the 99th
threshold has been replaced in the 90th percentile results by a trend for ensemble spread
to increase systematically with time. This trend is expected climatologically as forecast
differences grow from small to larger scales with increasing forecast lead time. The rate
of increase is different for the two cases. For the flooding case (Figure 4.10b) scales at
which dFSSmean=0.5 increase gradually from 5 km to 100 km over 36 hours as forecast
differences grow from small to larger scales. For the organised Spring case, dFSSmean
values greater than 0.5 are seen even at the grid scale for lead times up to 25 hrs. After
this time the scale at which dFSSmean=0.5 increases rapidly to 225km. This pattern is
in agreement with the behaviour seen for the 99th threshold and has the same interpre-
tation: after 25 hrs an area of precipitation moves out of the domain but with timing
differences between the members. Overall, there is better spatial agreement between the
ensemble members at the 90th percentile threshold than at the 99th: the broader-scale fea-
tures selected by the lower threshold are more predictable. When considering a range of
different thresholds from the 99th to 80th percentile (not shown) the transition from large
temporal variability to a trend of upscale growth of forecast differences with increasing
lead time was found to be smooth: there is no sudden transition. It is likely that the
range of thresholds over which such a transition occurs will be highly case dependent
as the relative importance of local and large scale features changes. The FSS allows such
behaviour to be investigated.
4.6 Results assessing different physics configurations
In this section an application of dFSSmean to the comparison of the multiphysics and
MOGREPS ensembles for the organised Spring case is presented. Thus the spatial en-
semble spread associated with LBC and IC perturbations is compared to that generated
through different physics configurations as described in Section 4.4. The examples pre-
sented are for the 99th percentile threshold of precipitation accumulation: lower thresh-
olds showed smaller spatial differences (larger dFSSmean values) but lead to the same
general conclusions. Note that the purpose is not to evaluate the merits of particular
physics configurations but to show a method that can be used to examine the behaviour
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Figure 4.10: dFSSmean calculated using the 90th percentile threshold of hourly precipitation ac-
cumulations for (a) the organised Spring and (b) the Summer flooding case. Results are calculated
over the whole of the UK domain and only the standard physics configuration is considered. The
white dashed line at 0.5 represents the believable scale.
of stochastic processes or physics changes in ensembles.
Figure 4.11b shows dFSSmean comparing the configuration with restricted convec-
tion scheme and increased time step (conv+time) to that with the modified treatment of
graupel (grp) using the Physics2 comparison strategy (comparison strategy 2 in Section
4.4). This particular comparison is shown because it gives larger spatial differences than
those found when comparing any other physics configuration pairs, or considering all
physics configurations (the Physics5 comparison strategy). In Figure 4.11b FSS values of
0.5 are reached by a neighbourhood size of 5 km, and no spatial differences are seen for
neighbourhoods greater than 100 km (where FSS≈1). The lowest values of dFSSmean
occur between lead times of 12 hrs and 16 hrs when the heaviest convective showers
were present: it is during these events that modifications to the treatment of graupel are
most noticeable.
Results from comparing only the MOGREPS members from conv+time and grp
(comparison strategy MOGREPS2, 1 in Section 4.4) are shown in Figure 4.11a. These
differ only in minor details from those shown in Figure 4.8a (dFSSmean calculated for
the MOGREPS ensemble with the standard physics configuration). The MOGREPS2 re-
sults show that FSS values of 0.5 are reached on scales greater than 60 km, scales at which
the Physics2 members are almost identical. In other words, the spatial variation intro-
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duced through different physics configurations is only seen close to the grid scale. If we
consider FSS values lower than FSS = 0.5 to represent fields so different that the fore-
cast is no longer useful, then the different physics configurations applied here, for this
particular case, are simply moving around features that are known to be unpredictable
from the MOGREPS ensemble. Of course, this is not to say that physics changes in gen-
eral are unimportant for improving model performance, or that using different physics
configurations is not sometimes a valuable component of an ensemble system, or that
adding small scale perturbations is undesirable. For another case or for other physics
perturbations the effects might be very different. Our purpose is simply to demonstrate
a methodology that allows the spatial effects of different ensemble configurations to be
thoroughly investigated and set into the context of other aspects of forecast uncertainty.
It is possible that, although the evaluation of Physics2 only showed forecast differ-
ences at small spatial scales, combining the different physics configurations with those
from the MOGREPS2 ensemble may lead to large changes in the growth of spatial dif-
ferences. To assess this, the comparison strategy MOGREPS2+Physics2 (comparison
strategy 3 in Section 4.4) is employed. Again, examples are shown for the physics con-
figurations conv+time and grp which show the largest spatial differences. The results
of MOGREPS2+Physics2 are shown in Figure 4.11c. Differences between Figure 4.11c
and Figure 4.11a are very small and hence, to aid interpretation, Figure 4.11d shows
the difference between the MOGREPS2 and the MOGREPS2+Physics2 results. The dif-
ferences are over an order of magnitude smaller than the dFSSmean values in Figures
4.11a and 4.11c. It is interesting that both positive and negative differences are seen:
modifying the different physics configuration both adds and removes spatial spread.
From Figure 4.11d it can also be seen that differences between MOGREPS2 and the MO-
GREPS2+Physics2 extend, with similar magnitude, across all spatial scales. However,
in terms of the fractional difference relative to dFSSmean the differences at small neigh-
bourhoods have more importance. At a lead time of 15 hrs the fractional difference in
dFSSmean varies from 7% at 50 km to 3% at 250 km. It should be noted that these dif-
ferences are still very small, especially at the larger more predictable scales (as indicated
by the point where FSS≥0.5 in the MOGREPS ensemble).
Analysis of the combinedMOGREPS+Physics comparisons supports the conclusions
drawn previously that the introduction of these differences in the physics only influences
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Figure 4.11: dFSSmean comparisons of the ‘restricted convection with increased time step’ and
the ‘graupel’ physics configurations for the 99th percentile threshold of hourly precipitation accu-
mulations. Results from different comparison strategies are shown: (a) MOGREPS2, (b)Physics2
and (c) MOGREPS2+Physics2. (d) shows the difference between sub-figures (c) and (a). Results
are calculated over the whole of the UK domain. The white dashed line at 0.5 represents the
believable scale.
scales much smaller than the predictable scales of the system (in this particular experi-
ment). In practical terms, the variability of those scales could be addressed with spatial
post processing and without the need for additional ensemble members. On the other
hand, if the scales of the physics changes were to upscale to scales greater then the sys-
tem’s predictable scales then the performance of the ensemble might benefit from more
perturbed-physics members. Systematic application of the methods shown here would
provide a sound basis for making these decisions.
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4.7 Chapter discussion and conclusions
In this chapter a new methodology for the detailed analysis of ensemble spread for high
resolution forecasts, focusing on spatial variability, has been presented with the aim of
answering the questions:
1. How can the spatial variability of ensemble member forecasts be meaningfully
summarised?
2. What are suitable summary measures, and what do these tell us about ensemble
performance and spatial predictability?
This method focuses on two different measures of ensemble spread: dFSSmean and
dFSSstdev, the mean and standard deviation of the FSS calculated over all ensemble
member-member pairs. dFSSmean gives a measure of the FSS value for the whole en-
semble indicating the average spatial agreement within the ensemble over a particular
size of neighbourhood i.e at a given spatial scale. dFSSstdev provides some further use-
ful information about the range of FSS values used in the calculation of dFSSmean. A
large range of FSS values, corresponding to a large value of dFSSstdev, indicates that the
ensemble members are unevenly distributed.
To demonstrate the utility of these measures, and answer question 2, results were
presented from two case studies. It was shown that dFSSmean and dFSSstdev allowed
investigation of, for example, the temporal evolution of ensemble spread, model spin
up, and saturation of forecast differences. Considering different percentile thresholds
allowed information to be gained about the spatial spread of the ensemble for different
physical regimes. In particular it was found that, for hourly precipitation accumulations,
the dFSSmean for the 99th percentile threshold had high temporal variability. This con-
trasted with the dFSSmean for the 90th percentile threshold for which spatial differences
between the ensemble members increased with time.
The realism of the ensemble spatial distribution was also tested by comparison with
another metric, the mean FSS calculated over all member-radar pairs, denoted eFSS-
mean. This error measure can be compared with dFSSmean to investigate the spread-
skill relationship of the ensemble at different times and spatial scales. For the two cases
considered here these measures suggested that ensemble spread was reasonable. On oc-
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casion the ensemble was under-spread and this was linked to timing errors between the
simulations and the observations and to the need for spin up of showers in a convection
permitting model.
For one case study, results were presented for a comparison of spread between dif-
ferently generated ensembles, including multiple physics configurations. This applica-
tion illustrates a methodology for identifying the spatial scales that are influenced by
modifications to physical processes. Examining the FSS for different spatial scales and
over a range of times allowed a quantification of the effects of using different physics
configurations compared to LBC and IC perturbations. For the case described here it
was concluded that modifying the physics in the ways done here did not influence the
ensemble evolution at scales where the forecast has skill. These results are not to be in-
terpreted as general: well chosen physics modifications can and do improve forecasts
as demonstrated by, for example by Stensrud et al. (2000); Keil et al. (2014). The key
point is that evaluation techniques presented here allow clear statements about the im-
pacts of physics modifications to be made since different ensemble configurations can be
thoroughly investigated and the spatial impact of the changes quantified.
The work presented in this chapter provides a framework through which spatial en-
semble spread can be analysed. There are some limitations to this study: in particular the
consideration of two cases only and the limited consideration of physics perturbations.
Another limiting factor is the methodology of calculating a single value of the FSS that
is representative of a comparison across a whole domain. As discussed above this can
mean that different meteorological phenomena, such as convective and frontal precipi-
tation, are considered together, when each individually may have an inherently different
predictability and ensemble spread. It is possible to select a smaller domain to consider
events of interest, as highlighted with respect to Figure 4.7, although this is only use-
ful in hindsight once the event has occurred. A spatially varying and scale dependent
measure of ensemble spread that does not suffer from this drawback is presented and
discussed in Chapters 5 and 8.
Despite these limitations there are some important conclusions from this chapter.
In particular, we have stressed how the ensemble spread is highly dependent on the
scales considered for evaluation. Consequently, to investigate the ensemble behaviour
thoroughly it is necessary to consider multiple scales, and be mindful of the different
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expectations for skill at these scales. Forecasts should be verified, and the benefits of
forecast model changes assessed, at scales that are believable.
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Chapter 5
Analysis of six summer convective
cases: introduction to the case studies
5.1 Introduction
This chapter introduces the six case studies used as examples in the proceeding two
chapters. The choice of cases is discussed in Section 5.2. Section 5.3 then details the
synoptic background to each case. The model representation of the meteorology for each
case (hereafter denoted ‘model meteorology’) is discussed in Section 5.4 for both the Met
Office Global and Regional Ensemble Prediction System UK ensemble (MOGREPS-UK)
and the Met Office variable resolution UK deterministic (UKV) operational forecasts.
5.2 Selection of cases
The six cases were selected from summer 2013 during the period of the COnvective Oro-
graphic Precipitation experiment (COPE Blyth et al., 2015; Leon et al., 2015). The COPE
field campaign concentrated on the SW Peninsula to investigate the processes control-
ling precipitation intensity in convection. Five of the cases discussed here are fromCOPE
IOPs (intensive observing periods); the exception being the 17/07. The forecast start
times were selected to be early enough for the high resolution model to have spun-up
before the event of interest, but also close to the event to increase forecast accuracy. The
cases were selected to represent a range of convective situations and differing levels of
predictability. The first three cases (17/07, 23/07 and 27/07), and the morning of 02/08,
featured deep convection with large scale forcing and will be discussed in Section 5.3.1.
In the remaining three cases (29/07, 02/08 (afternoon) and 03/08), peninsula conver-
gence, a topographical effect of the SW Peninsula which acts to align showers along the
peninsula, played a role in the initiation and maintenance of convection. These penin-
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sula convergence cases are discussed in Section 5.3.2. The dates and forecast start times
for each case are summarised in Table 5.1 along with a short description of the meteorol-
ogy for each case.
Date
[dd/mm]
Forecast start
[dd/hh]
Meteorological situation
17/07 17/03Z Line of thunderstorms
23/07 22/21Z Organised bands of thunderstorms
27/07 27/09Z Mesoscale Convective System (MCS)
29/07 29/03Z Peninsula convergence, convective showers
02/08 02/03Z Peninsula convergence, convection moving north
from France
03/08 03/03Z Peninsula convergence
Table 5.1: Overview of the cases considered.
5.3 Synoptic overview
5.3.1 Deep convective cases
17/07
On the 17/07 localised thunderstorms developed within a generally settled anticyclonic
period. Two low pressure systems (one over Scandinavia, the other over the Atlantic)
are seen tracking to the north of the UK in the Met Office analysis at 12Z (Figure 5.1a).
At this time, a layer of dry of upper-tropospheric air, originally associated with the At-
lantic cyclone, has descended to lower levels. This dry air can be clearly seen as a dark
band in the water vapour imagery at 12Z as shown in Figure 5.1d. Throughout the day
this dry layer propagated towards the southeast. Note the vortex structure in the water
vapour imagery associated with the high vorticity of this region. Precipitation was first
seen in the Radarnet radar derived rain rates (‘radar data’) at 16Z. The precipitation or-
ganised into cells along a SW-NE orientated line as shown at 17Z in Figure 5.1g. This
line persisted until 19Z after which showers became less organised and, after 20Z, little
precipitation remained.
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(a) Analysis 17/07 12Z (b) Analysis 23/07 06Z (c) Analysis 27/07 18Z
(d) WV imagery 17/07 12Z (e) WV imagery 23/07 06Z (f) WV imagery 27/07 18Z
(g) Radar 17/07 17Z (h) Radar 23/07 06Z (i) Radar 27/07 23Z
Figure 5.1: Met Office surface analysis (top, courtesy of the Met Office), Meteosat water vapour
imagery (NERC Satellite Receiving Station, 2015) (centre; (d) channel 5, (e) and (f) channel 6)
and Radarnet radar derived rain rates (bottom). Three cases are shown: the 17/07 (left), 23/07
(centre) and 27/07 (right). The cross-hairs on the radar imagery show the horizontal locations of
vertical cross sections used when analysing the vertical structure (Section 5.4; Chapters 6 and 7).
23/07
The synoptic situation on the 23/07 is dominated by a mature cyclone to the west of the
UK, and high pressure over Scandinavia. At 00Z two troughs lie over the UK; it is in
these locations that convection later develops. By 06Z (Figure 5.1b) frontogenesis occurs
along the western trough and the analysis shows a cyclone over northern Englandwhich
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moves north throughout the day. Convection associated with the cyclone reached upper
tropospheric levels as shown by the Meteosat water vapour imagery (Figure 5.1e). Two
bands of heavy precipitation are also clearly visible in the radar imagery at this time as
shown in Figure 5.1h. The easterly precipitation band broadens out throughout the day
but the westerly band remains narrow.
27/07
On the 27/07 the UK sat in an area of low pressure associated with mature intercon-
nected cyclones to the southwest, northwest and northeast. A frontal feature from the
northeast cyclone extended south across the North Sea and down into France. A frontal
wave formed along this feature, initially over northern France, and developed into an
MCS. From 06Z-12Z the wave moved north over the English channel and a cyclonic cir-
culation developed. By 18Z (Figure 5.1c,f) the MCS reached southern England and con-
tinued northward. Precipitation associated with the MCS is clearly seen in the Radarnet
derived rain rates shown in Figure 5.1i at 23Z. The MCS and associated precipitation
moved north-northeast throughout the night. Initially the convective region was seen
along the leading edge of the MCS, followed by a broad area of stratiform rain, agreeing
with the conceptual model of a convective line with trailing stratiform cloud (Houze,
2004).
02/08 (morning)
On the 02/08 a mature cyclone was positioned over the Atlantic to the north of Ireland.
A cold front associated with this system extended over the UK (north-south) as shown in
the Met Office surface analysis at 06Z (Figure 5.2a). At this time cloud was seen ahead of
the cold front (Figure 5.3b). Also of interest is the area of deep convective cloud situated
over Londonwhich resulted in heavy precipitation andmany lightning strikes. This area
of convection initiated over France before propagating north to the UK and is clearly seen
in the radar data at 09Z (Figure 5.3c).
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(a) Analysis 06Z (b) WV imagery 06Z (c) Radar 09Z
Figure 5.2: Observations for the 02/08 case. (a) Met Office surface analysis at 06Z (courtesy of the
Met Office), (b) Meteosat channel 6 water vapour imagery at 06Z (NERC Satellite Receiving Sta-
tion, 2015) and (c) Radarnet radar derived rain rates at 09Z. The cross-hairs on the radar imagery
show the horizontal locations of vertical cross sections used when analysing vertical structure
(Section 5.4; Chapters 6 and 7).
5.3.2 Peninsula convergence cases
29/07
On the 29/07 a mature low pressure system was located to the north of the UK with
high pressure over France and a southwesterly flow. Several troughs lay over the UK
as shown in the Met Office analysis at 12Z (Figure 5.3a). From 03Z – 08Z some pre-
cipitation was seen to the west of England, over the Welsh hills and the SW peninsula.
From 08Z onwards scattered convection also initiated over the eastern UK and organ-
ised lines formed over the SW and Welsh peninsulas. These lines of precipitation were
seen throughout the day (e.g. at 15Z, Figure 5.3g). From 12Z convection reached upper
tropospheric levels and was seen in the Meteosat water vapour imagery (Figure 5.3d).
Over the SW peninsula the convection remained shallow.
02/08 (afternoon)
Following the deep convection seen on the morning of 02/08 (Figure 5.2), a front moved
eastward across the UK during the day as shown in the 12Z analysis (Figure 5.3b). This
front is still present in the 18Z and 21Z analysis. Meteosat water vapour imagery reflects
the cyclone to the north of the UK, clearly showing a hook of cloud around the cyclone
centre and the dry intrusion (Figure 5.3e), and also shows cloud along the frontal feature.
This convective cloudwas associatedwith a line of heavy precipitation, initiating around
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(a) Analysis 29/07 12Z (b) Analysis 02/08 12Z (c) Analysis 03/08 12Z
(d) WV imagery 29/07 12Z (e) WV imagery 02/08 12Z (f) WV imagery 03/08 12Z
(g) Radar 29/07 15Z (h) Radar 02/08 18Z (i) Radar 03/08 15Z
Figure 5.3: Met Office surface analysis (top, courtesy of the Met Office), Meteosat water vapour
imagery (NERC Satellite Receiving Station, 2015) (centre; (d) channel 5, (e) and (f) channel 6)
and Radarnet radar derived rain rates (bottom). Three cases are shown: the 29/07 (left), 02/08
(centre) and 03/08 (right). The cross-hairs on the radar imagery show the horizontal locations of
vertical cross sections used when analysing the vertical structure (Section 5.4; Chapters 6 and 7).
10Z, and continuing throughout the day. The band of precipitationwas formed of several
lines of cells (e.g as shown in the radar data at 18Z, Figure 5.3h), giving a wider area of
precipitation than seen for the other peninsula convergence cases.
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03/08
On the 03/08 the southwest of England was situated in a southwesterly flow associated
with a mature cyclone positioned off the northwest coast of Scotland as shown in the
Met Office analysis at 12Z (Figure 5.3c). As highlighted in the analysis, a convergence
line formed along the SW peninsula. Cloud associated with the convergence line can just
be seen in the Meteosat water vapour imagery at this time (Figure 5.3f). Data from the
National Centre for Atmospheric Science (NCAS) mobile radar, situated at Davidstow
Cornwall for the COPE field campaign, showed that convective clouds reached heights
of 5 km. Precipitation associatedwith the convergence line was seen from 09Z to 18Z and
extended as far as Hertfordshire (52◦N, 0.5◦E) in a tight organised line from southwest
to northeast. Example radar rain rates at 15Z are shown in Figure 5.3i.
5.4 Model meteorology
5.4.1 Deep convective cases
Overall, at the lead times considered here, the MOGREPS-UK members captured the
main characteristics of the convective events. On the 17/07 (left column in Figure 5.1)
all ensemble members captured some deep convection in the correct region with slightly
different line orientations and spatial displacements. Example ensemble members at
17Z on 17/07 are given in Figure 5.4a. This is the case study with the highest spatial
uncertainty (to be discussed in Chapter 6); there is also a timing error with the forecast
precipitation initiating early. On the 23/07 and 27/07 (Figure 5.4b,c) the members again
capture precipitation close to the region in which it is observed. However, some of the
small scale structure is missed.
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For all cases the model does not produce enough light rain and the heavy rain is too
heavy. This is a known problem with the model as found by e.g Hanley et al. (2015);
McBeath et al. (2014). For all three cases the model cloud reached the tropopause as
shown by vertical cloud fraction cross sections (Figure 5.4d-f). On the 17/07 (Figure
5.4d) the convective cells are narrow and little organisation is seen. For the other cases
the cloud forms broad organised structures with large horizontal extent (Figure 5.4e,f).
The cloud fields are more horizontally continuous than the precipitation fields and “fill
in the gaps” between areas of heavy precipitation. This suggests that the lack of light
rain may be due to microphysical processes in the model as opposed to deficiencies
in the modelled dynamics failing to produce cloud. For the deep convective cases the
three dimensional horizontal wind speed fields show clear signals associated with the
convection. In these instances the convection is associated with, and locally modifies,
the horizontal wind speed fields. Example vertical cross sections of horizontal wind
speed are given in Figure 5.4g-i where convective updraughts and downdraughts can
be inferred from the vertical streaks of higher and lower than average horizontal wind
speeds to the east (right) of the cross sections.
5.4.2 Peninsula convergence cases
Similar conclusions can be drawn about the model performance for the peninsula con-
vergence cases. In particular, although precipitation is captured by themodel for all three
cases, the cells are more separated than they should be, too heavy, and there is too little
light rain. Examples of individual member rain rate fields are given for the 29/07, 02/08
and 03/08 in Figure 5.5a-c. These can be compared with the radar rain rates (Figure 5.3g-
i). Overall, the members capture the position and orientation of the precipitation lines.
However, the model tends to prefer a single continuous unbroken line of cells, whereas
in reality the lines are more broken up. This is seen, for example, on the 02/08 at 18Z
and 03/08 at 15Z by comparing Figure 5.5b,c (ensemble data) with Figure 5.3h,i (radar
data). On the 29/07, in the majority of ensemble members, narrow convective plumes
extend up to the tropopause as shown by vertical cloud fraction cross sections (Figure
5.5a). This contrasts with the 02/08 and 03/08 when convection was capped at 6 km and
4 km respectively (Figure 5.5e,f).
As expected, the location of precipitation on 29/07, 02/08 and 03/08 is related to the
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position of convergence lines along the SW peninsula. Convergence lines are seen before
the convection (playing a role in initiation), and also during the convection. Horizontal
maps and vertical cross sections of ensemble mean horizontal divergence for these cases
are given in Figure 5.6, at the same times as the precipitation maps in Figure 5.5. For all
three cases convergence is seen along the north coast of the peninsula, and on the 29/07
and 03/08, there is also a hint of convergence from the south coast of the peninsula.
The vertical cross sections of horizontal divergence clearly show the location of the con-
vergence lines and depth reached by the convection. A feature of the 03/08 case is the
vertically stacked sloping layers of horizontal convergence and divergence that extend
from the surface up to 12 km, which are seen throughout the day. The layers are clear
in the cross sections (Figure 5.6f) starting at ground level and extending upwards with
a westerly tilt. It is thought that these layers are caused by orographic gravity waves.
A schematic showing how gravity waves may lead to a layered structure is shown in
Figure 5.7. From this we predict that, for gravity wave structures, the layers of horizon-
tal divergence/convergence are associated with ascent/descent. This was confirmed by
inspection of the UKV fields (not shown).
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Figure 5.7: Schematic showing a simplified view of gravity waves over orography. Flow lines are
shown in black and areas of horizontal convergence (purple grey) and divergence (yellow) are
highlighted. Note that, to highlight the changes in the flow lines, vertical differences have been
exaggerated in this schematic.
5.5 Comparison with the UKV
Overall, the UKV forecasts look similar to those from the ensemble. This is expected
as both models take their boundaries from the global MetUM forecast and, apart from
a decrease in resolution for the ensemble, are run with the same physics. There are
however differences in the data assimilation of the two systems: MOGREPS-UK takes
its initial conditions by direct downscaling from the global ensemble, whereas the UKV
is initialised from an UK analysis. UKV instantaneous rain rate plots are given in Fig-
ure 5.8 for comparison with the ensemble rain rates (Figures 5.4a-c and 5.5a-c). There
are some cases where the differences between the UKV and MOGREPS-UK influence
the forecasts. For example, unlike all MOGREPS-UK forecasts, the UKV 03Z run on
the 17/07 did not capture convective precipitation. Later UKV runs did slightly better,
capturing several intense showers, but still missing the convective organisation. An ex-
ample of instantaneous rain rates at 17Z for the UKV 17/07 03Z run is given in Figure
5.8a. Similar conclusions can be drawn from the hourly precipitation accumulations. It
is believed that, for the case considered here, convection was strongly related to the large
scale structure and errors introduced in the UKV analysis (in this instance) resulted in
the UKV failing to capture the convection.
An example where the UKV performs better than the ensemble is found for the
23/07. Early in the forecast the UKV does not show any linear organisation of the precip-
itation, contrasting with the ensemble members and observations. However, the location
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of the precipitation is more accurate in the UKV than in any ensemble member, suggest-
ing that the data assimilation is helping to correct the location of the precipitation but in
doing so destroys the linear organisation. At longer lead times (e.g. at 06Z, Figure 5.8b)
the UKV precipitation does form two organised lines whose structure is maintained for
longer than that of any ensemble member. Overall, the UKV precipitation has the same
problems as the ensemble with too many heavy cells and not enough light rain.
(a) 07/17 17Z (b) 23/07 06Z (c) 27/07 23Z
(d) 29/07 15Z (e) 02/08 18Z (f) 03/08 15Z
Figure 5.8: Example UKV surface rain rates for the six cases considered. The times shown are
the same as those in Figure 5.4 (MOGREPS-UK member rain rates) and Figures 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3
(radar rain rates). The cross-hairs on the radar imagery show the horizontal locations of vertical
cross sections used when analysing vertical structure (Chapters 6, 7).
5.6 Chapter conclusions
This chapter introduced the six case studies that form the basis of Chapters 6 and 7.
The cases were selected to represent a range of different convective forcings and levels
of predictability (to be discussed further in Chapter 6). Three cases (17/07, 23/07 and
27/07) had deep convection associated with large scale forcing. Two of these, 23/07 and
27/07, had large areas of organised convection. In contrast, the 17/07 was characterised
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by a number of individual cells positioned in a line. In the remaining three cases (29/07,
02/08 (afternoon) and 03/08) peninsula convergence played a role in the initiation of
convection. Although all three peninsula convergence cases showed a line of precipita-
tion along the SW peninsula, differences were seen in the depth of convection, and line
orientation. For example, on the 29/07 scattered convection was seen away from the
main line, whereas on the 03/08 convection was strongly tied to the convergence line.
In addition to the line of precipitation along the peninsula, the 02/08 also featured less
predictable deep convection moving north from France, which provided a scenario for
predictability differences across the domain to be investigated (see Chapter 6).
In addition to the meteorology of each case, this chapter also discussed the behaviour
of the MOGREPS-UK and the UKV models. For all cases the ensemble did a reasonable
job at predicting convection, with the exact structure and location varying between en-
semble members. The UKV forecasts were, in general, found to be of similar quality to
those from the ensemble. However there were instances when the UKV precipitation
forecasts had structures that were less (e.g 17/07), and more (e.g 23/07), like the obser-
vations. Overall, neither model configuration produced enough light rain and in both
models the heavy rain was too heavy.
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Chapter 6
A location-dependent method for
spatial ensemble evaluation
6.1 Introduction
Chapter 4 introduced methods for summarising the spatial ensemble characteristics us-
ing the FSS to provide a compact summary of the ensemble performance over the whole
domain. However, as discussed in Chapter 4, by using only one value to represent the
domain, different meteorological phenomena, such as convective and frontal precipita-
tion, are considered together, when individually each may have an inherently different
predictability and ensemble spread. Hence, it is informative to examine the ensemble
spatial spread and skill in a manner that preserves location-dependent information.
Using similar principles to the FSS, this chapter introduces a new, location–
dependent measure of the scales over which precipitation fields, either forecasts or ob-
servations, are deemed to be acceptably similar (to be defined in Section 6.3.2). When
calculated using ensemble members from a well spread ensemble system, these agree-
ment scales, denoted as SA(mm)ij , give a measure of the smallest believable scales for the
ensemble at a given point x = i, y = j in the domain. When ensemble members are
compared with radar observations, the agreement scales, denoted SA(mo)ij , give a mea-
sure of the smallest skillful scale for the ensemble at a given point x = i, y = j in the
domain. Using the location-dependent agreement scales, this chapter addresses the fol-
lowing questions:
1. Over what spatial scales should the ensemble be interpreted and evaluated? (The-
sis question 2; Section 1.2)
2. How can these spatial scales be defined? (Thesis question 2; Section 1.2)
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3. What information does this spatial approach provide for forecasting?(Thesis ques-
tion 3; Section 1.2)
In Section 6.2 the neighbourhood approach is introduced, and spatial predictability is
defined. With the aim of answering Question 1, the methods used to calculate the SA(mm)ij
and SA(mo)ij are presented in Section 6.3, and compared to and contrasted with the FSS.
In Section 6.4 an idealised ensemble is introduced and used to investigate properties of
the SA(mm)ij and S
A(mo)
ij . This is important for the correct interpretation of these metrics,
and is necessary to obtain meaningful answers to Questions 2 and 3. Sections 6.5 and
6.6 calculate the agreement scales for the six convective cases introduced in Chapter
5. Using these examples, Questions 2 and 3 are addressed. The SA(mm)ij and S
A(mo)
ij for
instantaneous rain rates are investigated first (Section 6.5) followed by an application of
SA(mm)ij to 3D variables (Section 6.6). The aim is to understand how the agreement scales
behave in an operational ensemble system, what information they can provide about
the ensemble spatial spread and error, and how this relates to physical processes. The
overall conclusions are presented and discussed in Section 6.7.
6.2 Spatial predictability and the neighbourhood approach
Here, and for the remainder of this thesis, the term “spatial predictability” refers to
differences in the location of precipitation in the ensemble member forecasts. Cases
where the member forecasts are in close agreement about the location of precipitation
are termed spatially predictable, and cases where the location of precipitation is un-
certain (i.e. when ensemble members produce rain at different places in the domain)
are termed less spatially predictable. Examples with different spatial predictability are
shown schematically in Figure 6.1. Note that this definition of spatial predictability only
refers to the positional differences between the ensemble member forecasts (i.e. ampli-
tude errors are not included).
A neighbourhood based approach is used to quantify differences between precipita-
tion forecasts. In the neighbourhood approach, forecasts are compared over differently
sized areas (neighbourhoods). Summary measures are then used to compare the fore-
casts over these areas. For example, the amount of precipitation exceeding a specified
threshold, the maximum or average precipitation value of all raining points, or the aver-
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.1: Schematic representing precipitation forecasts from three different ensemble mem-
bers (grey circles, one per member). Each grey circle represents an area of forecast precipitation,
say with a uniform rain rate of 0.1mm hr−1. Events are shown with different levels of spatial
predictability: (a) a spatially predictable event and (b) a less spatially predictable event.
age precipitation over all points in the neighbourhood, could be considered.
In this chapter, the average is taken of all points in the neighbourhood, including
points with zero precipitation. Hence no distinction is made between amplitude, timing
and spatial structural differences. This method was chosen to be as generally applicable
as possible, giving an overview of the forecast differences, and keeping the number of
parameters to a minimum. The aim is to provide a single location-dependent summary
measure of the spatial forecast differences. Of course, this comes at the cost of providing
less detailed information about individual components such as timing errors, although
some timing errors due to advection (rather than initiation or decay) are naturally in-
cluded in the spatial approach.
It is informative to relate the neighbourhood approach used in this chapter (which
calculates the spatial agreement between fields) to the spatial predictability as defined
above. First consider the comparison of two binary fields, for example created by setting
precipitation values to zero/one dependent on whether they are below/above a prede-
termined threshold. In this case, any differences in the neighbourhood averaged values
of the two fields will relate to differences in the location of precipitation. Hence, in this
situation, the forecasts will agree over a smaller/larger neighbourhood for cases with
higher/lower spatial predictability. Thus, when binary fields are considered, the spa-
tial predictability relates directly to the neighbourhood size. Next consider precipitation
fields where no threshold has been applied. The spatial predictability will still influence
the neighbourhood size over which the forecasts agree, but any difference in the magni-
tude of the two fields will also contribute. This is also true for other fields which, like
precipitation, have high small scale variability and a background value of zero. Fields
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which vary smoothly over large scales (larger than the neighbourhood sizes being con-
sidered), with large scale gradients, require a different interpretation. In these instances
there is no longer a direct link between neighbourhood size and spatial predictability.
Hence, for smoothly varying large scale fields the neighbourhood approach compares
only the bias between the two fields.
6.3 Calculation of location-dependent agreement scales between
two fields
6.3.1 Overview of method
First we focus on calculating location-dependent agreement scales for two different
fields, say two ensemble member precipitation forecasts, denoted f1 and f2 . At each
grid point in the domain, we search for the minimum neighbourhood size (hereafter the
scale) over which suitable agreement between f1 and f2 is obtained. Here, and for the
remainder of this thesis, the scale is defined as the number of grid points from the cen-
tre to edge of the neighbourhood (excluding the central grid point). For example a 3
by 3 neighbourhood would have a scale of 1. The scale at which suitable agreement is
obtained between the forecasts f1 and f2 at this point x,y=i, j will be referred to as the
agreement scale SA( f1 f2)ij . The calculation of S
A( f1 f2)
ij proceeds as follows:
1. One grid point in the domain is selected. Call this point P at i, j.
2. The precipitation values from the two forecasts are compared at point P, and their
similarity assessed using the methods presented in Section 6.3.2.
3. If the forecasts are found to be suitably similar (to be defined in Section 6.3.2), then
the agreement scale at point P, SA( f1 f2)ij , is the grid scale. If the fields are not suitably
similar, then a square neighbourhood of scale 1 (3 by 3 grid points), centred upon
the point P, is considered.
4. The spatial average precipitation amount over this neighbourhood is calculated
separately for f1 and f2, as discussed in Section 6.2. Forecasts f1 and f2 are again
compared, this time using the average precipitation amount over the neighbour-
hood, and their similarity assessed.
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5. If, this time, the forecasts are found to be suitably similar, then a neighbourhood of
size 1 is the agreement scale. If the fields are not suitably similar, then the scale is
increased by 1 (i.e. to give a 5 by 5 grid point neighbourhood).
6. Steps 4 and 5 are repeated, for incrementally larger scales, until a scale has been
found for which the forecasts are suitably similar around point P. Note that this is
defined as the minimum agreement scale for comparing these forecasts: generally,
it would be expected that the forecasts would also be in agreement over larger
neighbourhoods.
7. Steps 1 to 6 are repeated for each grid point in the domain.
This process is shown schematically in Figure 6.2.
6.3.2 Criterion for assessing forecast similarity
It remains to define how the forecast similarity is assessed and how “suitably similar”
is defined. Consider the comparison of two fields f1 and f2 for a given neighbourhood
size (scale) S, and at grid point i, j. For both fields, the average over all points in the
neighbourhood is taken: we denote these averages as f S1ij and f
S
2ij. The fields (assuming at
least one average is non zero) are compared by taking the ratio of the squared difference
between these averages and the sum of their squares:
DSij =

( f S1ij− f S2ij)2
( f S1ij)
2+( f S2ij)
2 if f S1ij > 0 or f
S
2ij > 0.
1 if f S1ij = 0 and f
S
2ij = 0.
(6.1)
The numerator is a direct measure of the difference between the fields; the denominator
a normalising factor selected such that comparison between a forecast which captures
Figure 6.2: Schematic showing the method for assessing the similarity of two fields.
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some precipitation ( f S1ij > 0) and one with no precipitation ( f
S
2ij = 0), gives a D
S
ij value
of one. This is a convenient choice of normalisation: other normalisation factors are
possible andwould not change the overall method and conclusions presented here. Note
that Equation 6.1 only holds for positive fields with the zero value acting like a threshold.
Note also that Equation 6.1 is homogeneous: DSij is unchanged by multiplying both f
S
1ij
and f S2ij by a constant value.
The fields are then deemed sufficiently similar (i.e. to be in agreement) at scale S if
DSij ≤ DScrit,ij, (6.2)
where
DScrit,ij = α+ (1− α)
S
Slim
. (6.3)
The agreement scale between forecasts f1 and f2 at point i, j is denoted S
A( f1 f2)
ij , and is
defined as the minimum scale S at which Equation 6.2 is met. The minimum possible
SA( f1 f2)ij is zero (showing agreement between the forecasts at the grid scale) and the max-
imum possible SA( f1 f2)ij is Slim (showing no agreement between the forecasts, or no rain
in the neighbourhood for at least one forecast).
At the grid scale (S = 0) the second term on the right-hand side of Equation 6.3 is
zero and the constant α controls the acceptable fractional difference between f S1ij and f
S
2ij.
Different values of α can be selected: 0 < α ≤ 1 where α = 0 corresponds to no bias being
tolerated at the grid scale and for α = 1 any bias is tolerated. Slim is a predetermined,
fixed maximum scale and, by construction, Equation 6.2 is always satisfied at the scale
Slim.
This maximum scale is important for both computational and scientific reasons.
Computationally, it is more expensive to make the necessary calculations at increasingly
larger scales, which is an important consideration in an operational context. Scientifi-
cally, there is a scale above which it is no longer appropriate to consider high resolution
forecasts: for example, when there also exists a lower resolution forecast (e.g from a
global model), better placed to assess large scale errors.
Additionally, it is necessary to separate cases where two forecasts predict the same
event, but at a different location, from those where each forecast predicts essentially
different events. Consider the comparison of two forecasts which both produce precip-
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itation, but at a different location in the domain. In some situations the forecasts will
be predicting a region of precipitation with the same physical characteristics. In this
case, we could say that the same event is predicted by both forecasts, but with uncer-
tainty in the location. This is the location uncertainty that can be quantified using the
agreement scales, SA( f1 f2)ij . However, it is also possible that the forecasts are predicting
different events entirely, such as convective showers due to low level convergence in
one, and convection associated with a frontal system in another. In this second situation,
the differences between the forecasts are not representative of their spatial uncertainty,
and hence the values of SA( f1 f2)ij could be misleading. Thus, when the agreement scales
are calculated, it is an underlying assumption that the same events are being forecast by
the two fields, but at different locations. As the scale increases this assumption is likely
to be less valid and the forecasts are more likely to be representing different physical
phenomena. Note that this assumption is needed because of the spatial neighbourhood
approach where forecasts at different locations in the domain are considered together: it
is not needed in traditional measures which compare fields at the same grid point only.
For these reasons it is necessary to fix amaximum scale of interest, as done here using
Slim, above which forecast features are not expected to be related. The consequences
of having a fixed maximum scale are assessed further in Section 6.4. Equation 6.3 is
formulated so that, as forecast differences increase, the scales of acceptable agreement
tend smoothly towards Slim. Specifically, the fractional difference between the fields that
is considered acceptable increases for increasing S until, at Slim itself, any difference is
accepted. The dependence of the acceptable fractional discrepancy between the fields as
a function of spatial scale S is shown in Figure 6.3 for α = 0.5 and Slim=80 or 100. In
the work presented here, values of α = 0.5 and Slim = 80 have been used. For specific
applications that require a more/less stringent match lower/higher values of α could be
selected. For the forecasts analysed in Section 6.5, the maximum scale of 80 grid points
corresponds to a square neighbourhood of 25921 grid points with total width 354.2 km
(the model has a grid length of 2.2 km). It is believed that beyond this maximum scale
any useful information from the convective-scale forecasts has already been extracted.
Note that experiments were conducted with different values of both α and Slim but, as
these modifications did not affect the overall conclusions, they are not presented here.
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Figure 6.3: Maximum acceptable fractional discrepancy between f S1ij and f
S
2ij as a function of
neighbourhood size S, for α = 0.5 and Slim = 80 (black) and 100 (grey).
6.3.3 Comparison with the Fractions Skill Score
It is informative at this stage to compare Equation 6.2, defining the agreement scale at a
particular location, with the FSS believable scale as defined in Roberts and Lean (2008),
and discussed in Chapter 4, Section 4.4.1. Using idealised and real examples, Roberts and
Lean (2008) inferred that for small rainfall coverage, the FSS believable scale is obtained
(Equation 4.2 is met) when the neighbourhood size is equal to twice the separation of
forecast rainfall features. More recently, work by Skok (2015) has shown analytically
that, for simple idealised configurations in an infinite domain, the neighbourhood size
is twice the spatial separation of precipitation objects when the FSS has a value of 0.5.
Thus, using the FSS, the scale can be found at which a forecast is, on average, skillful
across the model domain.
There are some similarities between the method of calculating the agreement scales
(Equation 6.2) and the FSS (Equation 4.2). For example, in both calculations, the differ-
ence of quantities squared is divided by the sum of their squares. However, there are
also some important differences.
• The key difference in approaches is that the FSS gives a single domain-wide
value for the spatial agreement, whereas the agreement scales provide a location-
dependent map of the spatial agreement. Therefore, in the FSS, the squared differ-
ence between fields, and sum of the squares of the two fields, are further summed
over all points in the domain. This is not the case for the agreement scales (Equa-
tion 6.2), where each location is considered separately. The denominator of the FSS
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equation (Equation 4.2) is the maximum possible difference that can be obtained
from two fields of fractions, whereas in Equation 6.2 the denominator is a conve-
nient normalisation factor.
• Scales of interest are obtained for SA( f1 f2)ij and the FSS when a criterion exceeds a
value of 0.5 plus an extra term. It should be stressed that these criterion do not
have the same meaning. For the FSS, the value “0.5” relates directly to the spatial
separation of precipitation features (Roberts and Lean, 2008; Skok, 2015), whereas
in Equation 6.2 the value α (equal to 0.5 here) controls the bias considered accept-
able. The additional terms in the criteria also have different functions in each of
the two measures: that used for the FSS relates to the coverage of precipitation in
the domain, whereas that in Equation 6.2 ensures that the search algorithm always
returns a meaningful scale.
• Although both equations consider errors both in precipitation location and pre-
cipitation amount, these are treated differently. In particular, the FSS is applied
to precipitation fields that have undergone thresholding to produce binary fields.
In contrast, the agreement scales compare the precipitation amounts themselves
(Equation 6.2). This is a more general approach which does not require a threshold
to be defined, and directly considers the scale-dependent bias between the fields.
6.3.4 Calculations for an ensemble
In Chapter 4 the FSS was used to estimate the domain-averaged spatial ensemble spread
and skill by comparing all independent pairs of ensemble members, and all ensemble
member-radar pairs. These were also considered as options in Leoncini et al. (2016, sub-
mitted). Here a similar approach is applied to the agreement scales SA( f1 f2)ij to calculate
how the ensemble agreement and skillful scales vary with location across the domain.
To give a measure of the location-dependent spatial ensemble spread, the agreement
scales SA( f1 f2)ij are calculated separately for each independent pair of ensemble member
forecasts. This gives
Np =
N(N − 1)
2
(6.4)
fields of agreement scales for an ensemble of N members. It is necessary to provide a
summary value of all these fields to quantify the overall spatial uncertainty of the en-
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semble at each point in the domain. Here, to get an agreement scale representative of the
ensemble, the average is taken, at each grid point in the domain, over the Np values of
SA( f1 f2)ij . Hence, for an ensemble of twelve members, 66 agreement scales would be sep-
arately calculated (Np = 66), and the average of these 66 fields would be taken at each
grid point in the domain. As the distribution of the Np agreement scales was found to be
uni-modal (not shown), the mean is an appropriate value to characterise the distribution
of individual scales. This mean field indicates the average agreement scale between the
ensemble members at each grid point, and is denoted SA(mm)ij . It represents the scales
over which the ensemble should be evaluated, and the area over which individual fea-
tures seen in the member forecasts should be expected to occur. Mathematically, the
SA(mm)ij are given by
SA(mm)ij ≡
1
Np
N−1
∑
f1=1
N
∑
f2= f1+1
SA( f1 f2)ij . (6.5)
The SA(mm)ij show the local variations of the ensemble spatial dispersion which, for
a well-spread ensemble system, should represent the true spatial forecast uncertainty.
This spread-skill relationship has proved useful for the traditional analysis of ensembles
(e.g. Buizza, 1997; Leutbecher and Palmer, 2008, and references therein), but is only re-
cently being explored in a spatial context. To test the spatial spread-skill relationship we
define a corresponding skill measure, by calculating the average agreement scales of all
member fields compared with radar observations. These are the scales over which the
ensemble was skillful in capturing the observed precipitation, and are denoted SA(mo)ij .
It is necessary to use radar observations for this comparison due to their high spatial
coverage. To calculate the SA(mo)ij , the mean is taken, at each grid point, over the fields of
agreement scales calculated from comparing all N member-radar pairs:
SA(mo)ij ≡
1
N
N
∑
f=1
SA( f o)ij . (6.6)
Therefore, for an ensemble of twelve members, there are 66 pairs contributing to the
SA(mm)ij , but only twelve pairs contributing to the S
A(mo)
ij . In addition to the different
number of comparison pairs, there are other questions regarding the validity of directly
comparing SA(mm)ij and S
A(mo)
ij . For example, similar to the comparison of dFSSmean
and eFSSmean (Chapter 4), the agreement scale for each member-member or member-
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radar pair is calculated separately and normalised within Equation 6.1. Further, as for
scalar Gaussian random variables, the mean euclidean distance between points is equal
to twice the variance, it might be expected that there is a factor of two difference between
SA(mm)ij and S
A(mo)
ij . These questions are discussed in Section 6.4 in the context of an
idealised experiment. The methods of calculating SA(mm)ij and S
A(mo)
ij are summarised
schematically in Figure 6.4 for an ensemble of four members.
The SA(mm)ij and S
A(mo)
ij measure the location-dependent spatial ensemble believable
and skillful scales respectively. These measures differ in several key ways from the tra-
ditional spread-skill measures of ensemble standard deviation and RMSE as used, for
example, by Buizza et al. (2005); Kong et al. (2007); Bouttier et al. (2012); Baker et al.
(2014). In particular, the RMSE compares the ensemble mean to observations, and hence
a minimum possible RMSE of zero can be obtained when the observations equal the
ensemble mean. In contrast, the SA(mo)ij compares the observations directly to each en-
semble member. For any situation where the ensemble members differ spatially or in
magnitude, the SA(mo)ij will be non-zero. Hence the minimum S
A(mo)
ij will also be non-
zero: this is limited by, and related to, the ensemble spread. Note that this is a general
feature of spatial analysis and would also be true of other spatial comparison methods;
for example, any method which considers the differences in location of forecast features
between observations and individual ensemble members.
6.4 Idealised experiment
To investigate the properties of the SA(mm)ij and S
A(mo)
ij , an idealised experiment was em-
ployed. This allows links between the precipitation distribution and agreement scales
to be explored for configurations with known properties. As discussed in the preceding
1 2
43
1 2
43
R
Figure 6.4: Schematic showing the comparisons used to calculate the mean over all member-
member pairs (left) and mean over all member-radar pairs (right) for an ensemble of 4 members.
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section, questions remain about using a direct comparison of SA(mm)ij and S
A(mo)
ij to in-
vestigate the spatial spread-skill relationship. In the absence of a rigorous mathematical
proof, the idealised experiment allows some of these questions to be addressed. Ensem-
bles were created that were either spatially well spread, over spread or under spread,
allowing the validity of the spatial spread-skill comparison between SA(mm)ij and S
A(mo)
ij
to be tested.
6.4.1 Overall setup
To mirror the analysis of the real MOGREPS-UK cases (introduced in Chapter 5 and to
be discussed in Section 6.5) a domain of 193 by 242 grid points was created. Initially
all points in the domain were set to zero, representing the case of no rain. To simulate
precipitation, circular areas (‘rain blobs’) within the domain were each set to an arbitrary
value (greater than 0). To represent an ensemble of N forecasts at a given time t1, the
centres of N rain blobs were randomly positioned within a square ‘rain area’ of side L
and lower left corner (LLC) at point (X,Y). Similarly, to represent the radar observation
at t1, one rain blob was positioned within a square ‘radar rain area’ of length Lo and
LLC at point (Xo,Yo). To represent different draws from the ensemble distribution, or
equivalently different forecasts of the event, multiple random draws were made for the
ensemble and radar positions.
The standard ensemble configuration considered 13 different draws of a 12 mem-
ber ensemble in order to mirror the number of times and members considered for the
MOGREPS-UK cases (analysed in Section 6.5). In the standard setup the ensemble mem-
ber and radar rain areas were set to L = Lo = 50 grid points positioned towards the
centre of the domain with the LLC at (60, 60). The standard rain blob radius was 8 grid
points. An example of the ensemble member positions, from one random draw of the
standard configuration, is given in Figure 6.5.
6.4.2 Agreement scale maps
An example map of SA(mm)ij from the standard ensemble configuration at one time is
shown in Figure 6.6a. Near the centre of the rain area the scales are smallest, around
10 grid points. This scale is representative of the average separation of the rain blobs.
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Figure 6.5: Example of ensemble member rain blobs (grey circles, one per member) positioned
within a rain area (black square) for one random draw of the standard idealised setup.
Moving away from the precipitation area the SA(mm)ij increases as the distance from the
rain area dominates the SA(mm)ij . This is an important feature of the S
A(mm)
ij : outside the
rain area the scales are increasingly representative of the distance from the precipitation.
This makes sense when considering the SA(mm)ij to be the scales over which the fields
should be evaluated: far from a rain area any small variations in the precipitation field
should be smoothed out over a large neighbourhood. Figure 6.6b shows a second ex-
ample SA(mm)ij map, at a different time to that shown in Figure 6.6a. Overall the results
between the two times are similar. There are however slight differences in the location
of the minimum SA(mm)ij values, due to the rain blobs being at different locations in the
rain area. Note that in the situation of no rain, the SA(mm)ij will be equal to the maximum
scale considered, Slim.
Figure 6.6: SA(mm)ij from the idealised experiment standard configuration (a blob radius of 8 grid
points) at two different times. All points in the idealised domain are included.
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6.4.3 Different configurations
Agreement scale maps are useful for visualising and understanding spatial predictabil-
ity differences across the domain. To compare different configurations, histograms of
all points from the SA(mm)ij maps are considered. An example is given in Figure 6.7
for experiments with different rain blob radii (the other parameters were unchanged
from the standard configuration). It is expected that larger/smaller rain blobs will have
more/fewer locations with small SA(mm)ij as they represent situations that are more/less
spatially predictable. The histogram for configurations with different rain blob radii is
given in Figure 6.7, the other parameters were unchanged from the standard configura-
tion. From Figure 6.7 it can be seen that the SA(mm)ij are behaving as expected: the exper-
iment with a radius of 30 grid points has a minimum spatial scale 18 times smaller than
that seen for the experiment with a radius of 1 (a single point). The experiments with
larger radii have more points at all scales below 65. Above 65 this behaviour changes
and the experiments with smaller radii have more points. Note that, as all experiments
have the same total number of points, those experiments withmore points at small scales
must have fewer points at the largest scales: the fact that this crossover happens around
65 is due to the relative sizes of the rain area and the domain.
Experiments with varying numbers of ensemblemembers (from 4–20members) gave
very similar SA(mm)ij . This suggests that, at least for this simple idealised setup where
the ensemble spread is predefined, the SA(mm)ij are not overly sensitive to the number
of ensemble members. Of course, this result may not hold for real case studies and
operational ensemble systems. The investigation of the effect of ensemble size for real
case studies would require the consideration of a large number of cases, members, and
weather regimes and is beyond the scope of this thesis.
6.4.4 Different spread-skill relationships
In this subsection the relationship between SA(mm)ij (representing spatial ensemble
spread) and SA(mo)ij (representing spatial ensemble skill) is illustrated. If these measures
are to provide useful information about an ensemble, they must differentiate between
ensembles that are spatially well spread, over spread, and under spread. Here this is
tested by calculating SA(mm)ij and S
A(mo)
ij for idealised ensembles with known spread-skill
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Figure 6.7: Histogram of SA(mm)ij for all points in the domain. Idealised experiments are shown
with different blob radii (r): grey solid line, r = 1; black solid line, r = 8 (standard radius);
black dashed line, r = 16; grey dashed line, r = 30. Other parameters were unchanged from the
standard configuration.
properties: well spread, over spread, under spread and wrongly located precipitation
(biased). To generate a spatially well spread ensemble both members and radar were se-
lected from the same area (i.e L = Lo and (X,Y) = (Xo,Yo)). To generate an over/under
spread ensemble the radar rain area was defined to be smaller/larger than the member
rain area. An additional case, where the ensemble was under spread due to a spatial
displacement between the ensemble and observations was also considered with L = Lo
but (X,Y) 6= (Xo,Yo). The radar and member rain areas for these different ensemble
configurations are shown in Figure 6.8, and the settings for these idealised setups are
given in Table 6.1.
6.4.5 Method for comparing SA(mm)ij and S
A(mo)
ij
Although histograms of all points from the SA(mm)ij maps allow the differences between
configurations to be visualised (e.g Figure 6.7), in order to fully compare the SA(mm)ij and
SA(mo)ij it is necessary to chose a method that enables a scale selective comparison, whilst
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Figure 6.8: Positions of radar rain areas for
cases with different spread-skill: well spread
(black solid), over spread (grey solid), under
spread (grey dotted) and under spread due to
misplaced precipitation (grey dashed). For all
experiments the ensemble members were se-
lected from the black square.
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Figure 6.9: Binned scatter plot for idealised
ensembles with different spread-skill charac-
teristics: over spread (black with circles), well
spread (black with no markers), under spread
(black with squares), and missed precipitation
(black with crosses). A bin size of 10 grid
points was used.
preserving the point-to-point relationship between the SAij fields. One way to do this
would be a simple scatter plot of the SA(mo)ij against the S
A(mm)
ij . However, this would
give a noisy result. To enable simpler comparison, we bin the scatter plot based on the
SA(mm)ij value.
First, a bin size is selected, for example to select scales with values between 0 and
9 grid points. The locations for which the SA(mm)ij value lies within the bin are then
found and the mean SA(mm)ij over these locations calculated. By definition this mean
value must lie within the selected bin. Next, the SA(mo)ij mean value over the same locations
Table 6.1: Idealised ensemble settings for ensembles with different spread-skill relationships.
Spread-skill L Lo X,Y Xo,Yo
Well spread (‘close’) 50 50 60,60 60,60
Over spread (‘over’) 50 10 60,60 80,80
Under spread (‘under’) 50 90 60,60 40,40
Displaced precipitation (‘miss’) 50 50 60,60 110,60
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is computed. If the ensemble is well spread this will equal the SA(mm)ij mean value; if the
ensemble is over/under spread then the SA(mo)ij mean value will be smaller/larger than
that of the SA(mm)ij . In the binned scatter plot, for each bin considered, the S
A(mo)
ij mean
value is plotted against the SA(mm)ij mean value. Hence, on the binned scatter plot, a well
spread ensemble should lie on the diagonal, and under/over spread ensembles should
lie above/below the diagonal.
These interpretations have been checked using various idealised ensembles with pre-
defined spread-skill characteristics, such as those specified in Figure 6.8 and Table 6.1.
An example binned scatter plot is shown in Figure 6.9 for a bin size of 10 grid points. A
running bin is used giving bins of agreement scale values from 0 to 9, 1 to 10, 2 to 11, · · · ,
71 to 89 grid points.
As expected, the over spread case lies below the diagonal with SA(mo)ij smaller than
SA(mm)ij for a given bin. The two experiments with under spread ensembles (‘under’
and ‘miss’) both lie above the diagonal, with SA(mo)ij larger than S
A(mm)
ij for a given bin.
This confirms that SA(mm)ij and S
A(mo)
ij are differentiating between the different ensembles
and provide useful information about the spatial spread-skill. The ‘miss’ experiment
lies furthest from the diagonal as, in this case, the radar and ensemble rain blobs are
never in the same rain area. Notice also that the lines do not lie uniformly away from
the diagonal; the difference between the SA(mo)ij and S
A(mm)
ij is most noticeable for small
agreement scales. This is seen particularly for the ‘miss’ experiment. Here the ensemble
members place the precipitation at a different location to the observations and hence
the minimum SA(mm)ij will be located at a different point in the domain to the minimum
SA(mo)ij . Thus, as both minima are surrounded by larger agreement scales, the maximum
difference between the two fields will occur in at the locations of the minima, i.e. for the
smallest agreement scales.
The ‘close’ experiment is shown in black and lies on the diagonal as expected: the
average of all SA(mm)ij points within a given bin is equal to the S
A(mo)
ij averaged over
the same points. Notice that there is some departure from the diagonal at scales 10-18:
the average SA(mo)ij over these points is larger than the average S
A(mm)
ij . This is due to
our simple method of defining the idealised ensemble: randomly selecting a modest
number of ensemble members within a given area results in a non-uniform member
distribution over that area, which would for an ideal ensemble represent an uneven
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radar spatial probability distribution across the area. However, the radar distribution
was assumed to be uniform. This interpretation was confirmed by experiments in which
the rain blobs for the ensemble members were positioned not randomly but at fixed,
uniformly-distributed, locations.
The results from this section show that the SA(mm)ij and S
A(mo)
ij can successfully be
used to determine the spatial spread-skill characteristics of an ensemble system, and that
the binned scatter plot provides a particularly clear method of viewing these results. It
has been demonstrated that SA(mm)ij and S
A(mo)
ij can be compared directly (i.e. there is no
factor of two, which would be found in the case of euclidean distances between Gaussian
random variables). This gives some confidence in these measures which, in Section 6.5,
will be applied to real convective cases. However, other questions, relating to the effects
of non-Gaussianity of the rainfall distribution, or bias between ensemble members and
observations have not been addressed by the idealised experiment: only uncertainties
in the location of precipitation was considered here. Future work should investigate the
effects of different precipitation distributions and biases using more complex idealised
simulations.
6.5 Convective cases from MOGREPS-UK: instantaneous rain
rates
6.5.1 Results: spatial maps
To investigate the spatial predictability of the six MOGREPS-UK cases discussed in
Chapter 5, the spatial differences between ensemble members were examined. To do
this, the SA(mm)ij were calculated hourly for each case using instantaneous rain rates. Ex-
ample SA(mm)ij maps are given in Figure 6.10 at the same times as shown in Figures 5.4a-c
and 5.5a-c for the MOGREPS-UK rain rate data. Comparison of Figures 5.4a-c, 5.5a-c
and 6.10 shows that the smaller SA(mm)ij tend to be linked to areas of precipitation: in
these areas, the spatial differences in the placement of precipitation between members
are smallest. However, there are additional aspects of the pattern of SA(mm)ij that are
highly case dependent.
For the cases showing peninsula convergence (29/07, 02/08 and 03/08, Figure 6.10d-
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f) smaller scales are seen along the peninsula where the precipitation is highly spatially
predictable. This predictability is a result of the topographical influence in these cases.
In contrast, the precipitation on the 17/07 (Figure 6.10a) is less predictable with a min-
imum SA(mm)ij of around 20 grid points. The large spatial differences between ensemble
members for this case are believed to be due to subtle differences in the large scale forc-
ing: small variations in the mesoscale flow led to large variations in triggering locations
for convection. For this case the model consistently predicts localised thunderstorms,
but their location is uncertain. The SA(mm)ij map allows this valuable information to be
easily visualised. The same conclusions can, of course, be drawn from close inspection
of the individual member rain rate fields but that is a more cumbersome and subjective
process.
A further example of precipitation with lower spatial predictability is seen on the
02/08 to the east of the domain (Figure 6.10e). Here the observations show convec-
tive storms moving north from France (e.g Figure 5.3h) throughout the day. Similar be-
haviour is captured by a small number of ensemble members (the particular members,
and the number of members is time dependent). In this region (lower left corner 50.0◦N,
(a) 17/07 at 17Z (b) 23/07 at 06Z (c) 27/07 at 23Z
(d) 29/07 at 15Z (e) 02/08 at 18Z (f) 03/08 at 15Z
Figure 6.10: SA(mm)ij for the (a) 17/07 at 17Z, (b) 23/07 at 06Z, (c) 27/07 at 23Z, (d) 29/07 at 15Z,
(e) 02/08 at 18Z and (f) 03/08 at 15Z. These are the same times as those shown for the radar rain
rate data in Figures 5.1 and 5.3, and MOGREPS-UK rain rates in Figures 5.4 and 5.5.
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-1.5◦E, upper right corner 52.0◦N, 1.0◦E) the SA(mm)ij vary from 30 to 60 grid points, sug-
gesting that precipitation could occur within a broad region. This information, in con-
junction with a single reference ensemble member, or a deterministic forecast, would
help the risk of heavy rain to be more accurately assessed.
The two cases with the most widespread precipitation, 23/07 and 27/07 (Figures
6.10b and 6.10c respectively), both have SA(mm)ij of less than 20 grid points over the re-
gions where precipitation occurred. For these cases the spatial uncertainty in the location
of precipitation was much smaller than the size of the precipitation area, and hence there
was a high degree of agreement and overlap between the individual member forecasts.
The results from Figure 6.10 provide a summary of the spatial uncertainty within the
ensemble for a particular time on each day, in one single image. This is useful for model
interpretation, and would be valuable in an operational forecasting context. However, it
is also important to consider whether these scales are representative of the true spatial
predictability for each case. To assess the ‘spatial spread-skill relationship’ the SA(mo)ij
were also calculated hourly for all cases, as described in Sections 6.3 and 6.4. Exam-
(a) 17/07 at 17Z (b) 23/07 at 06Z (c) 27/07 at 23Z
(d) 29/07 at 15Z (e) 02/08 at 18Z (f) 03/08 at 15Z
Figure 6.11: SA(mo)ij for the (a) 17/07 at 17Z, (b) 23/07 at 06Z, (c) 27/07 at 23Z, (d) 29/07 at 15Z,
(e) 02/08 at 18Z and (f) 03/08 at 15Z. These are the same times as those shown for the radar rain
rate data in Figures 5.1 and 5.3, and MOGREPS-UK rain rates in Figures 5.4 and 5.5.
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ple SA(mo)ij maps are shown for all six cases in Figure 6.11, at the same times used for
the SA(mm)ij maps (Figure 6.10). Overall the S
A(mm)
ij and S
A(mo)
ij look qualitatively similar.
There are however some differences. In particular, the SA(mo)ij have larger areas of both
the smallest and largest scales, and are more noisy. These differences will be quantified
in the following sections.
6.5.2 Results: domain average
To investigate the overall, and time evolution, of spatial agreement for each of the six
cases, we now consider the domain average SA(mm)ij and S
A(mo)
ij . These are shown in
Figure 6.12a for the 17/07, 23/07, 27/07 and Figure 6.12b for the 29/07, 02/08 and 03/08.
The cases are shown from 10Z to 22Z, a period which covers the convective events of
interest. The 17/07 case is only shown from 14Z onwards when convection occurred:
before this time there was no simulated precipitation over the domain and, additionally,
problems with the radar data.
Note that, for the results shown here, the forecast start time varies between cases,
consistent with work presented in Chapters 5 and 7. Considering different forecast start
times allowed the ensemble to be run from the most recent, and hence most accurate,
global analysis, whilst also ensuring that the model had fully spun up before the con-
vective events of interest. The forecast start times are listed in Table 5.1. For a direct
comparison of the spread skill between cases, it is necessary to consider forecasts with
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Figure 6.12: Time series of domain averaged SA(mm)ij (red) and S
A(mo)
ij (black). (a) 17/07, dotted;
23/07, dashed; 27/07, solid; (b) 29/07, solid with crosses; 02/08, solid with circles; 03/08, solid
with triangles.
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the same start time as ensemble spread is expected to grow with forecast lead time (due
to increasing errors). Hence, the calculations in this section were also repeated for all
six cases with UK forecast start time 03Z (i.e. using different forecasts for the 23/07 and
27/07 cases to those presented here). The 03Z start time cases lead to similar overall con-
clusions and can be found in Dey et al. (2016a, under review). Although the 03Z results
are not presented here, any differences between them and the runs with varying start
time will be highlighted and discussed.
The 17/07 case has the lowest spatial agreement with a minimum domain average
SA(mm)ij of around 50 grid points. This agrees with the qualitative analysis of the agree-
ment scale maps (Figure 6.11a). Interestingly, despite such large spatial uncertainties, the
model has captured the spatial agreement well on this day: the domain averaged SA(mm)ij
and SA(mo)ij are similar, with the black and red lines lying close to each other. The two
cases with widespread precipitation, 23/07 and 27/07, both have a domain-averaged
SA(mm)ij and S
A(mo)
ij in the range of 20 to 40 grid points, showing that these cases are more
spatially predictable than the 17/07. Similar results are found for the 23/03 03Z run (not
shown). On the 27/07, the results in Figure 6.12a show that from 10Z to 19Z the domain
averaged SA(mm)ij and S
A(mo)
ij are similar: the ensemble forecast of the MCS is spatially
well spread. This was not the case for the earlier 27/07 03Z forecast (not shown) where
the domain averaged SA(mo)ij were larger than the domain averaged S
A(mm)
ij : the ensem-
ble members were closer to each other than they were to observations and the ensemble
forecast of the MCS was spatially under spread. This was due to a timing error between
the model and observations, and was one motivation for choosing the later forecast start
time for the 27/07 case.
Precipitation on the 29/07 was the most spatially predictable of the six cases, with
high spatial agreement and domain average SA(mm)ij and S
A(mo)
ij dropping below 20 grid
points from 12Z to 18Z. Again, this agrees with the qualitative analysis. The other cases
with peninsula convergence (02/08 and 03/08) behave similarly to the 29/07 with do-
main average scales below 30 grid points, and similar values of SA(mm)ij and S
A(mo)
ij . Be-
fore 15Z on the 02/08, the domain-average agreement scale is dominated by the spatially
unpredictable precipitation to the east of the domain, and larger SA(mm)ij and S
A(mo)
ij are
seen. At these times the ensemble is, at least in a domain-averaged sense, under spread
with a difference of over 10 grid points between the domain averaged SA(mm)ij and S
A(mo)
ij .
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6.5.3 Results: location-dependent comparison
Although the domain average is a useful indicator of the overall spatial agreement for
a given case, it does not say anything about the local spatial behaviour and hence it is
also important to compare the SA(mm)ij and S
A(mo)
ij in a manner that preserves the spatial
information locally. For this purpose the binned scatter plot is employed, as applied to
the ideal ensemble in Section 6.4. Results are shown for all cases except the 17/07 at
10Z and 14Z (Figure 6.13a,b) and for all cases at 18Z (Figure 6.13c). A bin size of 10 grid
points has been used for these plots. This bin size was chosen as it allows low agreement
scales to be represented, whilst still considering a large enough scale range to give robust
results. Similar conclusions are obtained from bin sizes in the range of 4 to 20 grid points,
and are not presented here.
At both 10Z and 14Z (Figure 6.13a and b respectively) the spatial spread-skill re-
lationship is case dependent. This can be related to the different physical processes
occurring for each case and time, and also to differences between the forecast and ob-
servations.
23/07
On the 23/07 at 10Z (dashed line) the ensemble members were further from each other
than they are from observations (SA(mm)ij greater than S
A(mo)
ij ): the observed precipitation
fell towards the centre of the region where the individual ensemble members forecast
precipitation. By 14Z the ensemble was spatially under spread with SA(mm)ij less than
SA(mo)ij : at this time all the ensemble members were still predicting a band of convection
to the west of the the domain, whereas in reality the main precipitation band had moved
northwest out of the domain.
27/07
On the 27/07 (solid line) similar behaviour is seen at 10Z and 14Z with SA(mm)ij smaller
than SA(mo)ij for scales below 30 grid points: when the ensemble is confident in the po-
sitioning of precipitation (e.g light rain at 10Z or the MCS at 14Z) it is spatially under
spread (overly confident in the location of precipitation). At scales above 30 grid points
a different behaviour is seen with SA(mm)ij greater than S
A(mo)
ij . This is due to the ensemble
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Figure 6.13: Binned scatter plot for the 23/07, 27/07, 29/07, 02/08, 03/08 at (a) 10Z, (b) 14Z, and
for all cases at (c) 18Z. Individual traces are plotted for each case at the specified time: 17/07,
dotted; 23/07, dashed; 27/07, solid; 29/07, solid with crosses; 02/08, solid with circles; and,
03/08, solid with triangles.
members having a smaller area of precipitation than was observed.
29/07
On the 29/07 (solid line with crosses) the ensemble was spatially under spread at 10Z
for scales below 55 grid points and the ensemble was too confident in the placement of
precipitation. At 10Z the largest SA(mm)ij (greater than 50 grid points) are found to the east
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of the domain where the ensemble forecast little precipitation. The observations showed
more precipitation in this region resulting in the SA(mo)ij being smaller than the S
A(mm)
ij . At
14Z the ensemble was spatially over spread with ensemble members lying on average
further from observations than from each other; SA(mo)ij greater than S
A(mm)
ij .
02/08
The 02/08 case (solid line with circles) is spatially under spread at 10Z but spatially
over spread by 14Z. The spatial predictability for this case varied throughout the day
as discussed for the domain-averaged values (Figure 6.12). These results agree with
those from the domain average: the ensemble is under spread at 10Z suggesting that
the uncertainty in the convection moving in from France was difficult for the ensemble
to quantify. This is possibly due to the convection initiating outside the MOGREPS-UK
domain and so relying on the global model’s convective parametrisation. Later in the
day, when precipitation was mainly in an organised spatially-predictable line over the
SW peninsula (as discussed with reference to Figures 5.3h and 6.10), SA(mo)ij values were
smaller than SA(mm)ij : the radar precipitation fell within the ensemble distribution. This
could indicate that the ensemble was too pessimistic about spatial accuracy at this time.
03/08
On the 03/08 (solid line with triangles) the ensemble is spatially under spread at both
10Z and 14Z with SA(mo)ij greater than S
A(mm)
ij . This is particularly noticeable at the earlier
time, and is related to the ensemble members producing showers in a different area
of the domain to where they were seen in reality. Later in the day both model and
observations produced precipitation associated with convergence lines from the SW and
Welsh peninsulas and the spread-skill relationship improved.
At 18Z (Figure 6.13c) the case-to-case differences in spread-skill, seen at 10Z and 14Z,
are much reduced. By this time the agreement scales are reflecting the convection that
has developed and evolved over the course of the day. Earlier in the day initiation errors
degrade the spatial spread-skill. However, as the precipitation remains for a number
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of hours, once initiation has occurred in both model and observations, there is a large
degree of overlap. This highlights the link between spatial and temporal errors: a timing
error will also result in a spatial error between fields. Note, however, that this result
may also be linked to the choice of only a limited number of convective cases, where
convection was reasonably captured by the model. In Chapter 8 the spatial spread-skill
relationship will be investigated for 3 months of data.
6.6 Convective cases from MOGREPS-UK: 3D variables
So far, this chapter has focused on the calculation of SA(mm)ij and S
A(mo)
ij for forecasts of
surface instantaneous rain rates. Rain rates were selected for this study to avoid any
temporal smoothing from using precipitation accumulations, and hence to focus on the
spatial features. Of course, the methods presented here could also be used to evaluate
precipitation accumulations. More generally, although precipitation forecasts are a key
application of these methods (due to their high spatial uncertainty), the SA(mm)ij can also
be calculated for other fields. In this section example results of the SA(mm)ij for cloud
fraction, horizontal convergence, horizontal divergence, specific humidity, temperature,
and horizontal wind speed are presented. For each variable the SA(mm)ij were calculated at
every model level, and interpolated linearly onto constant height levels, to quantify the
vertical variation in horizontal spatial uncertainty. Note that spatial uncertainties in the
vertical are not considered here as errors in vertical positions are expected to be smaller
than those in the horizontal due to smaller scale lengths for processes in the vertical.
Investigation of the vertical spatial differences would be an interesting extension to the
work presented here (discussed further in Chapter 9, Section 9.3).
6.6.1 Cloud fraction
Cloud fraction fields are often highly inhomogeneous making this an interesting vari-
able to consider from a spatial perspective. Using satellite observations it would also be
possible to verify the cloud fraction SA(mm)ij (as done using the FSS in Harvey and Dacre
(2015)). Here we focus on the cloud fraction SA(mm)ij to quantify the cloud fraction spatial
uncertainty predicted by the ensemble. Two examples are provided that highlight the
main features of cloud fraction SA(mm)ij seen across the six COPE cases.
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As discussed in Chapter 5, on the 23/07 two precipitation bands extended N-S across
the UK associated with upper level forcing. Both precipitation bands were clearly de-
fined in the radar observations (e.g. Figure 5.1h), but were less clear in the ensemble
members (e.g. Figure 5.4b). A vertical cross section of cloud fraction SA(mm)ij at 06Z, for
a constant latitude of 52.1◦N, is given in Figure 6.14b. This cross section intersects the
two precipitation bands at -2.0◦E and 0.5◦E and is highlighted in red in Figure 5.4b. The
individual members all had deep convective cloud along this cross section but the exact
horizontal positions of the plumes were uncertain (e.g. Figure 5.4e). In the cloud fraction
SA(mm)ij three regions of very small agreement scales (2 grid points) are seen: to the west
(left) of the cross section, and in the regions of the two precipitation bands. Elsewhere in
the cross section the SA(mm)ij is greater than 30 grid points reflecting the greater horizontal
distance from cloudy points.
It is informative to compare the cloud fraction SA(mm)ij cross section with that of the
corresponding ensemble mean cloud fraction. The ensemble mean is typically what
would be used to summarise the ensemble information in this situation, and is shown in
Figure 6.14a. Higher ensemble mean cloud fractions are seen in the region of convective
storms from latitudes -2◦E to 2◦E. Although there is a slight indication of higher cloud
fraction bands around -2◦E and 1.5◦E these are not obvious, and may not be picked out
without the knowledge that bands were indeed seen in the observations. However, from
the SA(mm)ij the banding is clear, with an area of reduced predictability between the bands
around -1◦E. This suggests that, although the two bands of precipitation are not so ev-
ident from the ensemble mean at this time, the ensemble is in fact confident at placing
cloud in the locations of the bands.
The second example of cloud fraction SA(mm)ij is taken from the 27/07, when an MCS
moved north across the UK. At 15Z the MCS was located over southern England charac-
terised by a large region of precipitation and cloud. The extent of this cloud, and the high
level of agreement in its horizontal position between ensemble members, is highlighted
in Figures 6.14c,d which show vertical cross sections at a constant latitude of 51.0◦N for
ensemble mean cloud fraction and cloud fraction SA(mm)ij respectively. The location of
this cross section is highlighted in Figure 5.4c (red line). The cloud fraction field has high
spatial agreement in the large area of cloud associated with the MCS.
In general, smaller scales (decreasing to 2 grid points) are seen in areas of higher
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(a) 23/07 Ensemble mean (b) 23/07 Agreement scales
(c) 27/07 Ensemble mean (d) 27/07 Agreement scales
Figure 6.14: Ensemble mean cloud fraction (left) and cloud fraction SA(mm)ij (right) for the 23/07
at 06Z (a,b) and 27/07 at 15Z (c,d). The cross sections are at a constant latitude of 52.1◦N (23/07)
and 51.0 ◦N (27/07).
mean cloud fraction. This makes sense if we consider properties of the ensemble mean:
the largest mean values are seen when all members place high values at the same spa-
tial location. Low values of the ensemble mean have a less direct link with the spatial
agreement: low mean values can be due to either large individual member values that
occur at different spatial locations (low spatial agreement), or small member values at
the same location (high spatial agreement). An example of high spatial agreement for
low mean cloud fractions is seen around a height of 1.5km in Figure 6.14d.
6.6.2 Horizontal divergence
As a derivative quantity of the forecast horizontal winds, the horizontal divergence has
high spatial variability. This, and the link between horizontal divergence, vertical motion
and convection, make horizontal divergence an important variable to consider when
assessing spatial uncertainty. Note that, in this section, the term divergence always refers
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to the horizontal component only. Divergence, unlike precipitation and cloud fraction,
presents a problem for the agreement scale calculation because it can be both positive
and negative. Therefore, as the method of calculating the SA(mm)ij assumes positive fields
(Section 6.3.2), it is necessary to consider separately the positive and negative parts of
the divergence field. This is done by setting either all the negative, or all the positive,
values in the divergence field to zero before calculating the SA(mm)ij . Thus the S
A(mm)
ij are
calculated twice for the divergence field, once for the positive part (referred to as the
P-divergence field) and once for the negative part (referred to as the N-divergence field).
In general, the sign of the divergence field is dependent on the horizontal location
considered. For some meteorological situations this change in sign occurs over short
horizontal distances, for example on the 29/07 at 15Z as shown in Figure 6.15a (ensem-
ble mean divergence). For this case, the individual ensemble member divergence fore-
casts (not shown) have similar overall structures (i.e. the divergence field changes sign
over similar horizontal distances) although the locations at which the divergence field
changes sign differ between members. Hence, for the 29/07 at 15Z, all ensemble mem-
bers will have P-divergence and N-divergence fields that alternate between values that
are non-zero, and values that are zero, over small horizontal distances. As both the P-
divergence and N-divergence fields change sign over small horizontal distances, a large
amount of overlap is seen between the ensemble member fields for both P-divergence
and N-divergence when considered over small neighbourhood sizes. Thus, small SA(mm)ij
are obtained for both P-divergence and N-divergence. An example is shown in Figure
6.15b for a vertical cross section of SA(mm)ij calculated for P-divergence at constant latitude
of 51.4◦N (similar conclusions can be drawn from the N-divergence SA(mm)ij ).
In contrast with the 29/07 at 15Z, some cases, such as the morning of 02/08, have
well defined positive and negative layers in the divergence field, which extend over
large horizontal distances. An example is shown in Figure 6.16 for vertical cross sec-
tions at a fixed longitude of 0.6◦E on the 02/08 at 09Z. The layers where the divergence
field is positive and negative are clearly visible from the ensemble mean field (Figure
6.16a), particularly to the south (left) of the cross section where convection had not yet
developed.
The SA(mm)ij for P-divergence and N-divergence are shown in Figure 6.16b and Figure
6.16d respectively. Consider locations in the cross sections where the ensemble mean
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(a) 29/07 15Z Ensemble mean divergence (b) 29/07 15Z P-divergence SA(mm)ij
Figure 6.15: Vertical cross sections for (a) mean horizontal divergence and (b) horizontal P-
divergence SA(mm)ij at 15Z on the 29/07 for a constant latitude of 51.4
◦N.
divergence field (Figure 6.16a) is positive. At these locations small SA(mm)ij (2-6 grid
points) are seen for P-divergence (Figure 6.16b). This makes sense as, within positive
layers of the mean divergence field, there is high overlap in P-divergence, giving small
P-divergence SA(mm)ij . Conversely, at these locations where the ensemble mean diver-
gence field is positive, the N-divergence SA(mm)ij (Figure 6.16d) are large (above 12 grid
points). To obtain N-divergence fields that are sufficiently similar to meet the agree-
ment scale criterion (Equation 6.2), larger horizontal scales must be considered so that
locations with non-zero N-divergence are also included. Similar arguments apply for
negative layers of ensemble mean divergence (where we have small large P-divergence
SA(mm)ij in Figure 6.16b and small N-divergence S
A(mm)
ij in Figure 6.16d).
To obtain information about the total divergence field (i.e. both positive and negative
parts of the divergence field) it is necessary to consider the SA(mm)ij for both P-divergence
and N-divergence. For cases such as the 29/07 (Figure 6.15) both components show sim-
ilar scales, and hence both P-divergence and N-divergence SA(mm)ij represent the spatial
uncertainty in the total divergence. However, for cases such as the 02/08 (Figure 6.16) the
SA(mm)ij can be very different between the P-divergence and N-divergence as discussed
above. In this situation the smaller of the two SA(mm)ij results at each location is taken to
be representative of the spatial uncertainty in the total divergence field. This is justified
by considering the overall characteristics of the divergence field in this region: a region
with small SA(mm)ij for P-divergence/N-divergence will have divergence member fore-
casts that are predominantly positive/negative and hence the overall spatial uncertainty
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(a) 02/08 09Z Ensemble mean divergence (b) 02/08 09Z P-divergence SA(mm)ij
(c) 02/08 09Z minimum of P-divergence and N-
divergence SA(mm)ij
(d) 02/08 09Z N-divergence SA(mm)ij
Figure 6.16: Vertical cross sections at a constant longitude of 0.6◦E on the 02/08 at 09Z for (a)
the ensemble mean horizontal divergence, (b) horizontal P-divergence SA(mm)ij and (d) horizontal
N-divergence SA(mm)ij . In (c) the minimum of the P-divergence and N-divergence S
A(mm)
ij (i.e the
minimum of sub-figures (b) and (d)) is taken at each point in the cross section.
will be determined by the P-divergence/N-divergence SA(mm)ij . Figure 6.16c shows the
total divergence SA(mm)ij for the P-divergence and N-divergence S
A(mm)
ij shown in Figures
6.16b and d.
6.6.3 Temperature, specific humidity and horizontal wind speed
The variables temperature, specific humidity and horizontal wind speed are more spa-
tially homogeneous, and vary more gradually, than cloud fraction, horizontal diver-
gence, and rain rates. Hence, a large amount of overlap is seen between the different
ensemble members. This leads to small SA(mm)ij for these variables, and means that the
agreement scales do not relate directly to the spatial predictability. For example, tem-
perature SA(mm)ij are always less than 1 grid point showing that there is high agreement
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between the fields even on the grid scale. However, as it is known that it is not pos-
sible to resolve features at the grid scale (e.g. Harris et al., 2001; Nogueira and Barros,
2014), these SA(mm)ij are not considered to be realistic. In these situations, a minimum
SA(mm)ij of 2 grid points is taken. This gives a total neighbourhood width of 5 grid points,
the minimum number of points required to resolve a wave, and is recommended as the
minimum resolvable scale in Cullen and Brown (2009).
There are, of course, situations where the fields aremore spatially variable, and larger
SA(mm)ij are seen. Examples include the specific humidity field surrounding a dry intru-
sion or around the tropopause, or for the horizontal wind speed field close to the surface.
An interesting avenue of future investigation would be to assess whether, by modifying
the SA(mm)ij calculation, more information can be obtained about the location-dependent
spatial uncertainty for large-scale smoothly varying fields. For example, amore stringent
matching condition, or different normalisation method, could be used.
6.6.4 Summary values for 3D scales
In this section examples have been given of the SA(mm)ij , calculated horizontally, for the
3D variables cloud fraction, horizontal divergence, temperature, specific humidity and
horizontal wind speed. It has been demonstrated that different variables have different
spatial characteristics, with the SA(mm)ij reflecting both horizontal and vertical physical
structures. For all the variables considered here, the SA(mm)ij showed vertically consis-
tent structures (i.e representative of the meteorological situation and not noisy or broken
up), despite the SA(mm)ij being calculated separately at each vertical level. Due to this
continuity in the vertical, similar SA(mm)ij were often seen through large vertical depths
in the atmosphere, e.g. cloud fraction SA(mm)ij through the depth of the cloud, or specific
humidity in the troposphere. This allows the ’overall’ SA(mm)ij for each variable over the
domain (including both the horizontal and vertical) to be determined. These summary
values were determined qualitatively from the examination of all forecast lead times
and a selection of cross sections for each case (the cross section locations shown by the
dotted black lines in Figures 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3). The summary SA(mm)ij values are given
in Table 6.2. A qualitative approach was used here to allow the characteristics of the
different variables to be considered; for example, cloud fraction scales were only con-
sidered in regions of cloud. Of course there are situations where the SA(mm)ij differ from
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the scales in Table 6.2: these scales are intended simply to provide an indication of the
typical behaviour of the different variables. In Chapter 7 the SA(mm)ij listed in Table 6.2
will be considered further in order to define suitable spatial scales for the calculation of
multivariate correlations.
6.7 Chapter discussion and conclusions
This chapter has presented, with operational and idealised examples, a new spatial
method for characterisation and evaluation of the location-dependent spatial agreement
between members in convective-scale ensembles. In particular, this chapter addresses
three research questions relating to the definition, meaning, and application of the scales
over which members of a convective scale ensemble agree (thesis questions 2 and 3). The
conclusions relating to each research question will be discussed in turn.
1. Over what spatial scales should the ensemble be interpreted and evaluated? (The-
sis question 2; Section 1.2)
In Section 6.3 a new spatial method was presented for the characterisation and eval-
uation of the local spatial agreement between members in convective-scale ensembles.
Based on a neighbourhood approach, the scales (neighbourhood sizes) over which en-
semble members reached a specified level of agreement (SA(mm)ij ) were calculated, at each
grid point in the domain, to give a measure of location-dependent believable scales for
an ensemble forecast. These are the location-dependent scales at which the ensemble
members become sufficiently similar so that the forecast forms useful, trustworthy guid-
ance. A method was also presented to verify the SA(mm)ij by using radar observations
to calculate the location-dependent ensemble skillful scales, SA(mo)ij . The interpretation
assumes that differences between fields over this neighbourhood represent the spatial
uncertainties (or errors) in the forecast. This assumption is good for small neighbour-
hoods, but becomes less valid as the neighbourhood size increases: events far apart in
two different forecasts become more likely to represent different events rather than large
displacement errors. This should be kept in mind when interpreting the SA(mm)ij and
SA(mo)ij .
To calculate the SA(mm)ij and S
A(mo)
ij , ensemble members were compared, either pair-
wise against each other, or against observations. (This comparison method was also
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Table 6.2: Summary values of the SA(mm)ij for the different variables considered.
Variable SA(mm)ij [grid points] Features
Cloud
fraction
4 Low SA(mm)ij in regions of cloud, rapid in-
crease in SA(mm)ij at edges of cloudy re-
gion.
Horizontal
divergence
4 SA(mm)ij of 4 to 6 grid points in regions that
were, on average, divergent. Regions that
were on average convergent had higher
SA(mm)ij (S
A(mm)
ij ≈20)
Horizontal
convergence
4 SA(mm)ij of 4 to 6 grid points in regions
that were, on average, convergent. Re-
gions that were on average divergent had
higher SA(mm)ij (S
A(mm)
ij ≈20)
Temperature 2 SA(mm)ij less than 2 for all cases and times.
SA(mm)ij of 2 grid points used as minimum
resolvable scale.
Specific
humidity
2 to 6 Generally SA(mm)ij =2. S
A(mm)
ij of 6 –10 grid
points were seen in regions of dry tropo-
spheric air.
Horizontal
wind speed
2 to 4 Generally SA(mm)ij less than 2; S
A(mm)
ij of 2
grid points used as minimum resolvable
scale. In regions of convection, or near
the surface, SA(mm)ij of 4-6 are seen.
employed in Chapter 4 to calculate domain-wide ensemble spread and skill.) At each
grid point in the domain, the agreement scale between the fields (i.e the believable scale
for comparison of two forecasts, or the skillful scale for the comparison of forecasts and
observations) was defined as the minimum neighbourhood size over which the fields
were deemed to be acceptably similar. To decide whether the forecasts were acceptably
similar, a criterion was defined based on two predetermined parameters. The first, α,
controls the acceptable fractional difference between the fields, and the second, Slim, is a
fixed maximum scale at which the forecasts are always deemed to be sufficiently similar.
For the examples presented in this chapter the values α = 0.5 and Slim = 80 were used:
other values could also be chosen to give a more, or less, stringent criterion. Thus, the
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required level of agreement (or skill) is not fixed, andmay be determined from the user’s
requirements.
In formulating the agreement scales, the aim was to present a simple, generally ap-
plicable, method of quantifying forecast differences. These measures are not designed
to distinguish between temporal, amplitude, and structural components of forecast un-
certainty and error. Other methods (such as those discussed in Gilleland et al. (2009)) do
attempt to provide such information for the verification of high resolution deterministic
forecasts, and could be developed for application to ensemble systems. This information
would be complementary to that obtained using the methods presented in this chapter.
To investigate the vertical distribution of horizontal spatial differences, the SA(mm)ij
were calculated at different model levels for the 3D variables cloud fraction, horizon-
tal divergence, horizontal wind speed, specific humidity and temperature. Despite the
SA(mm)ij being calculated separately at each vertical level, vertically consistent structures
were found for all variables. This gives some confidence in the methods applied here,
and will be important for Chapter 7, where vertical correlations are computed, taking
horizontal uncertainties into account.
2. How can these spatial scales be defined? (Thesis question 2; Section 1.2)
A simple idealised system was created to investigate the properties of the SA(mm)ij
and SA(mo)ij . Each individual ensemble member, and the observations, were represented
by a circular blob of rain, randomly positioned within a square region. Using this sim-
ple setup, it was shown that the SA(mm)ij successfully represent spatial differences with
larger spatial differences leading to larger SA(mm)ij . The method was found to be robust
to changes in the number of ensemble members and to the position of the square rain
region within the domain. Note that the effects of a non-Gaussian precipitation distri-
bution, or bias between the ensemble and observations were not tested. The idealised
ensemble was further used to asses the utility of comparing the SA(mm)ij and S
A(mo)
ij to
investigate the spatial spread-skill relationship of the ensemble. Through comparing the
SA(mm)ij and S
A(mo)
ij it was possible to differentiate between pre-determined scenarios in
which the synthetic precipitation is set up to be either well spread, over spread, or under
spread spatially. The spatial spread-skill relationship was visualised through histograms
of all agreement scale data, and using binned scatter plots. It was found that binned
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scatter plots provide a particularly useful method for assessing the spatial spread-skill
properties because the location-dependent character of convective-scale predictability is
respected.
To demonstrate the utility of these techniques as an investigation tool for operational
ensemble systems, the hourly instantaneous rain rate SA(mm)ij and S
A(mo)
ij were calculated
for the six convective case studies introduced in Chapter 5. Maps of the SA(mm)ij depicted
the different levels of spatial predictability across the cases. For example, cases where
precipitation was strongly linked to convergence along the SW peninsula showed high
levels of spatial predictability with local SA(mm)ij of less than 10 grid points. This high spa-
tial predictability is expected from the topographic influence for these cases. In contrast,
other cases, such as the 02/08, showed that precipitation could be highly unpredictable
spatially.
3. What information does this spatial approach provide for forecasting? (Thesis ques-
tion 3; Section 1.2)
Used in conjunction with a single ensemble member, or deterministic forecast, the
SA(mm)ij provides a useful visualisation for forecasting. The rainfall structures themselves
can be viewed from an individual model run (perhaps the control) and the SA(mm)ij map
can be used to view the spatial uncertainty in that rainfall given by the ensemble. This
provides a method of quickly assessing the spatial predictability obtained from the en-
semble. It gives a more physically meaningful view of ensemble-member differences
than using grid point measures, for example, the variance at each grid point.
To demonstrate how the location-dependent agreement scales can be used to diag-
nose ensemble performance, the SA(mm)ij and S
A(mo)
ij were compared for the six summer
convective cases. Note that the aim was to provide concrete examples of how these
techniques can be applied and interpreted, not to provide a statistical verification of the
operational ensemble system. It was found that, as well as having different levels of
spatial agreement, the different cases showed different spatial spread-skill relationships.
Poor spatial spread-skill consistency, measured by larger differences between the SA(mm)ij
and SA(mo)ij , could be linked to differences between the model and observations, such as
a timing error or precipitation incorrectly forecast by the model. For these six convective
cases, the spatial spread-skill relationship improved in the afternoon, suggesting that it
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was the spatial characteristics during precipitation initiation that were most difficult for
the model to handle in these instances. Once established, precipitation occurred for a
number of hours and the spatial spread-skill improved. Through comparing the SA(mm)ij
and SA(mo)ij , these features of the ensemble performance were easily identified. This sug-
gests that the agreement scales would provide a valuable diagnostic for characterising
the spatial ensemble performance. In Chapter 8 such an investigation is conducted to in-
vestigate the performance of MOGREPS-UK for June, July and August 2013. The agree-
ment scales could also be used to assess the impact of changes to the forecasting system,
for example the use of stochastic increments to model systematic initiation uncertainties
(e.g. Leoncini et al., 2010).
In this chapter the analysis of location-dependent spatial spread-skill focused on rain
rates. Rain rates were selected for this study to avoid any temporal smoothing from us-
ing precipitation accumulations, and hence to focus on the spatial features. Of course,
the methods presented here could also be used to evaluate precipitation accumulations.
More generally, although precipitation forecasts are a key application of these methods
(due to their high spatial uncertainty and the availability of radar observations for verifi-
cation), the comparison of SA(mm)ij and S
A(mo)
ij is equally applicable to other single-signed
meteorological fields where gridded observations, or simulated observations, are avail-
able: for example, from satellite imagery.
Section 6.6 presented SA(mm)ij for 3D variables at different vertical levels. These S
A(mm)
ij
were found to represent physical structures in the forecast, and differed between cases,
times, and variables. Overall, it was found that smoothly varying, large scale fields,
such as temperature showed agreement close to the grid scale. In contrast, other vari-
ables with variability on small scales, such as cloud fraction and positive divergence, had
larger SA(mm)ij . This highlights the importance of taking multivariate aspects into account
when calculating the spatial agreement between forecasts. Inter-variable relationships
will be further discussed in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 7
Application of the spatial approach to
the calculation of correlations
7.1 Introduction
Chapter 6 introduced a new method for quantifying the scale (neighbourhood size),
at each grid point in the domain, over which two fields (either forecast or observed),
reach a required level of similarity. When calculated for ensemble members from a well
spread ensemble system, these agreement scales, denoted as SA(mm)ij , give a measure of
the smallest believable scale for the ensemble at a given point in the domain. These
are the scales over which features in the forecast would be expected to occur, and over
which the forecast should be evaluated. Hence, for the correct interpretation of ensemble
output, forecasts should be considered on these scales (greater than the grid scale).
In Chapter 6 this reasoning is applied to the calculation of multivariate correlations.
For the six summer convective cases introduced in Chapter 5, the SA(mm)ij (calculated in
Chapter 6) are used to define suitable neighbourhood sizes over which the correlations
should be calculated. As discussed in Chapter 2, multivariate correlations are commonly
used in data assimilation to control the propagation of information through space and
between variables. Here these techniques are applied to the physical and meteorological
interpretation of convective scale ensemble forecasts. In particular this chapter aims to
answer the following questions:
1. How can correlations in the vertical be used to allow physical structures andmulti-
variate relationships from the ensemble to be usefully summarised? Towhat extent
do these correlations reveal properties of the convection and the convective envi-
ronment? (Thesis question 4; Section 1.2)
2. What is the dependence of vertical correlation structure on the horizontal scales
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used? Howdoes this relate to the scales obtained from the spatial methods? (Thesis
question 5; Section 1.2)
3. In what ways might these methods be useful in other areas such as data assimila-
tion? (Thesis question 6; Section 1.2)
This chapter is structured as follows. Section 7.2 introduces the method used to cal-
culate correlations on scales greater than the grid scale, whilst preserving vertical struc-
tures. In this chapter we focus on vertical correlations, that is correlations between vari-
ables at different vertical levels. Due to computational constraints vertical correlations
were only calculated at preselected grid points: the selection of these grid points, and a
summary of all the points considered, is given in Section 7.2. Section 7.3 discusses the
interpretation of univariate and multivariate correlations and provides examples that
relate correlation structures to individual member behaviour.
Vertical correlations from the six summer convective cases are presented in Sections
7.4 and 7.5, first for one variable (vertical correlations, VCs) and then for vertical corre-
lations between different variables (vertical cross correlations, VCCs). Section 7.6 then
discusses temporal correlations (TCs) between surface rain rates and three dimensional
variables. The results presented in Sections 7.4 to 7.6 are calculated using the SA(mm)ij to
allow the horizontal uncertainty to be taken into account, and to address Question 1. In
Section 7.7 results are presented for correlations calculated at different horizontal scales
(i.e at scales other than the SA(mm)ij ) and Question 2 is considered. The conclusions of this
chapter are presented and discussed in Section 7.8 where Question 3 is discussed and
Questions 1 and 2 are revisited.
7.2 Method
An introduction to correlations and covariances was given in Chapter 2. This section
further discusses correlations between two fields, and the methods that can be used
to include information from different horizontal points in the calculation of VCs. This
is particularly important for the calculation of correlations at the convective scale as it
allows horizontal uncertainty to be taken into account.
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7.2.1 Different covariance formulations
In this section three methods are presented for calculating correlations using information
from all points within a horizontal area, and their relative merits discussed. For clarity of
argument, the discussion focuses on covariances: the comments are equally applicable
to correlations. Writing out the sums in full, and ignoring the (N − 1) correction due to
sampling error (as it cancels out for the calculation of correlations), the covariance over
an ensemble of Ne members, between two quantities Sxy and Txy at a horizontal point
(x, y) = (p, q), can be written as
cov(Spq, Tpq) =
1
Ne
Ne
∑
l=1
(
Spql − SEpq
) (
Tpql − TEpq
)
, (7.1)
where here, and for the remainder of this section, the superscript E indicates an average
over the ensemble members. Three different methods are considered for calculating
covariances over an horizontal area of Nx by Ny grid points. Note that, in general, this
area is centred around a specified point, say point (p, q). Such an area (here of 5 by 5
grid points) is shown schematically in Figure 7.1 for two quantities S and T. To focus on
the key features, all references to the location of point (p, q) are removed from the
following equations. Thus the equations in this section only consider the selected
neighbourhood (area).
Figure 7.1: Schematic showing the grid for two example fields S and T. An area of 5 by 5 grid
points is shown, centred around the point (p,q).
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First we consider the covariances calculated separately at each point x = 1, 2, ...Nx,
y = 1, 2, ...Ny within the selected area Nx by Ny, and then averaged over that area. In
the example shown schematically in Figure 7.1, the individual covariances would be
calculated separately at each of the 25 grid points, then the average taken over these to
get the averaged covariance. In the general case this averaged covariance cov(S, T) is
given by
cov(S, T) =
1
NeNxNy
NxNy
∑
i=1
Ne
∑
l=1
(
Sil − SEi
) (
Til − TEi
)
. (7.2)
Alternatively, the area average can be taken for each ensemble member before the co-
variance is calculated. In this case, for the schematic example in Figure 7.1, the averages
are first taken over all 25 grid points for each ensemble member forecast of quantities S
and T. For an ensemble member l, these averages are denoted as Sl , Tl . Generally, the
average would be calculated over an area of Nx by Ny grid points. The covariance is
then calculated using the area average from each ensemble member. Mathematically,
this covariance of the average cov(S, T)av is given by
cov(S, T)av =
1
Ne
Ne
∑
l=1
(
Sl − SE
) (
Tl − TE
)
. (7.3)
Finally, we can consider all the members within the area Nx × Ny to be part of the
ensemble before calculating the covariances. Hence, for the example in Figure 7.1, the
covariances will be calculated from an augmented ensemble with 25 times Ne members.
In general, this covariances from an augmented ensemble of Nx × Ny × Ne members,
cov(S, T)aug, is given by
cov(S, T)aug =
1
NeNxNy
NxNy
∑
i=1
Ne
∑
l=1
(
Sil − SE
) (
Til − TE
)
. (7.4)
Equations 7.2, 7.3 and 7.4 are different in two key ways.
1. Equations 7.3 and 7.4 consider the difference between individual members and the
mean calculated over all members, and all grid points within the neighbourhood
(i.e over Nx × Ny × Ne ensemble members). Hence, all members in the neighbour-
hood are used to form the reference point and are given equal weight. Equation 7.2
instead uses the mean at each point separately, giving a different reference point
at each horizontal location. Of course, if the Ne members at each individual grid
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point were a good sample of the true PDF at that point, and the same PDF was true
over the area Nx × Ny, then the point mean and neighbourhood mean would be
identical. That is to say, equations 7.2 and 7.4 would be the same within sampling
error.
2. Equations 7.2 and 7.4 only make comparisons between fields S and T at the same
points (x, y). This contrasts with Equation 7.3 which also includes comparisons of
S and T at different points. This has important implications, for instance when
S and T represent fields at different vertical levels; for example if S is a surface
precipitation field, and T is cloud fraction at 10 km. In considering only the same
horizontal points in Equations 7.2 and 7.4, vertical structure in the correlations
between S and T is preserved, whereas when the points (x, y) are mixed (as in
Equation 7.3) vertical structures are smoothed out.
Given that it is known that the ensemble severely under samples the PDF at the grid
scale, and one of the aims of this work is to investigate vertical structure, cov(S, T)aug
is the preferred method of calculating covariances. Note that it has been implicitly as-
sumed that the vertical structure is correctly represented by the model, with errors due
only to under sampling in the horizontal. Of course there are errors in the vertical, and
these should be investigated in future work. However, due to scale lengths being larger
in the horizontal than the vertical, it is believed that horizontal errors dominate.
7.2.2 Sample size and weighting
The sampling error in the correlation coefficient ρ, calculated from a sample of N inde-
pendent points, can be estimated as
σρ(N) =
1− ρ2√
N − 1 (7.5)
(Barlow, 1989). Hence, for a 12 member ensemble, true correlations can only be sepa-
rated from sampling error if they have values greater than σρ(12) = 0.27. To allow the
direct comparison of correlations calculated using different sample sizes, correlations
with values less than 0.27 are not shown on any plots in this chapter.
Using themethods described in Section 7.2.1 the sample size used to calculate the cor-
relations is artificially increased by including members from neighbouring grid points
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into the ensemble (a technique currently used to generate probabilistic output from de-
terministic forecasts e.g. Theis et al. (2005)). The simplest method treats all points within
the neighbourhood equally. This assumes that the forecasts at all points in the neigh-
bourhood are equally likely, irrespective of their distance from the original point at the
centre of the neighbourhood. For the calculation of spatial scales in Chapter 6 this was
assumed: forecast structures at scales below the SA(mm)ij can be moved around spatially
without affecting the overall message from the forecast. Hence, this method is also pre-
ferred for the calculation of correlations to preserve links with the SA(mm)ij . However, it is
also possible to apply a weighting over the neighbourhood to account for the increased
differences expected at larger horizontal separations. The effects of weighting were
tested for the 17/07 and 03/08 case studies by applying a normalised Gaussian weight-
ing over the neighbourhood before calculating correlations. This will be discussed in
Section 7.7.
In the correlations calculation, the neighbourhood size is defined by the SA(mm)ij at the
central point where the correlation is calculated. For 3D variables a summary scale, cho-
sen to represent the overall behaviour of the SA(mm)ij for that variable across the vertical
range of interest, was used. The calculation of these summary scales was discussed in
Chapter 6, Section 6.6.4, and the values listed in Table 6.2. For the calculation of corre-
lations between different variables with different values of SA(mm)ij , the larger of the two
SA(mm)ij values was used to calculate the correlation. Although this method may, in some
instances, result in real information being discarded, it is considered to be preferable to
the alternative: interpreting unreliable ‘noisy’ results as real.
7.2.3 Point selection
To allow the vertical structure of the convection to be investigated, correlations were
calculated at selected points within the convective regions. These points were selected
by visual examination of the radar derived precipitation rates, and were chosen to rep-
resent different regions in the convective environment. To allow temporal correlations
with rain rates to be calculated (Section 7.6) it was also necessary that it rained at the
selected points for several hours. For each case 2 to 3 points were considered to allow
the structures at different locations to be compared. The positions of these points are
listed in Table 7.1, and shown by red circles over the radar data in Figure 7.2.
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Case Point 1 Point 2 Point 3
17/07 51.7◦N, -0.7◦E
23/07 52.1◦N, -1.9◦E 52.6◦N, -0.6◦E
27/07 51.0◦N, -2.0◦E 53.0◦N, -2.0◦E
29/07 50.9◦N, -3.0◦E 51.4◦N, -2.0◦E 52.7◦N, -2.0◦E
02/08 50.8◦N, -4.5◦E 52.1◦N, 0.6◦E 52.1◦N, -2.4◦E
03/08 50.8◦N, -4.4◦E 51.1◦N, -3.0◦E
Table 7.1: Summary of the points used for the calculation of correlations.
7.3 Interpreting vertical correlations
This section introduces the vertical univariate correlations (VCs) and vertical cross cor-
relations (VCCs). Examples are taken from the case of 08/07/2011 (discussed in Chap-
ter 4). Here we focus on the interpretation of correlations, with examples demonstrat-
ing how correlations may be understood by considering differences between ensemble
members and the ensemble mean. The meteorological and physical processes leading
to these correlations will be discussed in the following sections. For all the correlations
presented in this chapter, physical interpretations were reached by investigating the in-
dividual ensemble member behaviour. In particular, maps and vertical cross sections for
three-dimensional variables temperature, specific humidity, cloud fraction, horizontal
wind speed and horizontal divergence, and maps and time series of surface rain rates,
were visually examined.
7.3.1 Correlations for one variable
Firstly an example is made of VCs for temperature around the tropopause. Figure 7.3a
shows VCs for temperature for the 08/07/2011 at 09Z. Along the diagonal correlations
of one are obtained as expected (the ensemble is being correlated with itself at the same
location). Away from the diagonal the correlation magnitude decreases as the ensemble
members are less correlated at larger separations. Notice that Figure 7.3a is symmetric
around the diagonal as expected. A sharp change from positive to negative correlation is
often seen near the tropopause. Through examining individual member behaviour, this
change in correlation sign was explained by the different member vertical temperature
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(a) 17/07 17Z (b) 23/07 6Z (c) 27/07 23Z
(d) 02/08 9Z
(e) 29/07 15Z (f) 02/08 18Z (g) 03/08 15Z
Figure 7.2: Radarnet radar derived rain rates for the six cases considered at times when convec-
tion occurred. The points where correlations were calculated are shown by the red circles. Note
that these circles are for illustration only and do not represent the spatial scales considered. The
02/08 case is shown twice (subfigures d at 09Z and f at 18Z), to show points for two convective
events of interest.
profiles: those members that are warmer at low levels have a stronger temperature gra-
dient and colder tropopause, whereas the colder members at low levels have a weaker
gradient and warmer tropopause. This is shown schematically in Figure 7.3b. From this
we can conclude that the large change in correlation at 8km, 1km below the tropopause,
is due to differences in the vertical gradients of temperature below the tropopause. Note
that other ensemble configurations, for example where ensemble members have differ-
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ent tropopause heights, could give similar correlation patterns to that shown in Figure
7.3a.
Similar geometric arguments can be used to explain changes in correlation sign for
other variables, for example, the strong negative region in the horizontal wind speed
VCs of Figure 7.4a (again, 11/07/2011 at 09Z). Figure 7.4b schematically depicts the
member behaviour at this time and shows how the change in correlation sign is due to
different realisations of the upper level jet strength. Members with a weaker jet have
stronger than average winds either side of the jet (i.e a broader jet); members with a
stronger jet have weaker winds on the flanks due to a narrower jet. This suggests dif-
ferent regimes within the members. Note that, although Figures 7.3 and 7.4 are shown
at the same point and time, it is not possible to diagnose the relationship between wind
speeds and temperature from the VCs: the members that are faster/slower than aver-
age are not necessarily the same members that are warmer/colder than average at the
tropopause. To compare different variables is is necessary to consider the VCCs.
7.3.2 Vertical correlations between different variables (VCCs)
Now let us consider correlations between different variables. Often, the correlation
structures of VCCs strongly resemble the vertical correlation structures of the individ-
ual variables. In a similar manner to the single variable correlations, cross correlations
can be explained through interpreting the correlation changes as a change in position of
members relative to the ensemble mean. An idealised example is given in Figure 7.5. In
Figure 7.5a field A has positive VCs at all heights and field B has VCs that change sign
at height H (positive below, negative above). Vertical cross correlations between fields A
and B therefore have the same structure as the VCs for field B. If the blue and red lines
of field A were reversed to give field C (Figure 7.5b) then the VCs of field C would be
the same as those for field A. However, the VCCs between fields C and B would be the
negative of the VCs for field B (i.e negative below height H and positive above height
H). Examples of VCCs for the six cases discussed in chapters 5 and 6 are given in Section
7.5.
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correlation between T and T, error=0.27
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(a) VCs for temperature (b) Schematic of member profiles
Figure 7.3: Vertical correlation structure of temperature profiles at the tropopause due to dif-
ferent temperature gradients: (a) VCs and (b) schematic representation. In the schematic the
ensemble mean is represented by the black line. The red/blue lines represent members that have
a warmer/colder tropopause temperature. This example was taken from 08/07/2011 at 09Z.
correlation between speed and speed, error=0.27
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(a) VCs for horizontal wind speed (b) Schematic
Figure 7.4: Vertical correlation structure of horizontal wind speed due different strength hori-
zontal wind speed peaks: (a) VCs and (b) schematic representation. In the schematic the ensem-
ble mean is represented by the black line. The red/blue lines represent members that have a
faster/slower jet. This example was taken from 08/07/2011 at 09Z.
7.4 Vertical correlations (single variable)
In this section VCs, calculated using Equation 7.4, are investigated for the three dimen-
sional variables horizontal divergence, cloud fraction, specific humidity, air temperature
and horizontal wind speed. Correlations for these variables were calculated for all six
cases at the points listed in Table 7.1. In the discussion below examples are given from
specific cases to illustrate the range of observed correlation structures.
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(a) Situation A (b) Situation B
Figure 7.5: Schematic showing how VCCs between two different fields can relate to the VCs for
the individual fields. The ensemble mean is represented by the black line and red/blue lines
represent ensemble members either side of the ensemble mean. Height H is the vertical level at
which the blue and red ensemble members of field B change from being less/greater than the
ensemble mean to being greater/less than the ensemble mean.
7.4.1 Horizontal divergence
Horizontal divergence vertical correlation structures are expected be closely linked to the
structure of convective cells, with convergence at the cell base and divergence around
the cloud top. Horizontal divergence can also be used to indicate vertical motion with
ascent/descent associated with convergence/divergence.
Vertical correlations of horizontal divergence are often characterised by an alternat-
ing correlation sign with height. This is due to the presence of convergent and divergent
layers. Particularly clear examples are seen for the three peninsula convergence cases
where low level convergence played a significant role in the convective forcing. Exam-
ples for the 29/07, 02/08 and 03/08 are given in Figure 7.6. For all three cases negative off
diagonal correlations are seen in the convective region (up to 7km, 6km, and 5km for the
29/07, 02/08, and 03/08 respectively) as members that are more convergent/divergent
near the cloud base are more divergent/convergent in the upper cloud region. This sug-
gests that divergence VCs can be used to summarise the height of the convective cells,
information that is particularly useful as it provides a meaningful summary of a physical
process from all ensemble members at appropriate horizontal scales.
On the 29/07 correlations are mainly seen up to 6km contrasting with the 02/08 and
03/08 cases where divergence anti-correlations are also seen in the upper troposphere.
It is thought that these upper level structures are linked to layers of convergence and
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divergence associated with large scale ascent and descent. On the 02/08 correlations are
not seen between the surface and upper troposphere suggesting that the upper level di-
vergence structure and peninsula convergence line are not directly linked. On 03/08 low
magnitude correlations are seen between the lower and upper troposphere. However,
as will be shown in Section 7.6, divergence at upper tropospheric levels does not corre-
late with surface rain rates in this case, suggesting that, similarly to the 02/08 case, the
divergence VCs with levels above 4km are not linked to the peninsula convergence line.
(a) 29/07 11Z 51.4◦N, -2.0◦E (b) 02/08 14Z 50.8◦N, -4.5◦E (c) 03/08 15Z 51.1◦N, -3.0◦E
Figure 7.6: Divergence vertical correlations for the peninsula convergence cases: (a) 29/07, (b)
02/08 and (c) 03/08. Each case is shown at time when, and location where, convection was
present. For all cases results have been calculated for a SA(mm)ij of 4 grid points.
Divergence correlations for the deep convective cases also highlight other aspects of
the model meteorology. As these cases have a variety of forcing mechanisms, greater
variation is seen than for cases dominated by peninsula convergence. Example correla-
tions are given in Figure 7.7 for the 17/07, 23/07 and 27/07. Both the 17/07 and 23/07
have off diagonal correlations extending throughout the troposphere. On the 17/07 cor-
relations are lowmagnitude reflecting the high levels of uncertainty for this case. At 04Z
on the 23/07 (Figure 7.7b) strong correlation structures are seen throughout the tropo-
sphere reflecting the deep convective cells that were present at this time. Later on the
23/07, when the model precipitation became increasingly wide-spread, the correlation
magnitudes decreased. On the 27/07 convection occurred within an MCS. An MCS is
formed of many interacting small cells, unlike the other cases which are dominated by
individual cells. In particular, when theMCS is examined at the SA(mm)ij , the behaviour of
a number of small cells is being considered. Hence, on the 27/07, correlations are aver-
aged over both convergent and divergent regions, associated with several different cells.
This results in weaker correlations compared to cases where only single updraughts and
downdraughts are considered. This interpretation was verified by considering correla-
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tions calculated at the grid scale, where individual updraughts and downdraughts are
considered. As expected, low magnitude off diagonal correlations were seen at the grid
scale.
(a) 17/07 17Z 51.7◦N, -0.7◦E (b) 23/07 04Z 52.6◦N, -0.6◦E (c) 27/07 23Z 53.0◦N, -2.0◦E
Figure 7.7: Divergence vertical correlations for the deep convective cases (17/07, 23/07 and
27/07). Each case is shown at time when, and location where, convection was present. For
all cases results have been calculated for a SA(mm)ij of 4 grid points.
7.4.2 Cloud fraction
Cloud fraction VCs are positive within layers of convective cloud because members that
have more cloud at cloud base also have more cloud throughout the cloud layer. Exam-
ples for two contrasting cases, the 23/07 and 02/08, are given in Figure 7.8 alongside en-
semble mean cloud fraction vertical cross sections through the point where correlations
were calculated. Note that the ensemble mean cloud fraction is shown to give an indica-
tion of the vertical levels over which the ensemble members produce cloud and does not
represent the individual ensemble member behaviour. For example, on the 23/07 at 04Z,
each ensemble member has narrow plumes of cloud, with a cloud fraction close to one,
extending from 2 km to 12 km. However, as the exact location of these plumes is dif-
ferent for each member, the ensemble mean shows low cloud fractions from 2km–12 km
extending over a broad horizontal area. On the 02/08 the cloud fraction fields are zero
above 8km and correlations could not be calculated in this region. Below 6km, where
the ensemble forms clouds, positive correlations are again seen. These results suggest
that on the convective scale, at least for these six summer convective cases, information
(for example in data assimilation) should be spread throughout, but not outside, the
cloud layer. As the areas of positive correlations closely follow the regions of cloud these
correlations, like those for horizontal divergence, give information about the convective
processes produced by the model.
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(a) Ensemble mean cloud fraction 23/07 (b) Correlation 23/07
(c) Ensemble mean cloud fraction 02/08 (d) Correlation 02/08
Figure 7.8: (b),(d) Cloud fraction vertical correlations for the 23/07 at 04Z 52.6◦N, -0.6◦E and
02/08 at 8Z 52.1◦N, -2.4◦E respectively. (a) and (c) show vertical cross sections of ensemble mean
cloud fraction at the time when, and longitude corresponding to, the point where correlations
were calculated. The vertical red line in (a,c) indicates the latitude position where correlations
were calculated. For both cases results were calculated for a SA(mm)ij of 4 grid points.
7.4.3 Specific humidity
Once convection has developed, specific humidity VCs are positive within cloud layers
and closely resemble cloud fraction correlations. This is demonstrated by comparing
Figure 7.9 (example specific humidity VCs for 23/07 and 02/03) to Figure 7.8 (cloud
fraction VCs). This is expected physically as members with more/less cloud will be
wetter/dryer. Of course, there are slight differences between the results of these two
variables. In particular correlations with cloud fraction can only be obtained in regions
of cloud. If only one of cloud fraction and specific humidity were to be used, these
differences would have to be considered.
In addition to the positive correlations seen in cloud layers, negative off diagonal
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(a) 23/07 (b) 02/08
Figure 7.9: Specific humidity vertical correlations for (a) the 23/07 at 04Z 52.6◦N, -0.6◦E and (b)
02/08 at 8Z 52.1◦N, -2.4◦E. For both cases results were calculated for a SA(mm)ij of 2 grid points.
correlations are often seen for specific humidity. These are associated with dry layers in
the troposphere with members that are dryer/wetter at this level being wetter/dryer im-
mediately above and below (i.e they have stronger humidity gradients). A particularly
clear example is seen in the 17/07 case where convection occurs at the edge of a layer
of dry air descended from the upper troposphere (dry intrusion). The specific humidity
ensemble mean vertical cross section at 12Z clearly shows that there is a dry layer at 5km
(Figure 7.10). From 07Z to 12Z the correlation structures resemble those shown in Figure
7.11a with changes in correlation sign at 5.5km and 8km. The heights of these changes
can be related to the dry layer as shown in Figure 7.10. As convection develops the spe-
cific humidity increases in the convective area as moisture is transported upwards from
lower to higher levels. This can seen in Figures 7.11b and 7.11c which show the specific
humidity correlation structures with an area of positive correlations extending through
the convective layer. At 13Z the convection reaches 8km and positive correlations also
extend to this level. Above this level correlation structures agree with those from previ-
ous times as correlations are still representing the background vertical structure in the
absence of convection. By 14Z convection extends up to 11km and positive correlations
in specific humidity also extend up to this level.
7.4.4 Temperature
Temperature VCs show rapid changes in sign between different vertical levels. This is
commonly seen around the tropopause as discussed in Section 7.3 (with respect to Figure
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(a)
Figure 7.10: Specific humidity vertical cross section at a constant longitude of -0.7◦E on the 17/07
at 12Z. Heights where vertical correlations change sign are indicated by the red dashed lines and
the latitude where correlations were calculated is indicated by the solid red line.
(a) 12Z (b) 13Z (c) 14Z
Figure 7.11: Specific humidity vertical correlations on the 17/07 for an SA(mm)ij of 6 grid points at
the point 51.7◦N, -0.7◦E. Three different times are shown: (a) 12Z (before storm), (b) 13Z (convec-
tion up to 8km) and (c) 14Z (convection up to 11km).
7.3): members that are warmer/colder in the upper troposphere have stronger/weaker
temperature gradients and a colder/warmer tropopause. Further examples of the
change in correlation sign around the tropopause are given in Figure 7.12 for the 23/07,
02/08 and 03/08. On the 23/07 correlations change sign at 3 km and 11 km corre-
sponding to the cloud base and tropopause. For this deep convective case members
that are colder/warmer near the surface are warmer/colder in the convective cloud and
colder/warmer above the tropopause. Physically, this can be related to the convective
structure: members with stronger convection have more latent heat release in the layer
of cloud and possibly also have a stronger cold pool at low levels. Thus, the convection
has stabilised the atmosphere. The two peninsula convergence cases, 02/08 and 03/08,
have smaller convective cells that do not modulate the larger scale environment, and
hence, for these cases, the convective structure is not seen in the temperature VCs. The
change in correlation sign at the tropopause is still seen. The consistency and strength of
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this change in correlation sign around the tropopause suggests information should not
be spread over this boundary, for example in convective scale data assimilation.
(a) 23/07 04Z 52.6◦N, -0.6◦E (b) 02/08 14Z 50.8◦N, -4.5◦E (c) 03/08 15Z 51.1◦N, -3.0◦E
Figure 7.12: Temperature vertical correlations for the (a) 23/07, (b) 02/08 and (c) 03/08. Each
case is shown at time when, and location where, convection was present. For all cases results
have been calculated for a SA(mm)ij of 2 grid points.
7.4.5 Horizontal wind speed
In contrast to those of temperature, specific humidity, divergence and cloud fraction,
VCs of horizontal wind speed do not show consistent patterns between the different
cases. Three examples are given in Figure 7.13 for the 23/07, 02/08 and 03/08. On the
23/07 wind speed correlations closely resemble those of horizontal divergence (Figure
7.7b) changing sign at 2 km and 7 km as members that are faster/slower than average
near the surface are slower/faster from 2 to 7 km and faster/slower above 7 km. From
this it might be expected that divergence and wind speed are positively correlated, and
that the wind speed correlations relate directly to the convective circulation (like those
for divergence). However, as will be shown in Section 7.5 this is not the case. Hori-
zontal wind speed correlations for 02/08 at 15Z are shown in 7.13b and show a clear
change in correlation sign at 8 km and 10 km. Examination of the wind speed fields
(not shown) suggests that these negative correlations are linked to different strengths of
the jet: members with a slower/faster jet have faster/slower winds either side of the jet
(i.e the jet may be more broad/narrow). This again shows the link between correlations
and physical processes in the model, and agrees with the example given in Section 7.3.
On the 02/08 negative correlations are also seen between the boundary layer and other
levels throughout the troposphere because members with slower than average winds
near the surface have faster than average winds in the troposphere. Finally, the 03/08
case again shows different wind speed correlation structures with positive correlations
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between all levels above 2 km. This shows that, for some meteorological situations,
wind speed information can be spread through a large vertical extent. On 03/08 verti-
cally stacked sloping layers of horizontal convergence and divergence were seen in the
model, thought to be linked to gravity wave structures as discussed in Section 5.4.2 (Fig-
ures 5.6 and 5.7). It is believed that these gravity wave structures, extending through the
tropopause, are the reason for the extended positive horizontal wind speed correlations
for this case.
(a) 23/07 04Z 52.6◦N, -0.6◦E (b) 02/08 15Z 50.8◦N, -4.5◦E (c) 03/08 15Z 50.8◦N, -4.4◦E
Figure 7.13: Horizontal wind speed vertical correlations for (a) 23/07, (b) 02/08, and (c) 03/08.
Each case is shown at time when, and location where, convection was present. For all cases
results have been calculated for a SA(mm)ij of 4 grid points.
7.5 Vertical cross correlations
In this section VCCs (correlations between different variables at different vertical levels)
are discussed. Often, the cross correlations between different variables are interrelated
and show the consistency of the model meteorology. As was discussed in Section 7.3,
cross correlations can also be related to the VCs of the individual variables when consid-
ered separately. The cleanest example demonstrating inter-variable relationships, from
the 23/07 case study at 04Z, is presented first.
7.5.1 An example from the 23/07
Figure 7.14 shows, in matrix form, correlations between the 3D variables temperature,
horizontal wind speed, horizontal divergence, cloud fraction and specific humidity at
04Z on the 23/07. Focusing first on Figure 7.14a, it can be seen that temperature and
specific humidity correlations are positive in the layer of convective cloud above 3km
and negative below this level. The physical interpretation is that members that are wet-
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ter than average in the convective cloud are also warmer than average due to latent heat
release. Notice also that the correlations are almost symmetric along the diagonal sug-
gesting that these variables have a similar vertical structure. The similarity between the
structure of these variables is also demonstrated by referring back to the VCs for specific
humidity and temperature (Figures 7.9a and 7.12a respectively).
Given the similar vertical structure of specific humidity and temperature it is ex-
pected that the correlations between specific humidity and other variables will look sim-
ilar to those between temperature and other variables. This is indeed the case as seen
by comparing the first two columns of Figure 7.14. Figures 7.14b and 7.14c show corre-
lations between horizontal wind speed and specific humidity/temperature. Following
the specific humidity/temperature (X) axis, correlations change sign around 2km as ex-
pected from the temperature-humidity VCCs (Figure 7.14a) and VCs for these variables
(Figures 7.12a and 7.9a). Following the wind speed (Y) axis correlations change sign
at 2km and 7km. Referring back to the wind speed VCs (Figure 7.13a) we again see
the same structure: members that are faster/slower than average near the surface are
slower/faster from 2-7 km and faster/slower above 7 km. Notice how, in the cross cor-
relation, the correlation sign changes when members from either variable swap sides of
the ensemble mean (e.g. when members that are colder or dryer than average become
warmer or wetter than average). The increased variation in correlation sign for corre-
lations between variables with differing vertical structure also suggests that, for these
variable combinations, information should be spread over a smaller vertical extent.
Additional information is provided by the horizontal divergence-specific humidity
and horizontal divergence-temperature correlations (Figure 7.14d,e). Interestingly, for
divergence, correlations are mainly seen with specific humidity or temperature above
3km in the region of convective cloud: divergence is not directly correlated with low
level moisture or temperature for this case (shown by the white regions to the left of Fig-
ure 7.14d,e). Physically, this is related to the large scale forcing of this case: for a different
meteorological situation where locally warm surface temperatures provide an important
role in increasing instability, correlations between divergence and temperature/specific
humidity would be expected at low levels (this is indeed seen for the peninsula conver-
gence cases). Following the divergence (Y) axis correlations show a positive-negative-
positive structure. This agrees with the divergence VCs (Figures 7.6, 7.7) and reflects the
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(a) T-SH
(b) Speed-SH (c) Speed-T
(d) Div-SH (e) Div-T (f) Div-speed
(g) Cloud-SH (h) Cloud-T (i) Cloud-speed (j) Cloud-div
Figure 7.14: Vertical cross correlations between five variables for the 23/07 case at 52.6◦N, -0.6◦E
and 04Z. Rows from top to bottom: temperature (T), horizontal wind speed (Speed), horizontal
divergence (Div), cloud fraction (Cloud). Columns from left to right: specific humidity (SH),
temperature, horizontal wind speed, horizontal divergence. For correlations involving cloud
fraction or horizontal divergence a neighbourhood of half width 4 grid points was used. For all
other variables a neighbourhood of half width 2 grid points was used.
divergent-convergent-divergent vertical structure of the convective cells. Given the sim-
ilarity between specific humidity/temperature and horizontal divergence/wind speed
correlations it is perhaps surprising that horizontal divergence and wind speed are not
themselves strongly correlated (Figure 7.14f). Although members that are more diver-
gent below 2km are more convergent from 3-7km and more divergent above 7km, and
members that are faster below 2km are slower from 3-7km and faster above 7km, these
are not the same members.
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Finally we consider correlations with cloud fraction. Figure 7.14g,h show positive
correlations between specific humidity-cloud fraction and temperature-cloud fraction in
the convective layer: members that are warmer/colder than average in the cloud layer
are also wetter/dryer than average and have more/less cloud than average. Below the
cloud base negative correlations are seen with members that are than colder/warmer
and dryer/wetter than average below cloud base, having more/less cloud in the cloud
layer. Note that, although correlations between temperature and specific humidity are
strong down to the surface, strong correlations with cloud fraction are only seen above
2km where there is cloud.
Although the inter-variable relationships discussed above are for one particular case
and time only, themethodologies of linking the correlations can also be applied, to useful
effect, for understanding the model meteorology of other cases. Two further examples
of linked correlations are provided, one for the 27/07 and variables cloud fraction, hori-
zontal wind speed and temperature, and the other for the 02/08 case for correlations be-
tween cloud fraction and specific humidity, horizontal divergence and horizontal wind
speed.
7.5.2 Further vertical cross correlation examples
Cross correlations on the 27/07 between cloud fraction, horizontal wind speed and tem-
perature are shown in Figure 7.15. Cloud fraction correlates positively with temperature
in the upper troposphere (Figure 7.15a). As seen for previous cases members that are
warmer below the tropopause are colder above the tropopause. These members also
have more cloud throughout the cloud layer. Correlations between cloud fraction (again
throughout the cloud layer) and temperature in the lower troposphere are positive be-
low 2km and negative from 3-4km. This shows that the members with more cloud than
average are warmer than average below 2km, and colder than average from 2-3km: these
members have greater convective instability.
Correlations between cloud fraction and wind speed (Figure 7.15b) are opposite in
sign to the equivalent correlations with temperature; negative below, and positive above
the tropopause. Members that have slower horizontal wind speeds below/above the
tropopause have more/less cloud from 0-12 km. The physical reasons for this could be
related to several factors including: a combination of storm centred winds and the back-
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(a) Cloud-T (b) Cloud-speed (c) Speed-T
Figure 7.15: Vertical cross correlations on the 27/07 at 53.0◦N, -2.0◦E and 23Z . Correlations are
shown between variables (a) cloud fraction and temperature, (b) cloud fraction and horizontal
wind speed, and (c) horizontal wind speed and temperature. For all correlations an SA(mm)ij of 2
grid points was used.
ground flow (e.g if the outflow of the MCS is in the direction of large scale flow, mem-
bers with stronger convection will have a stronger outflow and faster horizontal wind
speeds) and also the speed of storm propagation (storms with a faster background flow
will clear the point of interest earlier in the day than slower storms). Using correlations
at a fixed point in space, as done here, it is not possible to disentangle these different
physical processes. However, these processes could be separated using a storm centred
approach with correlations calculated using each member at a given position relative to
the MCS (i.e a different point in the domain for each member). This storm centred ap-
proach was successfully used by Poterjoy and Zhang (2011) to investigate correlations
between temperature, pressure, horizontal wind speeds and vapour mixing ratio in a
developing hurricane.
The opposite signs of the cloud-temperature and cloud-horizontal wind speed corre-
lations suggest that temperature and wind speed will also be negatively correlated when
considered at the same vertical level. This is indeed seen in Figure 7.15c, where nega-
tive correlations occur along the diagonal. Note that correlations between temperature
and horizontal wind speed calculated at vertical levels on different sides of a change in
correlation sign of the VCs for each variable (e.g temperature at 8km and wind speed at
11km) are positive: the VCs for both variables change sign around the tropopause.
The final example of cross correlations is taken from the 02/08 at 14Z for a point sit-
uated within the precipitation band associated with the SW Peninsula convergence line.
The cross correlation patterns seen here are also typical of both the 29/07 and the 03/08,
and also other points along the convergence line on 02/08. Cross correlations between
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cloud fraction and divergence, specific humidity and wind speed are shown in Figure
7.16. Note that correlations were only calculated in regions of cloud (from the surface
up to 7km). Cloud fraction correlates positively/negatively with divergence in the di-
vergent/convergent layers at cloud base/top (Figure 7.16a). Correlations with specific
humidity are positive as expected physically (Figure 7.16b). Wind speed correlates neg-
atively with cloud fraction: slower/faster members have more/less cloud (Figure 7.16c).
(a) Divergence (b) Specific Humidity (c) Wind speed
Figure 7.16: Cloud fraction vertical cross correlations with (a) horizontal divergence, (b) specific
humidity and (c) horizontal wind speed on the 02/08 14Z. An SA(mm)ij of 10 grid points was used,
centred upon the point 50.8◦N, -4.5◦E.
7.6 Temporal correlations with rain rates
In this section temporal correlations (TCs) are discussed between surface rain rates and
horizontal divergence, horizontal wind speed, temperature, specific humidity, and cloud
fraction at different vertical levels. First an introduction is given to the method used for
calculating temporal correlations, along with an overview of the format used for plots
in this section. Next, the different variable combinations are considered individually.
Finally, the cases are compared and contrasted in order to investigate the use of TCs to
infer properties of the convection.
7.6.1 Interpreting temporal correlations.
Due to the availability of rain rate data every 5 minutes, and three dimensional vari-
ables every hour, correlations were calculated relative to a particular time of the three
dimensional variable (referred to as t0). To allow the correlations to span the lifetime of
convective cells, temporal correlations were computed from t0− 3 hours to t0 + 3 hours.
Hence, correlations were calculated between a given three dimensional variable and rain
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rates up to 3 hrs into the past, and 3 hrs into the future. The method used for presenting
temporal correlations is summarised in Figure 7.17; all plots shown in this section will
be of this form. At t0, both rain rates and the 3D variable are considered at the same time
and the correlations plotted at each height on the Y axis are VCs between the surface
rain rates and the 3D variable at this height. Moving along the positive X direction from
t0 the surface rain rates are considered at times later than t0 (i.e times in the future). For
the propagation of cells along a line this corresponds to rain that has not yet reached the
point of interest and may be associated with a cell that is upstream of the location of in-
terest at time t0. The opposite is true for movement along the negative X direction from
t0 where rain rates are at times earlier than t0 (at t0 the cells may have already passed the
point of interest).
7.6.2 Horizontal divergence
In Sections 7.4 and 7.5 it was shown that horizontal divergence correlations, both VCs
and VCCs, reflect the vertical divergence-convergence-divergence structure of the fore-
cast fields. As this structure is physically related to the convective circulation, and a
stronger convective circulation is expected to be associated with more convective pre-
cipitation, it is expected that horizontal divergence and surface rain rates are correlated.
This is indeed the case as shown for all six cases at times when convection occurred in
Figure 7.18.
Figure 7.18 shows correlations extending to different vertical levels, reflecting the
different heights reached by convective circulation for each case. This allows the depth
Figure 7.17: Schematic showing the methodology for presenting TCs. A three dimensional vari-
able is considered at t=0 (t0) and correlated with surface rain rates at t < 0 and t > 0.
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(a) 17/07 17Z 51.7◦N, -0.7◦E (b) 23/07 04Z 52.6◦N, -0.6◦E (c) 27/07 23Z 53.0◦N, -2.0◦E
(d) 29/07 11Z 51.4◦N, -2.0◦E (e) 02/08 18Z 52.1◦N, -2.4◦E (f) 03/08 15Z 50.8◦N, -4.4◦E
Figure 7.18: Rain rate divergence correlations for the six different cases. Each case is shown at
time when, and location where, convection was present. The correlations for each case were
calculated over the SA(mm)ij for rain rates at that point corresponding to (a) 20 grid points, (b) 22
grid points and (c)-(f) 10 grid points. The correlations are shown out to ±3 hours to highlight
their short duration, and to maintain consistency with Figure 7.19.
of convective cells to be assessed from the ensemble correlations over appropriate hor-
izontal scales. For example, on 17/07 and 23/07 (Figures 7.18a and 7.18b) convection
reached upper tropospheric levels and these cells were predicted over an area of around
(90 km)2 whereas on the afternoon of 02/08 and on 03/08 convection only reached 5 to
6 km with cells of this nature likely over an area of (46 km)2. Further information can be
gained from the temporal extent of the correlations which reflect the length of time a cell
remains over a particular point. This timescale is influenced by both the cell lifetime, and
cell propagation speed, so should not be expected to give a direct measure of cell dimen-
sions. The duration timescale does however give an indication as to the amount of rain
that will fall over a given point, from a particular cell, which is useful information from
a flood forecasting perspective. For example, on 03/08 the correlations are maintained
for around 40 minutes suggesting that, despite being shallow, these cells may produce
a considerable amount of rain over a given point. In contrast, on 02/08 correlations are
maintained for 15 minutes and the cells quickly pass through. Obviously, this discus-
sion refers to individual cells: a large amount of precipitation may fall at a given point if
many short duration fast moving cells pass over. For the MCS case (27/07), there is little
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correlation seen between divergence and rain rates (Figure 7.18c). This is true through-
out the day and, similarly to the lack of strong divergence VCs for this case (see Section
7.4.1), is explained by the MCS containing many interacting convective cells unlike the
individual cells seen in the other cases. For all six cases, the horizontal divergence -
rain rate correlations are not symmetric in time, with stronger correlations seen for pos-
itive times (i.e later times of day; rain that has not yet fallen at t0). This makes sense as
the convective circulation must build up before it produces precipitation. Additionally,
microphysical processes will take some time to produce surface precipitation.
7.6.3 Cloud fraction and specific humidity
Sections 7.4 and 7.5 showed that VCs involving cloud fraction and specific humidity
have similar structures. This was also found to be true for correlations between these
variables and rain rates. Hence, for brevity, only rain rate - cloud fraction correlations
are presented in this section. All the proceeding discussion is equally true for specific
humidity temporal correlations with rain rates.
(a) 17/07 17Z 51.7◦N, -0.7◦E (b) 23/07 04Z 52.6◦N, -0.6◦E (c) 27/07 23Z 53.0◦N, -2.0◦E
(d) 29/07 11Z 51.4◦N, -2.0◦E (e) 02/08 18Z 52.1◦N, -2.4◦E (f) 03/08 15Z 50.8◦N, -4.4◦E
Figure 7.19: Rain rate cloud fraction correlations for the six different cases. Each case is shown
at time when, and location where, convection was present. The correlations for each case were
calculated over the SA(mm)ij for rain rates at that point corresponding to (a) 20 grid points, (b) 22
grid points and (c) to (f) 10 grid points.
Figure 7.19 shows rain rate-cloud fraction temporal correlations for all six cases at the
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same points and times as the rain rate - divergence correlations in Figure 7.18. Like hori-
zontal divergence, cloud fraction is sensitive to the properties of the convection (stronger
convection leading to more cloud) so it is not surprising that the temporal duration and
vertical height of the cloud fraction-rain rate and divergence - rain rate correlations are
similar. Interestingly the cloud fraction correlations tend to be slightly longer lived. An
exception to this is the 27/07 case where rain rate - cloud fraction correlations extend
up to 12km and are maintained for much longer than the rain rate - divergence correla-
tions, at least 6 hours, contrasting with the very low magnitude divergence correlations.
Physically, although individual updraughts and downdraughts are on small scales, this
MCS case had a large area of cloud (both in terms of depth and horizontal extent) with
many interacting cells. This leads to deep and long duration correlations with cloud
fraction. For the other deep convective cases (17/07 and 23/07) cloud fraction- rain rate
correlations are maintained for up to twice as long as the corresponding divergence cor-
relations. For these larger scale events the cloud systems were larger than the individual
convective circulations, i.e. cloud persists even after the circulation that produced it is
no longer present.
7.6.4 Air temperature
As discussed in Section 7.4.4 convection only modified air temperature sufficiently to
influence the correlation structures for deep convective cases. Hence, as expected, sig-
nificant (here taken to mean with magnitude greater than ±0.27) correlations between
rain rates and temperature are not seen for the 29/07, afternoon of 02/08, or 03/08. On
the 17/07 correlations between temperature and rain rates were seen, but only at low
magnitudes, and sometimes not at the believable scale (this example will be discussed
further in Section 7.7.1). Example temperature-rain rate correlations for the remaining
two cases, 23/07 and 27/07, are given in Figure 7.20. For both cases correlations are
positive in the troposphere as expected physically (higher rain rates are associated with
more cloud and more latent heat release). On the 27/07 correlations also extend above
the tropopause where they change sign. As discussed in Section 7.4.4 members that are
warmer in the troposphere tend to have a colder tropopause and also be colder above
the tropopause. The correlation with surface rain rates at these tropospheric levels, and
for over 2 hours either side of the time of interest, reiterates the large scale forcing of this
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case and also suggests that, at least for some convective cases, surface rain rates can be
directly linked to larger scale features.
(a) 23/07 04Z 52.6◦N, -0.6◦E (b) 27/07 23Z 53.0◦N, -2.0◦E
Figure 7.20: Rain rate-air temperature correlations for (a) the 23/07 and (b) the 27/07. Each case
is shown at time when, and location where, convection was present. The correlations for each
case were calculated over the SA(mm)ij appropriate for rain rates at that point corresponding to (a)
22 grid points and (b) 10 grid points.
7.6.5 Horizontal wind speed
The 27/07 is the only deep convective case to show TCs between rain rates and hor-
izontal wind speed. These correlations are negative in the mid to upper troposphere
and positive above 10 km as shown in Figure 7.21a. This correlation structure agrees
with the cross correlation analysis for this case (Section 7.5.2): members with more cloud
were warmer/colder below/above the tropopause with slower/faster winds.
A second example of surface rain rate - horizontal wind speed correlations is given in
Figure 7.21b for the 02/08 case. Similar correlation structures were obtained for the other
peninsula convergence cases (29/07 and 03/08). Low magnitude negative correlations
are seen lasting for around 20 minutes with members that produce more rain having
slower horizontal wind speeds: a slower propagating cell will stay in the same place
for longer, and hence produce more precipitation at a specific location. Other physical
factors may also contribute to this correlation structure. For example, as the peninsula
convergence line is produced when the sea breezes from both sides of the peninsula
collide, points directly on the convergence line will have lower horizontal wind speeds
than further away points. The strongest convection and highest precipitation totals also
occur along this convergence line, with less convection and less rain at other positions.
Hence, the wind speed and precipitation may be expected to be negatively correlated.
Another factor that could contribute would be a convective circulation that opposes the
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large scale flow.
(a) 27/07 23Z 53.0◦N, -2.0◦E (b) 02/08 18Z 52.1◦N, -2.4◦E
Figure 7.21: Rain rate horizontal wind speed correlations for (a) the 27/07 and (b) the 02/08.
Each case is shown at time when, and location where, convection was present. The correlations
for each case were calculated over the SA(mm)ij for rain rates at that point which, for both cases,
corresponded to 10 grid points.
7.7 Correlations at different spatial scales
Sections 7.4 to 7.6 considered correlations at the agreement scales, as defined in Chapter
6. Although the agreement scales are thought to provide the best compromise between
smaller scales that preserve all information but are noisy, and larger scales where infor-
mation is lost due to smoothing, correlations can be, and were, calculated over many
plausible scales (i.e using differently sized areas or neighbourhoods). In this section the
dependence of vertical correlation structure on the spatial scale is discussed. Here, con-
sistent with the definition in Chapter 6, the spatial scale (S) is defined as the distance
from the centre to the edge of the square area (neighbourhood) used to calculate the cor-
relations. Hence, spatial scales less than, equal to, and greater than the the agreement
scales SA(mm)ij are considered. By calculating correlations at different scales it is possi-
ble to learn more about the underlying meteorological situation: examples of this are
provided throughout this section. Variables with higher spatial variability, such as rain
rates, are more sensitive to the spatial scale considered than other more smoothly vary-
ing fields. Hence, the first subsection will focus on temporal correlations with rain rates
before giving examples from other variables.
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7.7.1 Examples from temporal correlations with rain rates
Out of all the cases, the 17/07 had the largest spatial uncertainty with SA(mm)ij for rain
rates reaching 40 grid points in areas of convection. Figure 7.22 shows temporal corre-
lations between rain rates and temperature for this case at 14Z for three different neigh-
bourhood sizes. Correlations calculated at the grid scale (Figure 7.22a) are highly noisy,
include short gaps in correlations where there was no rain, and cannot be reliably or
physically interpreted. In contrast, the results from calculating correlations over a neigh-
bourhood are physically sensible. Figure 7.22b shows correlations calculated at a scale
of 8 grid points (37.4 km total neighbourhood width). Using larger spatial scales at this
time (up to an scale of 40 grid points), gives similar correlation structures, although the
correlation magnitudes differ. Two areas of strong correlation are seen in Figure 7.22b,
negative correlations at low levels that can be related to the cold pool of the storm and
positive correlations from 6 to 9 km that can be related to latent heat release in the con-
vective cloud. It is interesting to note that these correlations are with rain rates at t0
and preceding t0: rain rates correlate with temperature at later times. Although Figure
7.22b appears to have sensible correlations, the neighbourhood used is still much smaller
than that suggested by the SA(mm)ij (40 grid points at 14Z). The correlations for this larger
neighbourhood are very weak and do not show up in Figure 7.22c. This suggests that,
although the correlations in Figure 7.22b are physically plausible, given the large spatial
uncertainty at this time the details should be treated with caution. Similar results were
obtained from analysis of the 17/07 rain rate - temperature correlations at 17Z.
(a) Grid scale (b) S= 8 grid points (c) S=40 grid points
Figure 7.22: Rain rate-temperature TCs for 17/07 at 14Z for the point 51.7◦N, -0.7◦E. Results for
are shown for different spatial scales: (a) grid scale (S=0), (b) S=8 grid points, and (c) S=40 grid
points (corresponding to the SA(mm)ij at t0).
For the 03/08 case it is informative, meteorologically, to consider different spatial
scales. (Similar conclusions can be drawn from the afternoon of 02/08). In Figure 7.23
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different neighbourhoods are considered for rain rate - divergence temporal correlations
calculated at 15Z on 03/08. For small spatial scales (e.g a scale of 2 grid points, Figure
7.23a) correlations are seen with rain rates at six different times, separated by around 50
minutes. At this spatial scale we see correlation structures for individual cells passing
over the point of interest. Similar correlation magnitudes are seen at different temporal
separations: members with a stronger convective circulation (stronger convective cell,
associated with stronger rain rates) at 15Z also have a stronger circulation for other con-
vective cells that move along the convergence line. As the spatial scale is increased there
are a decreasing number of separate times where correlations are seen until, by a scale of
10 grid points (Figure 7.23c) correlations are only seen around t0. This neighbourhood,
corresponding to the agreement scale, is large enough to show effects frommultiple cells
and we no longer see their separation. This is exactly what is intended in defining the
agreement scales: although the model is able to produce realistic cells that move in a
sequence along the line we do not expect to be able to make specific predictions about
the positioning and circulation of individual cells.
(a) S=2 grid points (b) S=6 grid points (c) S=10 grid points
Figure 7.23: Rain rate divergence TCs calculated at different spatial scales for the point 50.8◦N,
-4.4◦E, on the 03/08 at t0= 15Z.
All of the correlation plots shown so far were calculated using square neighbour-
hoods with no weighting given to account for expected weakening of correlations when
moving further from the point of interest. As discussed in Section 7.2.2 this is the pre-
ferred method as it is consistent with the calculation of the agreement scales (Chapter
6). However, it is also possible to apply a weighting over the neighbourhood to account
for the increased differences expected at larger horizontal separations (as discussed in
Section 7.2.2). Figure 7.24 shows correlations for the same times and fields as Figure 7.23
but this time with a normalised Gaussian weighting with a half width of 2σ applied to
the fields before calculating the correlations.
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Comparing Figure 7.23 to Figure 7.24 we see that applying the weighting has an
overall effect of smoothing less for a given neighbourhood size. Specifically, in Figure
7.24c, correlations calculated at a scale of 10 grid points with weighting resemble those
in Figure 7.23b, correlations calculated at an scale of 6 grid points with no weighting.
This suggests that, if a weighting were to be used, a larger neighbourhood would have
to be considered to get the equivalent amount of smoothing as results with noweighting.
Note that the correlation structures with andwithout the weighting are similar: applying
a weighting function, at least for the cases considered here, does not alter the overall
conclusions. Results from correlations between other variables (not shown) also support
these arguments.
(a) 2σ =2 (S=2 grid points) (b) 2σ =6 (S=6 grid points) (c) 2σ =10 (S=10 grid points)
Figure 7.24: Rain rate divergence TCs calculated over different neighbourhood sizes for the
points at 50.8◦N, -4.4◦E on the 03/08 at t0= 15Z. A normalised Gaussian weighting of width
2σ (centred on the middle of the neighbourhood) was applied to the fields before calculation of
the correlations.
7.7.2 Examples from other variables
Finally, two examples are provided to illustrate the possible impact on other variables of
calculating VCs over different horizontal scales. Generally, temperature VCs are insensi-
tive to the choice of spatial scale, due to the smooth variation of temperatures over large
horizontal separations. Here an unusual example from the 02/08 at 09Z, which does not
follow this general pattern, is discussed.
On the 02/08 at 09Z local processes dominate the temperature correlation structure
and, at the agreement scale (2 grid points), the correlation sign changes frequently with
height as shown in Figure 7.25a. By 12Z local variations are no longer seen in the tem-
perature correlations and the change in correlation sign at the tropopause, discussed in
Section 7.4.4, is clearly seen (Figure 7.25b). It is expected that local variations will be
smoothed out in correlations calculated over a larger spatial scale. This is indeed the
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case for temperature correlations at 09Z on 02/08 as shown in Figure 7.25c for a scale of
20 grid points. Correlations calculated over this large spatial scale (much larger than the
agreement scale) vary less than those calculated at the agreement scale. Interestingly, the
expected change in correlation sign at the tropopause is still not seen. Perhaps this is due
to a very variable tropopause height resulting in the smoothing out of the correlations
around this level. At 12Z where temperature correlations are not dominated by small
scale processes, considering a larger scale has little effect (as seen by comparing Figures
7.25b and 7.25d). This is the general situation for temperature correlations.
(a) 9Z (b) 12Z
(c) 9Z (d) 12Z
Figure 7.25: Vertical correlations for temperature on 02/08 for the point 52.1◦N, 0.6◦E at (a,c) 09Z
and (b,d) 12Z Results in the top/bottom rows were calculated for a scale of 2 grid points (the
agreement scale) and 20 grid points respectively.
For the majority of cases noisy correlations are found at, and close to, the grid scale.
As spatial scale increases the correlations rapidly smooth out due to the sample size
increasing as (2S+ 1)2× number of ensemble members. By the agreement scale corre-
lations are physically meaningful and can be usefully interpreted, as demonstrated by
the examples in this chapter. Beyond the agreement scale, the correlation structures are
often maintained, although the correlation magnitude decreases with increasing spatial
scale. Figure 7.26 shows an example of this for cross correlations between divergence
and cloud fraction on the 02/08 at 14Z. In Figure 7.26 correlations are shown at a range
of scales from the grid scale (Figure 7.26a) at which correlations are noisy, through the
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agreement scale (10 grid points, Figure 7.26e) to a scale of 20 grid points (Figure 7.26f).
These correlations were discussed physically in Section 7.5.2: members with stronger
convective circulations have more cloud. Beyond a scale of 20 grid points, correlation
magnitudes would be expected to decrease as points outside the convective area are
included.
(a) grid scale (b) S=2 grid points (c) S=6 grid points
(d) S=8 grid points (e) S=10 grid points (SA(mm)ij ) (f) S=20 grid points
Figure 7.26: Cloud fraction VCCs with horizontal divergence for the 02/08 at 14Z and point
50.8◦N, -4.5◦E. Different spatial scales were used to calculate the correlations ranging from (a)
the grid scale to (f) S=20 grid points.
7.8 Chapter discussion and conclusions
In this chapter a neighbourhood approach has been presented for calculating vertical
correlations. Correlations calculated using this methodwere discussed for six convective
cases from summer 2013 for the 3D variables horizontal divergence, horizontal wind
speed, cloud fraction in each layer, specific humidity and air temperature and also for
surface rain rates. Univariate, multivariate, and temporal correlations were considered.
This chapter aimed to address three research questions (thesis questions 4-6) which will
now be discussed in turn.
1. How can correlations in the vertical be used to allow physical structures andmulti-
variate relationships from the ensemble to be usefully summarised? Towhat extent
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do these correlations reveal properties of the convection and the convective envi-
ronment? (Thesis question 4; Section 1.2)
The results presented in this chapter demonstrate that, by using a horizontal neigh-
bourhood approach, meaningful and useful vertical correlations can be obtained. For ex-
ample, while some fields such as cloud fraction and temperature had certain structures
that were found in multiple cases, correlations for other variables, such as horizontal
wind speed were highly case dependant. The vertical correlations were found to reflect
the convective dynamics on each day. This was particularly true for correlations between
variables such as rain rates or cloud fraction that were directly linked to the convection.
For example, rain rate-divergence temporal correlations gave information on the height
and structure of convective cells and also the length of time that cells were at a specific
location. This information is contained in a small number of plots and hence provides an
effective and physically meaningful summary of the ensemble information. For compar-
ison, examining the points individually over a 10 by 10 neighbourhood would require
1200 plots. Obviously, the ensemble or spatial mean could be used to condense this in-
formation but this is known to be outside the model manifold (Ancell, 2013) and was
shown in Chapters 5 and 6 to be unrepresentative of physical processes.
It is not feasible to calculate and study vertical correlations directly between all 3D
model variables. Hence it is necessary to choose variables that provide the most use-
ful information. Although the variables in this study were selected to represent a wide
range of the system properties, specific humidity and cloud fraction correlations were
found to provide overlapping information. This suggests that it may not be necessary
to consider both cloud fraction and specific humidity. As it is only possible to calculate
cloud fraction correlations in regions of cloud, it is suggested that for future investiga-
tions only specific humidity should be used.
From Sections 7.4 and 7.5 it was found that cross correlations could generally be in-
terpreted, or even predicted, from the vertical correlations of the two variables treated
separately. This suggests that it would be possible to gain a large amount of informa-
tion from considering only one of the vertical uni-variate and vertical cross correlations.
However, the interpretation of both types of correlation is sometimes involved and con-
sidering both types together does help in understanding the structures in general. Over-
all, correlations with rain rates are found to be the easiest to interpret and these would
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be recommended for use in the future.
2. What is the dependence of vertical correlation structure on the horizontal scales
used? Howdoes this relate to the scales obtained from the spatial methods? (Thesis
question 5; Section 1.2)
When calculated at the grid scale correlations are found to be noisy for all variables
due to under sampling from the 12 ensemble members. It is not recommended that
any correlations calculated on the grid scale from the 12 member ensemble should be
physically interpreted. Considering correlations over even a small neighbourhood of
5 by 5 grid points (representing the minimum scale resolvable by the model according
to Cullen and Brown (2009)) significantly reduced noise in the correlations. There are
disadvantages to using very large neighbourhoods including the smoothing of smaller
scale structure and increased computational cost. Hence it is desirable to use a neigh-
bourhood size that is large enough to remove noise but not so large as to unnecessarily
smooth the correlations. For the summer convective cases considered here the SA(mm)ij
defined in Chapter 6 were found to be a good choice of neighbourhood size. Of course,
further information can often be gained from also considering the behaviour over other
spatial scales: an example was given in Section 7.7 where correlations calculated over
small neighbourhoods showed the structures of individual cells whereas correlations
calculated over the believable scale showed the properties of cells in general.
3. In what ways might these methods be useful in other areas such as data assimila-
tion? (Thesis question 6; Section 1.2)
Overall the results from this chapter showed that there was a large variety of detailed
correlation structures between the five variables considered. For some variables sharp
transitions in correlation sign were seen e.g for temperature at the tropopause, or when
moving between divergent and convergent layers. This suggests that data assimilation
should not allow smoothing across these boundaries. Other variables, such as cloud frac-
tion showed positive correlations extending throughout the convective cloud suggesting
that, in these cases, information could be propagated over large vertical distances. Cor-
relations, particularly those with surface rain rates, also showed that it is possible to
get physically meaningful correlations that reflect the convective structure (even from a
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small 12 member ensemble), with a suitable choice of neighbourhood. This is encourag-
ing for convective scale data assimilation using ensembles of limited membership.
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Chapter 8
Location-dependent spatial
predictability for a summer season
8.1 Introduction
Chapter 6 introduced a new location-dependentmethod (agreement scales, SA) for quan-
tifying the spatial characteristics of convective-scale ensemble forecasts. Results from six
convective case studies demonstrated the utility of these techniques, for example to vi-
sualise spatial predictability variations across the domain and to evaluate the spatial
spread-skill relationship. A simple idealised experiment was also used to verify that the
agreement scales were being correctly interpreted.
The purpose of this chapter is to provide a more robust evaluation of the location-
dependent spatial ensemble spread and skill. In order to do this, results are presented
of agreement scales calculated for three months of hourly MOGREPS-UK rain rate data
from June, July and August (JJA) 2013. Note that these results should not be interpreted
as a summer climatology of the MOGREPS-UK spatial predictability: other years, with
different meteorological situations, may have very different results. The aim is to go
beyond the case study approach to better understand the spatial ensemble characteris-
tics for one particular UK summer season. In particular, the chapter will quantify, and
investigate factors influencing, the spatial predictability of precipitation over the UK.
The period JJA 2013 was chosen to focus on summer convection, as it is particularly im-
portant to understand and quantify the spatial predictability of these events where the
exact location of the precipitation is difficult (or even impossible) to forecast determinis-
tically. The location-dependent spatial ensemble spread is quantified by calculating the
average agreement scale, at each grid point, of all independent member-member com-
parisons (SA(mm)ij , introduced in Chapter 6). To quantify the spatial ensemble skill, the
MOGREPS-UK output is compared with Radarnet rain rate observations (to give SA(mo)ij ,
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introduced in Chapter 6). The work in this chapter aims to expand on the results of
Chapter 6 to provide additional insight that allows us to answer the following questions
(thesis questions 2 and 3; Section 1.2)
1. Over what spatial scales should the ensemble be interpreted and evaluated? How
can these spatial scales be defined?
2. What information does this spatial approach provide for forecasting?
First, the method of calculating the agreement scales for three months of data is dis-
cussed in Section 8.2 including details of the MOGREPS-UK and Radarnet data. This is
followed by a meteorological overview of JJA 2013 in Section 8.3, focusing on the vari-
ation of precipitation amount and frequency throughout the period. This section also
includes a qualitative overview of the differences between ensemble and Radarnet data.
Section 8.4 focuses on the spatial predictability given by the ensemble, by considering
the average SA(mm)ij over the three month period. The relationships between the S
A(mm)
ij
and the intensity and amount of precipitation are also discussed. Next, the ensemble
spread is compared to the ensemble skill, first using traditional spread-skill measures
(Section 8.5), and then using spatial measures (Section 8.6). The temporal evolution of
the spatial spread is discussed along with the dependence of spatial spread-skill on pre-
cipitation extent and intensity. Finally, the conclusions are presented and discussed in
Section 8.7.
8.2 Methods
The work presented in this chapter uses ensemble rain rate forecasts from the
MOGREPS-UK ensemble that was operational in summer 2013. Details of this configu-
ration can be found in Chapter 3, along with details of the Radarnet rain rate composite.
Rain rate data were used here to focus on the spatial distribution of precipitation, and
to avoid the temporal averaging associated with precipitation accumulations. Ensemble
rain rate forecasts were considered over the constant resolution part of the MOGREPS-
UK domain (light grey Figure 8.1, also Chapter 3 Figure 3.2). For comparisons with
radar, in order to speed up processing and to allow comparison of different regions, two
domains were considered. The northern domain covers northern England and southern
Scotland, and the southern domain covers south and central England. The locations of
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the North and South domains are shown in Figure 8.1 in dark grey and mid-grey re-
spectively. Both domains fall within the region of Radarnet coverage (dotted in Figure
8.1).
Figure 8.1: Domains considered: MOGREPS-UK domain (light grey), radar coverage (dotted),
northern domain (dark grey) and southern domain (middle grey).
For all days in JJA 2013 the MOGREPS-UK forecasts starting at 03Z were used. These
forecasts run out to a lead time of 36 hrs (i.e. ending at 15Z the following day). When the
time-evolution of spatial predictability is investigated in Section 8.6, the whole 36 hour
forecast period is considered. When results are averaged over the three month period
forecasts are only considered for the 24 hour period from 09Z (T+6) on the forecast start
day to 08Z the following day (T+29). The length of this averaging period was chosen
so that each time of day is only included once in the average, minimising effects from
the diurnal cycle. The start time (09Z) was chosen to be late enough in the forecast
for convective showers to have spun up from the low resolution initial conditions, but
still early enough to allow some of the large-scale information from the analysis to be
retained.
8.2.1 Masking
Although quality controlled (see Section 3.3.1), radar data can still retain some unrealistic
artifacts. Hence, to ensure the use of high quality radar data it was necessary to exclude
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some times and points from the analysis. In addition to times where there were no radar
data due to problemswith the Radarnet system (11/06 23Z, 12/06 00Z to 06Z, 02/07 08Z,
18/07 07Z to 13Z), or no model data (19/07 03Z to 20/07 15Z) times were also excluded
where any point in the domain had rain rates exceeding 300mm hr−1. In these instances
the abnormally high rain rates suggested a problem with the Radarnet composite, and it
was decided tomask all points in the domain. On a small number of occasions therewere
points within the normal region of radar coverage that had no radar data. These points
were set to have rain rates of zero as they tended to be towards the edge of the domain,
or in areas with low rain rates. Although setting these values to zero may increase errors
in the rain rate values, it is preferable to discarding a large amount of data to allow for
a few points in the domain. Recall that, because the agreement scales are calculated by
considering increasingly large regions surrounding each given point, it is necessary to
have data everywhere within the domain. Whenever masking occurred, the same mask
was applied to both the ensemble and radar data to maintain consistency.
8.2.2 Thresholding
To concentrate on points with significant rain rates, points in the ensemble forecasts and
Radarnet data with rain rates less than 0.01mm hr−1 were set to zero for all the results
presented in this chapter. This also removed a discrepancy between model and radar:
the model archive does not have any data points with rain rates less than 0.01mm hr−1,
possibly due to the packing of files or cut off values.
A range of different thresholds are considered in Sections 8.4 and 8.6 to investigate
how the spatial predictability of precipitation depends on the rain rates considered. Re-
sults are presented for thresholds of 0.01, 0.1, 1.0 and 4.0mm hr−1 which summarise the
range of threshold-dependent behaviour observed. Thresholds were applied by setting
all points with rain rates less than the threshold rain rate value to zero (individually for
each ensemble member and for the Radarnet observations). When considering a partic-
ular threshold (for either the model or the radar), only the times with rain rates greater
than that threshold were included in the analysis. The radar observations are said to
have rain rates greater than the threshold if any point in the radar rain rate map exceeds
the threshold. For the model to exceed a threshold any one member has to have rain
rates which exceed that threshold. Other methods of making the above/below thresh-
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old decision were considered (e.g all members must exceed the threshold, or several
points must exceed the threshold). The overall results were not sensitive to the choice of
method.
8.3 Overview of cases
Overall, summer 2013 was dryer and sunnier than average, with a short heat wave from
03–07/07/2013 (Met Office, 2013). To summarise how the precipitation varied over the
three month period, several methods were used to characterise the precipitation across
the domain. Two of these, the average rain rate of all points in the domain with rain rates
exceeding 0.01mm hr−1 (measuring precipitation intensity), and the fraction of points in
the domain with rain rates exceeding 0.01mm hr−1 (measuring the horizontal extent of
the precipitation) are shown in Figure 8.2 for an ensemble member (the control, red) and
radar observations (black). Results from both the North and South domains are shown.
To focus on the variation in precipitation over the three month period the diurnal cycle
is removed by averaging over forecast lead times T+6 to T+29 (09Z on the forecast start
date to 08Z the following day). From Figure 8.2 it can be seen that the ensemble and
radar have similar precipitation amounts overall, and both clearly identify the dry heat
wave at the start of July, and another dry period around the beginning of June. Also
noticeable is the wet period around the end of July/start of August containing the con-
vective cases discussed in Chapters 5–7. Overall, the intensity and coverage measures
give a similar impression of the season although there are some subtle differences. For
example, in the dry period around the start of July the model underestimated the rain
rates but overestimated the fractional coverage: on average the precipitation in this pe-
riod was too light and widespread in the ensemble forecast. The opposite was true for
the wet period around the start of August (intensities were overestimated by the ensem-
ble but fractional coverage was underestimated).
Alongside the variation in precipitation across the three month period it is also in-
formative to consider the average variation in precipitation throughout the day (diurnal
cycle) and as a function of forecast lead time. Figure 8.3 shows the average and fraction
of points with rain rates greater than 0.01mm hr−1, averaged over all days in JJA 2013
at each forecast lead time. Results for the two precipitation measures are quite differ-
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(a) Average of raining points (b) Fraction of raining points
Figure 8.2: (a) The average rain rates of all points in the domain with rain rates exceeding
0.01mm hr−1 and (b) the fraction of points in the domain with rain rates exceeding 0.01mm hr−1
as a function of forecast start date. In both (a) and (b) the average value has been taken over
forecast lead times T+6 to T+29 (09Z on the forecast start date to 08Z the following day). Results
are shown for one ensemble member (the control, red) and for Radarnet data (black): the same
averaging method was used for all results.
ent with the rain rate averages (Figure 8.3a) showing less difference between the North
and South domains, and between ensemble member and radar data, than the fractional
coverage (Figure 8.3b). The rain rate averages also show the spin-up of the model in the
first 6 hrs of the forecast as convective showers are explicitly formed from the high reso-
lution model dynamics. Both precipitation measures show a diurnal cycle, with slightly
different timings. For the ensemble member forecast, heavier rain (on average) is seen
in the late morning and early afternoon, with rain rates peaking around T+11 and T+34
(14Z), whereas the more widespread rain occurred in the early morning, with fractional
coverage peaking around T+3/T+4 and T+27 (06Z/07Z). Notice that this cycle is more
pronounced for the North domain, particularly for the fractional coverage. The Radar-
net data shows a different cycle to the ensemble data, particularly for the averaged rain
rates. In particular, the radar sees the heaviest rain rates later in the day (late afternoon
and evening) and has a less pronounced cycle. This suggests that the model may be
overemphasising and mistiming the diurnal cycle, possibly due to the convection only
being partially resolved at the model grid spacing used here (2.2 km), and due to spin-
up effects. The diurnal cycle will be further discussed in Section 8.6 in the context of the
spatial analysis.
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(a) Average of raining points (b) Fraction of raining points
Figure 8.3: (a) The average rain rate of all points in the domain with rain rates exceeding
0.01mm hr−1 and (b) the fraction of points in the domain with rain rates exceeding 0.01mm hr−1
as a function of forecast lead time. In both (a) and (b) the average value has been taken over all
cases in JJA 2013. Results are shown for one ensemble member (the control, red) and for Radar-
net data (black): the same averaging method was used for all results. The area shown in grey
corresponds to the 24 hour averaging period (T+6; 09Z to T+29; 08Z the following day) used in
Figures 8.2, and 8.4 to 8.9.
To investigate the average spatial distribution of precipitation, Figure 8.4 shows
maps, for the North and South domain, of the instantaneous rain rates averaged over
all cases in JJA 2013 and forecast lead times T+6 to T+29 (09Z on day of forecast start to
08Z the following day). Note that here, to allow the relative amounts of precipitation at
different locations in the domain to be compared, the average is take over all times in JJA
2013, including those times with no rain. This contrasts with the results shown in Figures
8.2 and 8.3 where only raining points are included in the average. Results are shown for
an example ensemble member and the Radarnet data (other ensemble members give the
same conclusions). Overall the North domain was wetter than the South domain, and
more rain fell along the west coast and over the hills. A similar overall pattern is seen for
ensemble member forecasts and the radar observations; there are however subtle differ-
ences, particularly in the positioning of the wettest areas. For example, the wet region
over the Lake District is more pronounced, and extends further to the west in the Radar-
net data. Overall, the Radarnet data has higher averaged rain rates than the ensemble
members, particularly over mountainous regions such as southwest Scotland (Mull) and
northwest Wales (Snowdonia). This could be due to an underestimation of the precipita-
tion by the model, or alternatively due to radar errors over orography, for example due
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to the estimates made for orographic enhancement. Notice also that there are isolated
regions of heavy precipitation, particularly in the radar data over the English Channel.
During JJA 2013 there were several localised intense convective storms over the English
Channel, which could be showing through in the average, given the relatively short
averaging period. Alternatively, this could again indicate problems with the Radarnet
composite in the Channel for example due to shipping (which can give false signals).
These features do not show up in a 2008–2014 climatology of Radarnet data (Warren,
2014), or in spatial results presented in this chapter. Interestingly, Fairman et al. (2015)
do see streaks of higher than average frequency of precipitation in a 2006-2014 Radarnet
climatology of the frequency of precipitation exceeding 0.01mm hr−1.
8.4 Spatial agreement from the ensemble
In this section the spatial predictability of precipitation, as forecast by the MOGREPS-
UK ensemble, will be discussed. The spatial predictability is measured using the SA(mm)ij ,
calculated as described in Chapter 6 (Section 6.3). To give an overview of the spatial
predictability over a summer season, the average is taken of all cases in JJA 2013. Figure
8.5a shows the SA(mm)ij averaged over forecast lead times from T+6 to T+29 (09Z on day
one to 08Z the following day), and calculated over the whole of the constant resolution
part of the MOGREPS-UK domain (i.e. results for the north and south domains are not
separately calculated). This provides an overview of the ensemble’s confidence in the
location of precipitation (spatial predictability) across the UK for that summer, and indi-
cates the typical scales over which the model precipitation data should be interpreted as
having spatial uncertainties (assuming a good spread-skill relationship). The time aver-
aged SA(mm)ij are smaller in the northwest, over mountainous regions, and along the west
coast of both the UK and Ireland: in these regions the model is more confident about
the location of precipitation. Overall, the ensemble is not confident about the location
of precipitation close to the grid scale, with a minimum time-mean SA(mm)ij of around 16
grid points (a total neighbourhood length of 72.2km).
For the six COPE cases discussed in Chapter 6 smaller agreement scales were often
seen in regions of precipitation. Hence, it is possible that the pattern of scales shown in
Figure 8.5a is simply caused by points being wetter to the north and west of the domain.
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(a) North domain
(b) South domain
Figure 8.4: Rain rates averaged over all times in JJA 2013, including times with zero rain rates.
A threshold of 0.01mm hr−1 was applied, with all rain rates below the threshold set to zero.
Forecasts were taken from T+6 (09Z) to T+29 (08Z the following day) inclusive.
However, a scatter plot of all points in the average SA(mm)ij map in Figure 8.5a against all
points in the rain rate maps from one ensemble member averaged over the same period,
shows that other factors are also important (Figure 8.5b). The points in Figure 8.5b cluster
into two groups depending on their position north/south of a latitude of 55.7◦N. Both of
these clusters show that higher average rain rates (wetter points averaged over JJA 2013)
are associated with smaller agreement scales. However, the splitting of the points into
two clusters shows that the SA(mm)ij does not simply indicate that rain is more predictable
where there is more of it; there are other factors involved. In particular, high mean rain
rates (greater than 0.15 mm hr−1 in Figure 8.5b) north/south of 55.7◦N cluster around an
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SA(mm)ij of 15 grid points/22 grid points respectively, suggesting that, in JJA 2013, the rain
in north and central Scotland was more predictable than that in the rest of the UK. Possi-
ble reasons for this include the higher orography in this region (constraining where the
rain falls, for example through up-slope enhancement or rain shadows) and the direct
exposure to the Atlantic. Although these are the clearest clusters in the scatter plot, sim-
ilar conclusions can be drawn from comparing other regions e.g. the Cumbrian hills and
the Pennines (the precipitation over Cumbrian hills has higher spatial agreement than
that over the Pennines). Although less clear cut, clustering is also seen in a scatter plot of
orography height against SA(mm)ij (Figure 8.5c). This confirms that, although higher rain
rates (and smaller SA(mm)ij ) are seen over the hills, this is not only due to the height of the
orography: other factors, such as the orographic gradients perhaps, are also important.
Similar clustering can be seen when comparing the SA(mm)ij with JJA average radar rain
rates, and when comparing with the ensemble mean. Similar results are also found for
the SA(mo)ij .
8.4.1 Dependence of spatial ensemble spread on precipitation amount
In Section 8.3 it was shown that the precipitation amount (both in terms of the precipita-
tion intensity and precipitation extent) varied considerably over the three month period
considered. In this section the effects of this variation on the spatial predictability are
investigated. Here, similarly to the methods used in Section 8.3, the precipitation in-
tensity is measured by the average of all points in the domain with rain rates greater
than 0.01mm hr−1, and the precipitation extent (fractional coverage) is measured by the
fraction of points in the domain with rain rates greater than 0.01mm hr−1.
The SA(mm)ij measure the spatial overlap between ensemble member forecasts, with a
larger overlap (smaller spatial differences) giving smaller SA(mm)ij . Hence it is expected
that, at times where the precipitation covers a large/small part of the domain, there will
more/less overlap between the fields and smaller/larger SA(mm)ij . Additionally, large
scale (frontal) precipitation tends to be more predictable at local scales than small scale
precipitation such as scattered convection. This was found to be true for the six con-
vective cases discussed in Chapter 6. Here the relationship between SA(mm)ij and frac-
tional coverage of precipitation across the domain is investigated by splitting the JJA
2013 SA(mm)ij data by fractional coverage. Figure 8.6 shows S
A(mm)
ij for the North domain
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(a) SA(mm)ij time mean
(b) Rain rate against SA(mm)ij
(c) Orography height against SA(mm)ij
Figure 8.5: (a) Map of SA(mm)ij averaged for the 24 hours from T+6 to T+29 for JJA 2013. (b)
Scatter plot of every point from the SA(mm)ij map shown in (a) against the rain rate average from
an ensemble member (the control) over the same period. (c) Scatter plot of every point from
the SA(mm)ij map shown in (a) against every point in the equivalent orography map. In (b), (c)
points are coloured black/red according to their position north/south of a latitude of 55.7◦N.
This latitude is indicated in (a) and was subjectively chosen to provide the cleanest split between
the two clusters of points in (b), (c) and lies along the Scottish lowlands.
from cases and times in JJA 2013 in which rain (greater than 0.01mm hr−1) in an exam-
ple ensemble member (here the control; the choice of ensemble member does not impact
upon the results) had a fractional coverage of 1% to 10%, 10% to 20%, or 20% to 100%
of the domain. Consistent with the discussion above, it is indeed seen that the SA(mm)ij
decrease as fractional coverage is increased. Nevertheless, the overall SA(mm)ij pattern is
retained for different fractional coverage. Similar results were obtained for the South
domain (not shown).
Figure 8.7 shows maps of the SA(mm)ij split by the average rain rate of points with
rain rates greater than 0.01mm hr−1 for both the North and South domains. Unlike the
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(a) Coverage from 1% to 10% (b) Coverage from 10% to 20% (c) Coverage from 20% to 100%
Figure 8.6: Maps of SA(mm)ij for different fractional coverage of points in the domain with rain
rates greater than 0.01 mm hr−1 for the North domain averaged over times where rain was seen
in the specified range. Only forecast lead times from T+6 to T+29 (09Z to 08Z the following
day) were considered. Results for precipitation coverage between (a) 1% and 10% (b) 10% and
20%, and (c) 20% and 100% are shown with the coverage derived from the rain rates of a single
ensemble member.
results for varying fractional coverage, there is not a monotonic trend in the SA(mm)ij when
different average rain rates are considered. For the lowest rain rate range considered
(0.01 to 0.1mm hr−1) relatively large SA(mm)ij are seen for both domains (c.f. Figure 8.5),
showing that the exact location of the precipitation for these low rain rate events is more
uncertain than for higher average rain rates. For both domains higher spatial agreement
is seen for rain rates in the range 0.1 to 1.0mm hr−1: precipitation in these ranges is more
spatially predictable. This is due to larger-scale frontal precipitation tending to fall into
this category as shown by a scatter plot of the fractional coverage against average rain
rates for each forecast time from T+6 to T+29 in JJA 2013 (Figure 8.8). In Figure 8.8 each
point is coloured according to the average value of the rain rate spatial gradients from
one ensemble member (the samemember as that being used to calculate the average rain
rates and fractional coverage) at that time. The gradients were calculated, at each point in
the domain, by taking the maximum difference between the rain rate at that point, and at
its neighbouring points, and provide an indication of the convective activity present at a
given time: higher precipitation gradients are associated with convective (as apposed to
stratiform) precipitation. This method was developed by Nigel Roberts, using a similar
approach to Steiner et al. (1995), and was used inWarren (2014). To maintain consistency
with the fractional coverage and average rain rates, in Figure 8.8 the rain rate gradients
are averaged over all points in the domain with rain rates greater than 0.01mm hr−1.
When considering rain rates above 1.0mm hr−1 different behaviour is seen for the
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(a) 0.01 to 0.1mm hr−1 (b) 0.1 to 1.0mm hr−1 (c) 1.0 to 2.0mm hr−1 (d) 2.0 to 4.0mm hr−1
(e) 0.01 to 0.1mm hr−1 (f) 0.1 to 1.0mm hr−1 (g) 1.0 to 2.0mm hr−1 (h) 2.0 to 4.0mm hr−1
Figure 8.7: Maps of the SA(mm)ij split by the average rain rate of points with rain rates greater than
0.01mm hr−1. A single ensemble member (the control) was used for this categorisation. Results
are shown for the North domain (top) and South domain (bottom). Data were averaged over
cases where rain was seen in the specified rain rate range: forecast lead times from T+6 to T+29
were included from JJA 2013.
(a) North domain (b) South domain
Figure 8.8: Scatter plots of the fraction of points in the domain with rain rates greater than
0.01mm hr−1 against the average of all points in the domain with rain rates greater than
0.01mm hr−1 for forecast lead times T+6 to T+29 in JJA 2013. Points are coloured according to
the average gradient of the rain rate field (over points with rain rates greater than 0.01mm hr−1)
at the time considered. The black dotted lines highlight the values used to group the cases in
Figures 8.6 and 8.7: 0.1, 1.0, 2.0 and 4mm hr−1; 1, 10 and 20%.
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North and South domains. For the South domain the SA(mm)ij increase when rain rates
increase above 1.0mmhr−1; for theNorth domain the SA(mm)ij continue to decrease for rain
rates above 1.0mm hr−1. Hence, the rain rate ranges with the highest spatial agreement
(lowest SA(mm)ij ) are different for the two domains: 0.1 to 1.0mmhr
−1 for the South domain
and 2.0 to 4.0mm hr−1 for the North domain. Comparing Figures 8.8a and 8.8b (scatter
plots for the North and South domains respectively) we see that the South domain has
more points in the scatter plot with high rain rates and high gradients, but with low
fractional coverage. For example, there are a number of points with rain rates from 2 to
4 mm hr−1, with gradients above 6mm hr−1grid length−1, and fractional coverage from 1
to 10%. This suggests that, for the South domain, high rain rates tend to be associated
with low coverage convective events, which are expected to be less spatially predictable.
In contrast, for the North domain, the high rain rates (2 to 4 mm hr−1) tend to have lower
gradients (around 5mm hr−1grid length−1) and higher fractional coverage (above 20%).
This suggests that heavy precipitation in the North domain tends to be embedded inside
larger scale, more predictable, precipitation structures.
8.4.2 Varying precipitation thresholds
As discussed in Section 8.2.2 different thresholds were applied to the local instantaneous
rain rates (i.e. at each grid point in the domain) to investigate how the spatial agreement
of precipitation depends on the rain rates considered. Note that, in applying a local pre-
cipitation threshold in this subsection, we are considering both different precipitation
coverage and different precipitation intensity. Hence, we would expect the SA(mm)ij de-
pendence on threshold to reflect the results of Section 8.4.1. Figure 8.9 shows the SA(mm)ij
calculated for the North domain with local thresholds of 0.01, 0.1 and 1.0mm hr−1, aver-
aged over JJA 2013 and forecast lead times T+6 to T+29. To focus on the SA(mm)ij behaviour
at times with precipitation, times with no precipitation above the threshold value (at any
point in the domain) were not included in this average. The pattern of SA(mm)ij stays the
same when different thresholds are considered, with smaller scales to the northwest. For
higher thresholds larger SA(mm)ij are seen: these thresholds select heavier, localised val-
ues of precipitation, which have larger spatial separations and are therefore less spatially
predictable. Similar results are found for the South domain.
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(a) Threshold 0.01mm hr−1 (b) Threshold 0.1mm hr−1 (c) Threshold 1.0mm hr−1
Figure 8.9: Maps of SA(mm)ij for different local precipitation thresholds for the North domain
averaged over forecast lead times T+6 to T+29 hrs where precipitation occurred over the specified
threshold (at at least one grid point in the domain). Results are shown for rain rates greater than
(a) 0.01mm hr−1, (b) 0.1mm hr−1, and (c) 1.0mm hr−1.
8.5 Traditional spread-skill measures
To verify the ensemble performance, it is necessary to compare the spread of ensemble
member forecasts with the skill of the ensemble in capturing the observed precipita-
tion (the spread-skill relationship). Before discussing the spatial spread-skill relation-
ship (Section 8.6) it is informative to consider first the traditional measures of ensemble
spread and skill discussed in Chapter 2. Here the ensemble spread is taken to be the en-
semble variance (Var) averaged over all points in the domain, and the ensemble skill is
taken to be the mean squared error (MSE) of the ensemble mean compared to Radarnet
observations. To account for the effect of using a limited sample size, the variance and
MSE are normalised as suggested by Eckel and Mass (2005). This gives
MSE =
(
N
N − 1
)
1
M
M
∑
m=1
(em − om)2 (8.1)
and
Var =
1
M
M
∑
m=1
[
1
N − 1
N
∑
i=1
(em,i − em)2
]
(8.2)
where M is the number of samples (here the number of points in the domain multiplied
by the number of cases), N the number of ensemble members, em the ensemble mean at
point m, and om the Radarnet value at point m. Here we assume that the Radarnet data
is representative of the true meteorological situation: observation error is ignored.
The rain rate variance and MSE are shown as a function of forecast lead time in
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Figures 8.10a and 8.10b for the South and North domains respectively. Both theMSE and
variance are noisy and, although there are clear differences between them (for example
the ensemble variance shows a diurnal cycle not seen in the MSE) these are hard to
interpret. Also shown in Figure 8.10 (sub-figures c and d) are the ensemble mean and
Radarnet rain rate data, averaged over all points in the domain and all cases in JJA
2013. Note that, in Figure 8.10 the ensemble and Radarnet data are averaged over all
points in the domain, including points with no rain, and hence the mean values are
lower than those shown in Figure 8.3 in which the average was only taken over raining
points. The variance and MSE follow variations in the ensemble mean and the radar
data respectively; when the ensemble mean is greater than/less than the radar mean,
the variance is greater than/less than the MSE. This is particularly clear in the first 6
hours of the forecast when the ensemble mean increases by around 0.025mm hr−1 due
to model spin-up. This suggests that the MSE and variance are strongly influenced by
the mean state and are not giving independent information about the ensemble spread
and skill. This is expected, and has been shown to be true statistically for precipitation
distributions by e.g. Hamill and Colucci (1998).
8.6 Spatial spread-skill
Given the problems with traditional measures of ensemble spread and skill illustrated
above in Section 8.5 and discussed in Chapter 2, this section provides an alternative
spatial view of ensemble spread and skill over JJA 2013, using the techniques presented
in Chapter 6. In particular, the SA(mm)ij (a measure of the spatial ensemble spread) is
compared with the SA(mo)ij (a measure of the spatial ensemble skill). Spatial spread-skill
results are presented, both for the domain average, and also using the binned scatter
plot (introduced in Chapter 6, Section 6.4.5). Several key features of the spatial spread-
skill relationship are identified and discussed in more detail in Sections 8.6.1 and 8.6.2.
Finally, in Section 8.6.3 the effect of the amount of precipitation (both in terms of intensity
and spatial extent) on the spatial spread-skill relationship is investigated.
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(a) North domain (b) South domain
(c) North domain (d) South domain
Figure 8.10: Time series of (a, b) the domain-averaged MSE of the ensemble mean and the en-
semble variance, and (c, d) the radar and ensemble mean. All quantities were calculated for the
whole domain, and averaged over all cases in JJA 2013. Correction factors were applied to the
MSE and variance calculations to account for the limited sample size as described in Eckel and
Mass (2005). Results are shown for the North domain (left) and South domain (right). The area
shown in grey corresponds to the 24 hour averaging period (T+6; 09Z to T+29; 08Z the following
day) used in Figures 8.2, and 8.4 to 8.9.
Domain average
Figure 8.11 shows the domain averaged SA(mm)ij (red) and S
A(mo)
ij (black) for the North
domain (Figure 8.11a) and South domain (Figure 8.11b). Four different local precipita-
tion thresholds are used (0.01, 0.1, 1.0 and 4.0mm hr−1), as was done in Section 8.4.2.
Results have been averaged over all cases where rain, at some point in the domain (for
both the radar data, and at least one ensemble member, see Section 8.2.2), exceeds the
specified threshold, giving an average of between 50 (for the 4.0mm hr−1 threshold) to
92 (for the 0.01mm hr−1) cases. This gives a standard error in the mean agreement scale
(standard deviation/
√
number of cases) of 1 to 2 grid points for the 0.01mm hr−1 thresh-
old and up to 4 grid points for the 4.0mm hr−1 threshold. Hence, the differences seen
in Figure 8.11 between different threshold results, and between the SA(mm)ij and S
A(mo)
ij ,
are significant. Consistent with the SA(mm)ij behaviour for different precipitation thresh-
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olds (discussed in Section 8.4.2), higher thresholds give larger domain-averaged SA(mm)ij
and SA(mo)ij ; there is more spatial uncertainty and larger spatial errors for higher thresh-
olds. The domain-average spatial ensemble spread (SA(mm)ij ) and spatial ensemble skill
(SA(mo)ij ) are smoother and easier to interpret than traditional measures. As expected
from the SA(mm)ij maps (e.g. Figure 8.5a), the North domain has lower S
A(mm)
ij and S
A(mo)
ij
than the South domain for a given threshold, again showing that the precipitation over
the North domain is in higher spatial agreement than that over the South domain. This
difference is larger than the standard error in the mean, and is not simply attributable
to the occurrence of more widespread rain in the North domain: for example, smaller
agreement scales were still obtained for the North domain than for the South domain
when the fractional coverage of precipitation across the domain was restricted to be be-
tween 20% and 40%.
(a) North domain (b) South domain
Figure 8.11: Domain-averaged SA(mm)ij (red) and S
A(mo)
ij (black) for the thresholds 0.01mm hr
−1
(solid), 0.1mm hr−1 (dashed), 1.0mm hr−1 (solid with circles) and 4.0mm hr−1 (solid with squares)
for (a) the North domain and (b) the South domain. At each forecast lead time, the SA(mm)ij
and SA(mo)ij were averaged over all cases in JJA 2013 where rain rates, at one or more points in
the domain, exceeded the required threshold for both the radar data and at least one ensemble
member. Errors associated with the mean over all cases are around 1 to 2 grid points for the
0.01mm hr−1 threshold, increasing up to 4 grid points for the 4.0mm hr−1 threshold. The area
shown in grey corresponds to the 24 hour averaging period (T+6; 09Z to T+29; 08Z the following
day) used in Figures 8.2, and 8.4 to 8.9.
Despite the difference between the SA(mm)ij and S
A(mo)
ij magnitudes for the North and
South domains, the relationship between the SA(mm)ij and S
A(mo)
ij is similar for both. In
particular, both domains show a threshold dependence of spatial spread-skill with re-
sults from the lowest precipitation threshold (0.01mm hr−1) showing a larger difference
between the spatial spread and spatial skill (SA(mm)ij less than S
A(mo)
ij ) than the other
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thresholds. This result suggests that the ensemble is more spatially under spread when
including low value rain rates in the agreement scales calculations. The reasons for this
behaviour will be discussed in Section 8.6.1.
Another feature of Figure 8.11 is the temporal evolution of the SA(mm)ij and S
A(mo)
ij
magnitudes, and of the difference between the SA(mm)ij and S
A(mo)
ij . Initially, the agree-
ment scale values (both SA(mm)ij and S
A(mo)
ij ) decrease with time, reaching a minimum
around T+12 hrs (15Z). After T+12 the agreement scales increase until around T+24 hrs
(03Z) before decreasing again for the remainder of the forecast. This suggests a diur-
nal cycle, with smaller agreement scales (higher spatial agreement) in the afternoon and
larger agreement scales (lower spatial agreement) at night. This cycle is seen for thresh-
olds greater than 0.1mm hr−1 and is more pronounced for SA(mm)ij than S
A(mo)
ij , although
these differences are smaller than the error in the mean values. Dey et al. (2016b, un-
der review) show that (for thresholds greater than 0.1mm hr−1) this diurnal cycle in the
domain averaged agreement scales correlates negatively with the diurnal cycle in pre-
cipitation intensity or fractional coverage across the domain. Also, the diurnal cycle of
differences between SA(mm)ij and S
A(mo)
ij (S
A(mm)
ij - S
A(mo)
ij ), is shown to correlate negatively
with the diurnal cycle of differences in precipitation intensity or fractional coverage be-
tween ensemble members and radar. These results show that the spatial spread-skill
relationship is influenced by the amount of rain present in the domain, with the ensem-
ble appearing more spatially under spread (SA(mm)ij less than S
A(mo)
ij ) when the amount
of precipitation is overestimated by the ensemble. Interestingly, this suggests the op-
posite dependency to that found for the traditional spread-skill relationship, where an
overestimation of precipitation by the ensemble is linked to the ensemble being over
spread (Hamill and Colucci, 1998). Future work should focus on quantifying these links
between the bias and the spread-skill relationship for both traditional and spatial mea-
sures. The effect of using convection permitting ensembles (as used for the spatial mea-
sures presented in this thesis), compared to larger-scale or synthetic ensembles (as used
by Hamill and Colucci (1998)) should also be investigated. The location-dependence of
the temporal evolution of the spatial spread and spatial skill will be discussed in more
detail in Section 8.6.2.
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Binned Scatter Plots
Although the domain average provides an overview of the relationship between SA(mm)ij
and SA(mo)ij it is also useful to consider a scale selective comparison method, where the
scale dependence of the spatial spread-skill can be investigated. Here this is done using
the binned scatter plot (Chapter 6, Section 6.4.5), which has the additional advantage of
preserving the point-to-point relationship between the SA(mm)ij and S
A(mo)
ij (i.e the S
A(mm)
ij
and SA(mo)ij are compared at the same locations). Binned scatter plots, averaged over all
cases in JJA 2013 and forecast lead times T+6 to T+29, and with a bin size of 10 grid
points, are given in Figures 8.12a and 8.12b for the North and South domains respec-
tively. Note that the binned scatter traces were separately calculated for each individual
time before averaging over cases and lead times. Results are shown for the precipitation
thresholds 0.01, 0.1, 1.0 and 4.0mmhr−1 (the same sample as used for the domain average
results in Figure 8.11).
(a) North domain (b) South domain
Figure 8.12: Binned scatter plots averaged over JJA 2013 and lead times T+6 to T+29 for thresh-
olds 0.01 (solid), 0.1 (dashed), 1.0 (solid with circles) and 4.0 (solid with squares) mm hr−1 for (a)
the North domain and (b) the South domain.
Similar behaviour is seen for all four thresholds and for both domains, with all traces
lying close to the diagonal: in general, for this three month period, the ensemble was
reasonably well spread spatially. There are however some deviations from the diago-
nal, with results from all precipitation thresholds showing that the ensemble is spatially
under spread (SA(mm)ij less than S
A(mo)
ij ). Thus there is higher spatial agreement between
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ensemble member forecasts than there is between ensemble members and the Radarnet
data. This is particularly noticeable for agreement scales less than 45 grid points: when
the ensemble is most confident about the location of precipitation (small SA(mm)ij ) it is over
confident (spatially under spread, SA(mm)ij less than S
A(mo)
ij ). Results from the 0.01mmhr
−1
threshold are the most under spread with an average SA(mo)ij of 25 grid points for an av-
erage SA(mm)ij of 10 grid points. The 0.1 and 1.0mm hr
−1 thresholds move closer to the 1–1
line and have a better spread skill relationship. For the highest threshold considered,
4.0mm hr−1, the ensemble is again more under spread at small scales as the uncertainty
in higher intensity values is harder to quantify. This threshold dependence of spatial
spread-skill agrees with the domain average results (Figure 8.11).
8.6.1 Sensitivity of spatial spread-skill to low precipitation thresholds
It has been shown that the relationship between the SA(mm)ij and S
A(mo)
ij is different when
using a 0.01mm hr−1 precipitation threshold, to that obtained using higher thresholds
(0.1mm hr−1 or greater). This behaviour was further investigated by comparing the dif-
ferences between ensemble member and Radarnet rain rate fields with different thresh-
olds applied. In particular, the focus was on points with rain rates between 0.01 and
0.1mm hr−1, as these were the points set to zero when calculating the 0.1mm hr−1 thresh-
old results, but not for calculating the 0.01mm hr−1 threshold results. Figure 8.13 shows
the total number of points with rain rates in the range 0.01mm hr−1 to 0.1mm hr−1 for an
example ensemble member (here the control, the results are not sensitive to the choice of
ensemble member) and for the Radarnet data. It can be seen that the ensemble member
has manymore points with rain rates from 0.01mm hr−1 to 0.1mm hr−1 than the Radarnet
data. Interestingly, these differences are seen across all cases in JJA 2013, with particu-
larly large differences in the wet period around the end of July (identified with reference
to Figure 8.2). This suggests that it is predominantly the wet cases that are causing the
differences in spatial spread skill between the 0.01mm hr−1 to 0.1mm hr−1 threshold re-
sults.
Visual inspection of precipitation maps showed that it was differences in the pre-
cipitation structures of the ensemble forecasts and Radarnet observations which caused
the difference in spread-skill between the 0.01mm hr−1 to 0.1mm hr−1 threshold results.
In particular, it was found that the ensemble forecasts had more fragmented regions of
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Figure 8.13: Total number of grid points with rain rates in the range 0.01mm hr−1 to 0.1mm hr−1
for each case in JJA 2013 and forecast lead times T+6 to T+29. Results are shown for an example
ensemble member (red) and radar data (black) for the South domain.
precipitation than the observations, with several peaks occurring within a given precip-
itation region. In contrast, the Radarnet rain rates tended to have one peak within each
precipitation region. An example is given in Figure 8.14 for the 27/07 (one of the cases
considered in Chapters 5, 6 and 7) at forecast lead time T+14 (17Z). Figure 8.14a shows
four example ensemble member forecasts at this time, each with several maxima in the
precipitation field, located at different points in the domain. The Radarnet rain rates at
this time (Figure 8.14b) show one broad precipitation region with a single peak in rain
rates. Note that, despite their different structures, the ensemble member rain rates are
generally in a similar region to the observed rainfall.
Applying a threshold of 0.1mm hr−1 to the results in Figure 8.14 (removing the pink
points in sub-figures a and b to give sub-figures c and d) results in the ensemble mem-
ber rain rate structures becoming more fragmented as points linking the different max-
ima are removed. This increases the spatial differences between ensemble member fore-
casts, and the SA(mm)ij increases by 3.0 grid points. However, applying a threshold of
0.1mm hr−1 to the radar rain rates does not alter the overall precipitation structure, as
the points with rain rates from 0.01mm hr−1 to 0.1mm hr−1 lie on the edge of the precip-
itation region. Hence, when a threshold of 0.1mm hr−1 is applied to both the ensemble
member forecasts and the Radarnet observations in this example, the overlap between
ensemble member forecasts and the observations is only changed a small amount (due
to the member forecasts being more fractured) and the SA(mo)ij increases by only 1.4 grid
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(a) Example members, threshold 0.01mm hr−1 (b) Radar, threshold 0.01mm hr−1
(c) Example members, threshold 0.1mm hr−1 (d) Radar, threshold 0.1mm hr−1
Figure 8.14: Rain rates for example ensemble members (a, c) and Radarnet observations (b, d) at
T+14 (17Z) on 27/07/2013 for rain rate thresholds of (a, b) 0.01mm hr−1 and (c, d) 0.1mm hr−1. To
allow comparison of the different threshold results the same contours are shown for all plots.
points. Thus, when applying a rain rate threshold of 0.1mm hr−1, the SA(mo)ij increase
slightly (when compared to results with a threshold of 0.01mm hr−1) but not as much as
the SA(mm)ij . Hence, as the ensemble is spatially under spread for a precipitation threshold
of 0.01mm hr−1 (SA(mm)ij less than S
A(mo)
ij ), the spatial spread skill relationship improves
(the difference between SA(mm)ij and S
A(mo)
ij reduces) when the 0.1mm hr
−1 threshold is
applied, consistent with what was found in Figures 8.11 and 8.12.
8.6.2 Temporal evolution
A strong diurnal signal was seen for the domain-average SA(mm)ij and S
A(mo)
ij (Figure 8.11)
with the SA(mm)ij and S
A(mo)
ij varying by up to 18 grid points and 12 grid points respec-
tively. The location dependence of this temporal variation in agreement scales is shown
in Figure 8.15 for maps of the SA(mo)ij superimposed upon maps of the S
A(mm)
ij for the
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North domain. To highlight temporal differences in the spatial spread-skill relationship,
the difference between the SA(mm)ij and S
A(mo)
ij at each grid point in the domain is also
plotted (Figures 8.15d-f).
(a) T+12 (15Z) (b) T+24 (03Z) (c) T+36 (15Z)
(d) T+12 (15Z) (e) T+24 (03Z) (f) T+36 (15Z)
Figure 8.15: SA(mm)ij (filled contours and black dashed) and S
A(mo)
ij (black solid) at (a) T+12; 15Z,
(b) T+24; 03Z and (c) T+36; 15Z the next day. Results are shown for the North domain and are
averaged over all cases in JJA 2013. A threshold of 1.0mm hr−1 was used. Sub-figures (d), (e), and
(f) show the difference SA(mo)ij − SA(mm)ij at the times shown in (a), (b) and (c) respectively.
The behaviour seen in the maps of Figure 8.15 is consistent with that seen for the
domain average (Fig. 8.11). During the day (e.g 15Z; T+12 or T+36, Figures 8.15a and d),
the SA(mm)ij is lower than the S
A(mo)
ij (the members are closer to each other than they are to
observations) and the model is spatially under spread. The SA(mm)ij minimum is located
to the northwest of the SA(mo)ij minimum in Figure 8.15a and more elongated from north
to south, possibly due to the model precipitation being too closely tied to the orography.
At night (e.g. 03Z; T+24 Figures 8.15b and e) the agreement scales have increased at
all points in the domain and the minimum is less pronounced. The SA(mm)ij has increased
more than the SA(mo)ij and, at this time the S
A(mm)
ij is greater than the S
A(mo)
ij : the model
is spatially over spread, particularly off the Cumbrian/Lancashire coast (around 54◦ N,
4◦ W). At lead times 24hrs to 36hrs both SA(mm)ij and S
A(mo)
ij are similar to their corre-
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sponding values for lead times up to 12hrs with the ensemble being again under spread.
Agreeing with the domain average results (Figure 8.11), there is little indication of the
SA(mm)ij and S
A(mo)
ij increasing with forecast lead time as may be expected due to error
growth. This suggests that, at least for the short 36 hour rain rate forecasts considered
here, and for a single summer season, local processes dominate spatial uncertainty and
error rather than the temporal growth of errors.
Similar conclusions can be drawn for results from the South domain. However there
are subtle differences. For example the diurnal cycle is less pronounced (possibly due to
lower orography in the south domain), and differences between SA(mm)ij and S
A(mo)
ij are
slightly smaller. Again this agrees with the domain average results.
To further investigate the changes in SA(mm)ij and S
A(mo)
ij throughout the forecast, Fig-
ure 8.16 shows two-dimensional (2D) histograms of the fraction of points (over all cases)
at each agreement scale, as a function of forecast lead time for the North domain for a
precipitation threshold of 0.01mm hr−1. Hence, in Figure 8.16 we see how the PDF of the
SA(mm)ij and S
A(mo)
ij for JJA 2013 varies as a function of forecast lead time. Although the
domain average did not show a trend of agreement scales increasing with time (varia-
tion in the domain average is dominated by the diurnal cycle as discussed above), the
2D histograms do show that fewer points have small SA(mm)ij and S
A(mo)
ij as the forecast
lead time increases. This is particularly noticeable in the first 18 hrs of the forecast, and is
what is expected due to the growth in forecast uncertainty with increasing forecast lead
time. At the start of the forecast the distributions of both SA(mm)ij and S
A(mo)
ij are flatter
than at later times. In the first 6 hrs of the forecast the range of agreement scale values
decreases and a tighter distribution is seen. This suggests that spin up in the model ef-
fects both the SA(mm)ij and S
A(mo)
ij , with a larger variety of scales seen near the start of the
forecast. This agrees with the results of Chapter 4 (Figure 4.8). Similar results were also
found for the South domain.
Overall, the distributions for SA(mm)ij and S
A(mo)
ij are similar. However, there are
some differences: the SA(mo)ij distribution has a less pronounced peak agreement scale
at around 15 grid points, and more points at the maximum agreement scales value of 80
grid points. This is consistent with the domain average SA(mo)ij being greater than the do-
main average SA(mm)ij for this threshold (0.01mm hr
−1). This may be due to cases where
the observations show very little precipitation across the domain (giving large SA(mo)ij
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at most points) while the ensemble members have more precipitation (giving smaller
SA(mm)ij values). For the analysis presented in this chapter, only times with some pre-
cipitation in the ensemble forecasts and the observations have been included, removing
false positives and missed events from the analysis. However, cases which were close to
these limits have been included.
(a) SA(mm)ij (b) S
A(mo)
ij
Figure 8.16: Histograms of the fraction of points at each scale (over all cases) to the total number
of points, as a function of scale and lead time for the North domain. Bins for the scales are ibin −
0.5 <= data< ibin + 0.5 for ibin in [0,1,...,80]. Results are shown for a threshold of 0.01mm hr−1;
the other thresholds lead to similar conclusions.
8.6.3 Dependence of spatial spread-skill on precipitation amount
In sections 8.3 and 8.4.1 precipitation characteristics were discussed using two summary
measures: the average rain rate of all points in the domain with rain rates exceeding
0.01mmhr−1 (measuring precipitation intensity), and the fraction of points in the domain
with rain rates exceeding 0.01mm hr−1 (measuring the horizontal extent of the precipita-
tion). In this section these measures are used to investigate how the spatial spread-skill
depends fractional coverage and intensity of precipitation.
First, values of the summary measure (say fractional coverage) were calculated for
each forecast lead time from T+6 to T+29, and for all cases in JJA 2013. For the examples
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presented in this section the summary measures were calculated from the radar data;
similar results were obtained when using an ensemble member forecast. Next the cases
were separated into groups based on a specified range of the summary measure.
(a) Fractional coverage (b) Average of raining points
Figure 8.17: Binned scatter plots for a threshold of 0.01mm hr−1 averaged over cases with fixed
ranges of (a) fractional coverage of points in the Radarnet data with rain rates greater than
0.01mm hr−1, and (b) average rain rate of points in the Radarnet data with rain rates greater
than 0.01mm hr−1. The North domain and forecast lead times T+6 to T+29 were considered.
Figure 8.17 shows binned scatter plots (bin size 10 grid points) for data with a
0.01mm hr−1 threshold, split by fractional coverage of rain rates exceeding 0.01mm hr−1
(Figure 8.17a) and by the average rain rate of points with rain rates exceeding
0.01mm hr−1 (Figure 8.17b). Examples from the North domain are given here; similar
results are obtained for the South domain. Ranges of 0 to 1%, 1 to 10%, 10 to 20% and
20 to 100% were considered for the fractional coverage, and 0.01 to 0.1mm hr−1, 0.1 to
1.0mm hr−1, 1.0 to 2.0mm hr−1 and 2.0 to 4.0mm hr−1 for the average rain rates. Notice
that the results with rain rates between 2.0 and 4.0mm hr−1 (shown in red; Figure 8.17b)
are more noisy. This is due to fewer grid points having large agreement scale values for
rain rates in this range.
These plots show that the times with the lowest fractional coverage of rain, and low-
est rain rates, were the most spatially under spread (lying the furthest from the diagonal
in Figure 8.17). This suggests that forecasts from the ensemble in cases of low fractional
coverage and intensity should be viewed as being most likely to be over confident about
the location of precipitation. In contrast, Figure 8.17a indicates that the spatial uncer-
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tainty for cases with high fractional coverage was, on average, well captured. In Figure
8.17b, results for the highest rain rate range (2.0 to 4.0mm hr−1), lie further from the diag-
onal than than those with rain rates from 0.1 to 2.0mm hr−1: the ensemble is more under
spread for these high rain rate cases. As discussed in Section 8.4.1 this high rain rate
range selected the more convective cases, which were less spatially predictable (giving
larger SA(mm)ij and S
A(mo)
ij than the lower thresholds). As well as being less spatially pre-
dictable, the spatial predictability for these more convective cases was also harder for
the model to capture.
Given the dependence on precipitation amount and coverage shown in Figure 8.17,
it is useful to consider again the binned scatter plots for different rain rate thresholds
shown in Figure 8.12. In Figure 8.12 it was perhaps surprising that the different precipi-
tation thresholds gave such similar results. Considering the results in Figure 8.17, cases
with the lowest fractional coverage, and the lowest average rain rates have the poorest
spatial spread-skill relationship. When selecting a higher rain rate threshold in Figure
8.12 a lower precipitation coverage is considered, suggesting a poorer spatial spread-
skill relation, but higher rain rates are considered suggesting a better spatial spread-skill
relationship. Hence, these two effects somewhat cancel out, and the spatial spread-skill
relationship for different thresholds appears similar.
8.7 Chapter discussion and conclusions
In this chapter the measures of spatial ensemble spread and spatial skill introduced in
Chapter 6 have been applied to three summer months of rain rate MOGREPS-UK data.
The aim was to investigate the spatial ensemble characteristics in a more statistical man-
ner and to provide additional insight into answering the questions (thesis questions 2
and 3; Section 1.2):
1. Over what spatial scales should the ensemble be interpreted and evaluated? How
can these spatial scales be defined?
2. What information does this spatial approach provide for forecasting?
First the overall spatial predictability, forecast by the ensemble over JJA 2013, was
considered. This gave an indication of the average spatial differences between ensemble
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member precipitation forecasts and how these varied across the UK. It was found that the
SA(mm)ij varied considerably across the UK, with smaller scales in the northwest (down to
16 grid points, a total neighbourhood length of 66km) and larger scales in the southeast
(up to 52 grid points, a total neighbourhood length of 231km). Hence, overall for this
summer period, the ensemble was more confident in the location of precipitation to the
north andwest of the UK, over regions of high orography andwith direct exposure to the
Atlantic. Note that, even in the regions of higher predictability, the ensemble members
still only agree on average about the location of precipitation on scales much larger than
the grid scale: in general the ensemble precipitation forecasts should not be considered
quantitatively at, or close to, the grid scale. This is important information for forecasting
and model interpretation. The scales over which the ensemble precipitation forecasts
should be evaluated can easily be calculated using the methods applied in this chapter.
Alongside the spatial differences between ensemble member forecasts, it is also im-
portant to consider the spatial differences between ensemble forecasts and observations
to verify the ensemble performance. In this chapter this was done by comparing the
agreement scales calculated between ensemble members (SA(mm)ij ) to those calculated be-
tween ensemble members and radar observations (SA(mo)ij ). Overall, these measures of
spatial ensemble spread and spatial ensemble skill were found to have similar magni-
tudes and variations across the domain. This shows that, for JJA 2013, the ensemble
did a reasonable job at capturing the spatial predictability of precipitation, and gives
some confidence in its use for forecasting, provided that the ensemble forecasts are in-
terpreted over suitable spatial scales. There were, however, some differences between
the spatial ensemble spread and spatial ensemble skill, with the ensemble tending to
be slightly spatially under spread. This was particularly noticeable when the ensemble
was confident about the location of precipitation (small agreement scales), and suggests
that ensemble forecasts in which precipitation has a high degree of agreement should be
treated cautiously.
In addition to the overall features described above, the spatial spread-skill relation-
ship was found to depend on the threshold applied to the precipitation field. In par-
ticular, the ensemble had a poorer spatial spread-skill relationship when a 0.01mm hr−1
threshold was applied, to when thresholds of 0.1mm hr−1 or above were used. This
was linked to the ensemble precipitation forecasts having more fragmented precipita-
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tion structures than the radar data. Thus, applying a threshold of 0.1mm hr−1 to the en-
semble member forecasts resulted in them becoming more spatially different from each
other and increasing the SA(mm)ij relative to the S
A(mo)
ij . This highlights the importance of
a correct physical structure to the precipitation for obtaining a good spatial spread-skill
relationship.
The temporal evolution of the agreement scales (both SA(mm)ij and S
A(mo)
ij ) was dom-
inated by a diurnal cycle, with smaller agreement scales (higher spatial predictability)
seen in the afternoon and larger agreement scales (lower spatial predictability) seen over
night. The diurnal cycle was found to be slightly stronger for the comparison of en-
semble members (SA(mm)ij ) than when comparing ensemble members with radar obser-
vations. This resulted in temporal variations in the spatial spread-skill relationship, with
the ensemble being spatially under spread during the day, possibly due to being too tied
to the orography, and spatially over spread at night. There was little indication of fore-
cast spatial differences growing with lead time. This was unexpected as, statistically,
forecast errors are found to grow with lead time. Perhaps this may be due to the short
forecast length studied here (36 hours) or the focus on rain rates for a summer season. It
is possible that other, less locally dependant, variables would show a growth in differ-
ences with forecast lead time.
To investigate the relationship between the agreement scales and the precipitation
structure, the data from JJA 2013 were grouped according to the fractional coverage of
precipitation over the domain, and average rain rate of raining points. It was found that
cases with lower fractional coverage were less spatially predictable than those with more
wide-spread precipitation (larger SA(mm)ij and S
A(mo)
ij ). As there is less likely to be overlap
between forecasts when only a small area of precipitation is predicted, and additionally
small scale convective precipitation is often less predictable than large scale frontal pre-
cipitation (e.g. Walser and Scha¨r, 2004), this result was expected. When grouping the
cases based on the average rain rate of raining points for the south domain, larger than
average agreement scales (lower spatial predictability) were found both for the lowest
and for the highest rain rate ranges considered (0.01 to 0.1mm hr−1 and 2.0 to 4.0mm hr−1
respectively). This was linked to the low precipitation rates being associated with spa-
tially unpredictable showers or patches of drizzle with low fractional coverage, and
high rain rates being associated with convective cases. The dependence of the spatial
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spread-skill relationship on precipitation structure was investigated and it was found
that cases with lower fractional coverage of precipitation, and lower average rain rates,
were the most spatially under spread with the poorest spatial spread-skill relationship.
This shows that caution is needed when interpreting ensemble forecasts of low intensity
or low fractional coverage precipitation.
To summarise, the methods introduced in Chapter 6 have been applied in a more
statistical manner to a summer season of rain rate data. This has been found to give
useful information for forecasting and model evaluation as described above. However,
the conclusions from this work are limited by the consideration of only one season (sum-
mer 2013); it is likely that some differences in the results would be obtained from other
seasons. Hence it is suggested that future investigation should focus on applying these
techniques to a larger data sample, perhaps as part of ongoing monitoring of the ensem-
ble system. For the comparison with Radarnet data there are additional questions that
have not been addressed in this chapter, in particular regarding the nature of Radarnet
errors. Here, for the limited three month sample visual quality checks were performed
on the Radarnet data; this process would have to be automated for a long-term or rou-
tine operational analysis. Additionally, radar errors should be taken into account in the
calculation of the SA(mo)ij . The best methodology for incorporating this into the analysis
would have to be investigated.
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Chapter 9
Conclusions and future work
9.1 Overview
One of the key issues in forecasting today is how to make best use of convection-
permitting ensembles. For example, what do they tell us and how can they be use-
fully evaluated? The aim of this PhD was to develop new spatial approaches for the
evaluation and characterisation of convective scale ensemble systems. Forecasts were
considered not only at single grid points, but also over the regions or neighbourhoods
surrounding these points. Three fundamental requirements were identified for these
methods: firstly, they must give physically meaningful results (for example when con-
sidering the relationship between different times and locations), secondly they should
not be overly sensitive to changes in ensemble membership, and finally they must be ca-
pable of considering multivariate relationships. Six research questions were formulated
to guide the work of this thesis:
1. How can the spatial variability of ensemble member forecasts be meaningfully
summarised? What are suitable summary measures, and what do these tell us
about ensemble performance and spatial predictability?
2. Over what spatial scales should the ensemble be interpreted and evaluated? How
can these spatial scales be defined?
3. What information does this spatial approach provide for forecasting?
4. How can correlations in the vertical be used to allow physical structures andmulti-
variate relationships from the ensemble to be usefully summarised? Towhat extent
do these correlations reveal properties of the convection and the convective envi-
ronment?
5. What is the dependence of vertical correlation structure on the horizontal scales
used? How does this relate to the scales obtained from the spatial methods?
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6. In what ways might these methods be useful in other areas such as data assimila-
tion?
To answer the six thesis questions, research was split into four areas: domain-wide
spatial ensemble evaluation using the FSS (Chapter 4), development of a new location-
dependent method for spatial ensemble evaluation (Chapter 6), application of the spatial
approach to calculate multivariate correlations (Chapter 7) and the assessment of spatial
predictability across the UK for a three month summer period (Chapter 8). Conclusions
relating to the thesis questions, based on the findings from Chapters 4 to 8, are presented
and discussed in Section 9.2. Following on from this, Section 9.3 discusses avenues of
future investigation. Finally, Section 9.4 summarises the key findings from this work.
9.2 Discussion and conclusions
The aim of this PhD thesis was to answer the six research questions listed in Section 9.1;
these are now addressed in turn.
1. How can the spatial variability of ensemble member forecasts be meaningfully
summarised? What are suitable summary measures, and what do these tell us
about ensemble performance and spatial predictability?
To summarise the spatial characteristics of ensemble forecasts, a novel method was
developed based on the Fractions Skill Score (FSS Roberts and Lean, 2008). Originally,
the FSS was formulated to quantify the domain-wide agreement between a determinis-
tic precipitation forecast and radar observations over a predefined neighbourhood size
(or spatial scale). However, the FSS can also be applied more generally to calculate the
agreement between any two gridded fields (such as two ensemble member forecasts).
This was the basis for the method of calculating the spatial variability of ensemble fore-
casts, presented in Chapter 4 of this thesis. When calculated over pairs of ensemble
member forecasts, the FSS quantifies the differences between those forecasts for a given
scale. Hence, if the FSS is calculated for all independent pairs of ensemble member fore-
casts, we get an impression of the overall ensemble spread at that scale.
In this thesis, the mean of the FSS values calculated over all independent ensemble
member pairs was used as a summary measure to represent the ensemble dispersion at a
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given spatial scale (dFSSmean). The standard deviation of the FSS values from indepen-
dent member-member pairs, dFSSstdev, was also calculated to give further information
about the range of FSS values used in the calculation of dFSSmean. When calculated for
a range of different neighbourhood sizes the dFSSmean and dFSSstdev provide a means
of quantifying the spatial ensemble variability. It is also possible to quantify the skill of
the ensemble in spatially matching the observations. This was done by taking the mean
of the FSS values calculated over all ensemble member-radar pairs, to give a measure
of the spatial error, eFSSmean. Having a measure of both the ensemble spread and the
ensemble error provides useful information about the ensemble’s ability to capture un-
certainty over a range of neighbourhood sizes. It should be noted that dFSSmean and
eFSSmean were developed from meteorological and physical, as apposed to mathemat-
ical, arguments. In particular, it has not been proved that comparing dFSSmean and
eFSSmean gives quantitatively useful information about the spread-skill relationship of
the ensemble. Instead, in this thesis, eFSSmean was used to put dFSSmean into context.
Hence, when used with reference to dFSSmean and eFSSmean the terms “over spread”
and “under spread” should be taken to have this qualitative meaning.
To investigate what these methods tell us about the ensemble performance, the dFSS-
mean, dFSSstdev, and eFSSmean were calculated for hourly precipitation accumulations
from two convective case studies. For one case study horizontal 10m wind speeds were
also considered. It was concluded that, by using dFSSmean and dFSSstdev, a detailed
picture could be built up of how ensemble differences vary in time, and with spatial
scale (neighbourhood size). For the case studies investigated here, it was found that both
dFSSmean and eFSSmean were highly dependent on the scales considered for forecast
evaluation, with larger spatial differences seen on smaller scales (i.e. over smaller neigh-
bourhood sizes). Hence, at smaller scales the ensemble forecasts were less predictable,
and less skillful, than at larger scales. In particular, the scale at which the ensemble had
skill (as defined in Roberts and Lean (2008) and discussed in Section 4.4.1), generally
varied from 50 km to 300 km, much larger than the grid scale (2.2 km). Hence, these re-
sults highlight that convective-scale forecasts should not be evaluated at the grid scale.
Overall, for the cases considered here, comparison of dFSSmean and eFSSmean showed
that the ensemble spread was a reasonable predictor of forecast uncertainty. There were
times where the ensemble was under-spread due to timing errors between the simula-
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tions and the observations, or early on in the forecast when showers had not yet spun
up.
The FSS evaluates the spatial differences between points in two fields whose values
exceed a pre-determined threshold. In this thesis percentile thresholds were used (e.g.
the 99th percentile threshold which considers the top 1% of precipitation in the domain)
to ensure that the same number of points were used in all comparisons. It was found
that different percentile thresholds selected precipitation from different physical regimes
(such as convective only or convective and stratiform). In particular, higher percentile
thresholds selected the heavier, less-widespread precipitation, which was less spatially
predictable. The temporal evolution of dFSSmean and eFSSmean was also found to be
threshold dependent, with higher thresholds showing greater temporal variability: local
effects dominated the ensemble spread and skill in these instances.
The dFSSmean can also be used to compare different ensemble configurations. This
was demonstrated for one case study, where the spatial ensemble spread created using
different physics configurations was compared against that generated using different lat-
eral boundary condition and initial condition perturbations. It was found that dFSSmean
allowed the spatial impact of changes to the ensemble configuration to be thoroughly
investigated. The physics perturbations were chosen as plausible alternative model for-
mulations, and were not found to influence the ensemble evolution at scales where the
forecast had skill. It should be emphasised that other work (e.g. Stensrud et al., 2000;
Keil et al., 2014) has shown a positive impact from physics perturbations. The methods
presented in this thesis would provide a useful method of assessing the impact from
further studies of this kind.
2. Over what spatial scales should the ensemble be interpreted and evaluated? How
can these spatial scales be defined?
Thesis Question 1 asked how the spatial variability of ensemble forecasts could be
summarised; i.e. if we pick a scale over which to evaluate the ensemble, how will the
ensemble members differ on average over the domain (what will be the spread)? This
second thesis question turns Question 1 around to ask instead: if we require a specific
level of agreement between ensemble members, at what scale is this achieved? As spa-
tial uncertainties vary with location in the domain (due to different meteorological phe-
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nomena being associated with different levels of predictability), it is important that the
methods developed to answer Question 2 are location-dependent. Thus, instead of a
domain-wide summary measure, we seek a measure quantifying the scale of spatial un-
certainties at each grid point.
In Chapter 6, a new method was presented for evaluating the location-dependent
scales over which ensemble members reach a specified level of agreement. Like the
FSS, this method considers pairs of fields, either two ensemble member forecasts, or
a single forecast and observations. At each grid point in the domain, the agreement
scale between the fields is defined as the minimum neighbourhood size over which the
fields meet a predefined similarity criterion. This criterion compares the total amount of
precipitation within the selected neighbourhood for each of the two fields, and includes
two parameters, α a measure of the acceptable bias, and Slim, a fixed maximum scale.
These parameters can be adjusted to make the criterion more/less stringent according to
the users’ requirements.
The location-dependent agreement scale for the ensemble is defined as the average
(calculated separately at each grid point i, j) of the agreement scales from all indepen-
dent ensemble member comparisons. These average agreement scales for the ensemble,
denoted SA(mm)ij , give a measure of the believable scales according to the ensemble fore-
cast at each grid point in the domain, and represent the scales at which the ensemble
members become sufficiently similar so that the forecast forms useful, trustworthy guid-
ance (assuming that the ensemble has a good spread-skill relationship). The location-
dependent agreement scales between the ensemble and observations are defined as the
average (calculated separately at each grid point) of the agreement scales calculated from
all ensemble member-radar pairs. These scales, denoted SA(mo)ij , indicate the skillful scale
of the ensemble at each grid point in the domain.
To be of use for ensemble interpretation it is necessary that the SA(mm)ij and S
A(mo)
ij can
reflect changes in spatial predictability. Additionally, for these methods to be useful for
verifying the ensemble spatial spread, it is necessary that a comparison of SA(mm)ij and
SA(mo)ij correctly identifies properties of the spread-skill relationship. For example, the
measures must correctly differentiate between ensemble systems that are well spread,
over spread, and under spread. To test these requirements, and hence to better under-
stand what the location-dependent agreement scales tell us about ensemble spatial un-
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certainties, a simple idealised experiment was conducted in which an ensemble of syn-
thetic precipitation forecasts, and synthetic observations, were generated with known
spread-skill properties. Using this set-up it was shown that the location-dependent
agreement scales behaved as designed for pre-defined spatial ensemble distributions:
smaller/larger agreement scales were found for experiments with higher/lower spatial
predictability. It was also found, for this simple experiment, that comparing SA(mm)ij and
SA(mo)ij gave the correct interpretation of the ensemble spatial spread-skill relationship
with under-spread ensembles showing SA(mm)ij < S
A(mo)
ij , overspread ensembles showing
SA(mm)ij > S
A(mo)
ij and well spread ensembles showing S
A(mm)
ij ∼ SA(mo)ij . Binned scatter
plots provided a particularly useful method for visualising and assessing the differences
between SA(mm)ij and S
A(mo)
ij because the location-dependent character of convective-scale
predictability was retained. It should be noted that there are still questions regarding the
interpretation of SA(mm)ij and S
A(mo)
ij which are left unanswered by the idealised experi-
ment. For example, the effect of bias between ensemble members and observations, or
the effect of different precipitation distributions, has not been investigated. The conclu-
sions presented below should be considered with these limitations in mind.
The member-member and member-radar agreement scales were calculated for
hourly instantaneous rain rates for the six convective cases introduced in Chapter 5.
Maps of the SA(mm)ij depicted the different levels of spatial predictability seen across the
cases. As well as having different levels of spatial agreement, the different cases showed
different spatial spread-skill relationships, shown through comparing the SA(mm)ij to the
SA(mo)ij . The S
A(mm)
ij were also used to investigate the horizontal structure of spatial dif-
ferences at different vertical levels. The variables considered (cloud fraction, horizontal
divergence, temperature, specific humidity and horizontal wind speed) were found to
have a variety of spatial characteristics, with the SA(mm)ij reflecting both horizontal and
vertical physical structures.
3. What information does this spatial approach provide for forecasting?
As discussed in Chapter 4 the FSS can be successfully used to summarise the spa-
tial domain-wide ensemble information. For example, the FSS can indicate the scale-
dependence of forecast differences, and the variation of spatial errors with time. This
is useful for forecasting as it provides a measure of the overall ensemble performance,
and allows the fair comparison of different model configurations. However, the domain-
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wide approach also has the disadvantage that location-dependent information about the
ensemble spatial characteristics is lost. This location-dependent information is impor-
tant from a local forecasting perspective, and can be quantified using the the location-
dependent agreement scales, presented in Chapter 6.
In Chapter 8, the location-dependent agreement scales were used to characterise the
spatial predictability of precipitation forecasts for a three month summer season (June,
July, and August 2013). Instantaneous rain rates from the MOGREPS-UK ensemble sys-
temwere examined to quantify the spatial predictability of precipitation over this period,
as forecast by the ensemble. These were then compared to radar derived rain rates from
the Radarnet system to assess the spatial-skill relationship of the ensemble.
It was shown that, overall, MOGREPS-UK was reasonably well spread over summer
2013. There was a slight tendency for the model to be over confident in the location of
precipitation, resulting in the ensemble being a little spatially under spread. This was
particularly seen at small agreement scales where the ensemble had the highest con-
fidence in the location of precipitation. These results agree with those from Chapter 6
and suggest that, on average for this particular summer, MOGREPS-UK provided useful
forecast guidance. Local effects were found to dominate the spatial ensemble spread and
skill and, surprisingly, there was little indication of forecast spread and error increasing
with lead time, at least for the lead times considered here (up to 36 hrs). Instead, the spa-
tial spread-skill relationship was found to vary with a diurnal cycle: the ensemble was
slightly spatially under spread during the day (possibly due to the ensemble forecasts
being too tied to orography), but slightly spatially over spread at night.
Factors influencing the spatial spread, spatial skill, and spread-skill relationship were
investigated. It was found that all three are highly dependent on the precipitation
amount, measured through the fractional coverage of rain, or the average rain rate of
raining points. A poor spread skill relationship was associated with a low fractional cov-
erage of rain, and extreme (either high or low) average rain rates; these cases also had
larger agreement scales. This is important information for forecasting as it highlights
when more or less confidence should be placed in the ensemble spatial uncertainty es-
timates. The spatial spread, spatial skill, and spread-skill relationship were also found
to be location dependent. When averaged over the three month period, the ensemble
had higher confidence in the location of precipitation (smaller agreement scales were
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obtained) over the northwest of the UK. It was found that this higher predictability in
the northwest was partly due to the larger precipitation amounts and higher orography
in the region. Other factors linked to the orography, such as higher orographic gradients,
as well as non-orographic effects such as a more direct exposure to the Atlantic, could
also be important.
In Chapters 6 and 8 it was demonstrated that the location-dependent agreement
scales can provide a useful visualisation of the positional variability of rain for forecast-
ing. For example, the rainfall structures themselves can be viewed from an individual
model run (perhaps the control or the deterministic forecast) and the agreement scale
map can be used to view the spatial uncertainty in that rainfall pattern, as given by the
ensemble. This allows the spatial predictability from the ensemble to be quickly assessed
in a physically meaningful manner, and could be used in operational forecasting.
4. How can correlations in the vertical be used to allow physical structures andmulti-
variate relationships from the ensemble to be usefully summarised? Towhat extent
do these correlations reveal properties of the convection and the convective envi-
ronment?
Thesis questions 1-3 focused on quantifying the spatial uncertainty separately for
different meteorological variables. However, one of the requirements of the spatial ap-
proach to be developed in this thesis is that it is capable of considering multivariate
relationships. This requirement was addressed by applying the spatial approach to the
calculation of multivariate correlations.
Vertical correlations were calculated for the 3D variables cloud fraction, horizontal
divergence, temperature, specific humidity and horizontal wind speed. Correlations
were calculated for one variable at different vertical levels (vertical correlations, VCs),
and between different variables at different vertical levels (vertical cross correlations,
VCCs). Additionally, temporal correlations (TCs) were also calculated between surface
rain rates and three dimensional variables at different vertical levels.
To enable correlations to be calculated at the location-dependent agreement scales,
a neighbourhood based approach was developed. To calculate correlations from an en-
semble of 12 members, over a neighbourhood of Nx by Ny grid points centred on a grid
point P, each ensemble member at each point in the neighbourhood was taken to be a
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possible realisation of the forecast at point P. All of the Nx × Ny × 12 realisations were
then taken to form an augmented ensemble, from which the correlations were calcu-
lated. Although not independent, the additional realisations do provide more informa-
tion about the possible forecast outcomes, particularly for fields such as precipitation
with high spatial variability. The extent to which they provide this additional informa-
tion is related to the meteorological situation: it is expected that more additional reali-
sations are required in situations that are less spatially predictable (i.e when the PDF of
possible forecast outcomes is most under-sampled).
When the location-dependent agreement scales were used, the correlations high-
lighted properties of the convection, and of the convective environment. For example,
VCs for cloud fraction highlighted the cloud layers, and VCs for horizontal divergence
showed the structure of convective cells. VCCs allowed different variables to be related,
and confirmed that the ensemble was producing realistic physical structures. For exam-
ple, higher/lower cloud fractions were associatedwith stronger/weaker convective cells
(as shown in correlations with horizontal divergence) and higher/lower specific humid-
ity. Similar conclusions could be drawn from TCs with surface rain rates. Additionally,
TCs with rain rates allowed the length of time over which cells remained over a given
location to be assessed. The fact that these relationships can be extracted from a small
operational ensemble, highlights the utility of the methods presented in Chapter 7.
5. What is the dependence of vertical correlation structure on the horizontal scales
used? How does this relate to the scales obtained from the spatial methods?
Using the six convective cases introduced in Chapter 5 as examples, it was shown
that meaningful correlations could be obtained from a twelve member ensemble, if a
sensibly chosen neighbourhood was applied to define the augmented ensemble. Cor-
relations calculated at the grid scale were found to be very noisy for all variables due
to under sampling from the 12 ensemble members. Correlations calculated over larger
neighbourhoods were less noisy and could be related to physical processes. Very large
neighbourhoods were found to overly smooth the correlations, resulting in the loss of
physically meaningful smaller scale structure. The SA(mm)ij defined in Chapter 6 were
found to be a good choice of neighbourhood size between these extremes.
6. In what ways might these methods be useful in other areas such as data assimila-
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tion?
The methods developed in this thesis could be applied to understand ensemble per-
formance in a variety of situations. For example, they could be used to assess the impacts
of model changes, upgrades or ensemblemembership, or to compare different resolution
ensemble forecasts. The spatial approach for analysing convective scale ensembles could
also provide useful information in other research areas, such as convective scale data
assimilation. In data assimilation, it is necessary to define the multivariate covariance
between all model variables at all points in the domain (background error covariance
matrix, Section 2.3.2). This covariance matrix quantifies errors in the initial state for the
data assimilation, and enables information to be correctly propagated between variables
and grid points. Hence, an accurate representation of the background errors is essen-
tial for a successful data assimilation scheme. Using the methods presented in Chapter
7 the correlation structures present in convective scale forecasts, and their dependence
on horizontal scale, can be investigated, and used to inform schemes to calculate the
background error covariance matrix. Other areas that use convective scale forecasts as
input, such as hydrological modelling, could also benefit from the methods presented in
Chapters 4 and 6 to better quantify spatial uncertainties.
9.3 Areas of further investigation
Direct Extensions
There are several direct extensions to the work of this thesis:
1. The work in Chapter 4 could be extended by calculating the dFSSmean and eF-
SSmean for a season of cases (as done in Chapter 8 for the location-dependent
agreement scales), to allow the domain-wide evaluation of the growth and scale
dependence of spatial errors more statistically. Additional seasons could also be
considered, both for the FSS and the location-dependent agreement scales, to get
more statistically robust results. This would allow the spatial ensemble charac-
teristics to be evaluated more generally, and allow verification of the operational
ensemble system. With a larger sample of cases it would also be possible to subset
the cases to investigate the regime-dependence of the spatial uncertainty. For ex-
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ample, the cases could be split by the dominant forcing mechanism of convection,
or the large scale flow regime.
2. More variables could be considered to provide further insight into the ensemble
spatial spread. Variables with high spatial variability such as vertical wind speeds,
or variables’ derivatives, such as the magnitude of temperature gradients, would
be of particular interest. The FSS could also be applied at different vertical levels
(in a similar way that the agreement scales were used in Section 6.6) to investigate
how horizontal spatial differences vary in height.
3. The work of Chapter 7 could be extended by calculating multivariate correlations
for more cases and grid points. This would allow a more in-depth statistical study
of the different correlation structures, and enable amore robust physical interpreta-
tion. A catalogue of the different correlation structures, and their relationship with
physical processes, could also be built up. This would be useful as a quick reference
when interpreting the model output, and allow the prevalence of individual corre-
lation structures to be assessed. As the new version of the Met UM dynamical core
(ENDgame Wood et al., 2014) can have a significant impact on convective precip-
itation (N. Roberts personal communication, H. Lean personal communication) it
would also be interesting to calculate correlations from forecasts using ENDgame
and compare and contrast these with correlations from the New Dynamics core
(Davies et al. (2005), used for all model runs in this thesis).
Theoretical understanding
Much of the work in this thesis (such as the criterion for assessing forecast similarity in
Section 6.3.2 or the method for comparing spatial spread and spatial skill in Section 6.3.4)
has been based on physical and practical considerations. Future work should investigate
these areas theoretically. Important questions relate to the use of the average of member-
member pairs to measure ensemble spread, and member-radar pairs to measure ensem-
ble skill. For example, what are the theoretical implications of comparing averages over
a different number of quantities? What are the implications of the average of member-
member pairs and the average of member-radar pairs not being independent? Possible
methods of investigating these issues could include the use and extension of idealised
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experiments (such as those presented in Section 6.4 but with increasing complexity), or
the use of a very large ensemble to enable a subset of ensemble members to be used for
the spread and skill calculations.
There are additional aspects of the FSS and agreement scale calculations that could be
further understood theoretically. These include the quantification of edge effects, such as
done for simple idealised deterministic precipitation configurations in Skok (2015), and
discussed in Nachamkin and Schmidt (2015). Edge effects could also be investigated by
comparing results calculated using the full domain with those calculated using a ’buffer
zone’ around the edge of the domain to remove edge effects.
The methods presented in this thesis have used a neighbourhood approach to quan-
tify spatial differences. An interesting avenue of further investigation would be to com-
pare these methods with others which use alternative approaches, such as those that are
features based or use scale decomposition. As the FSS acts like an implicit spatial low
pass filter, and the agreement scales act like a location-dependent low pass spatial filter,
these methods (at least qualitatively) perform a similar function to wavelet methods. It
would be interesting to investigate this link mathematically. The methodology for cal-
culating the agreement scales could also be used with other criteria to determine the
spatial similarity of forecasts. These need not be limited to neighbourhood based meth-
ods: other approaches such as the features based SAL score (Wernli et al., 2008) could be
used to form alternative similarity criteria.
Technique Development
The methods presented in this thesis have focused on quantifying spatial differences
and errors in the horizontal plane. These methods could be further developed to investi-
gate timing differences, and differences in the vertical dimension. Duc et al. (2013) have
included timing errors in the FSS for deterministic forecasts by expanding the neigh-
bourhood to include the time dimension (i.e. giving a 3 dimensional neighbourhood,
with dimensions X, Y and time). Although useful in gaining an overview of the ensem-
ble performance over a time period, their method leaves some questions unanswered. In
particular, as timing errors due to advection (rather than initiation or decay) are already
inherently included in the spatial approach, is the method of Duc et al. (2013) counting
for some errors twice? What are the implications of considering, together in a neigh-
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bourhood (with equal weighting), quantities with different units and scaling lengths?
It would be interesting to conduct an in-depth study of cases where timing errors were
seen in the forecast, using the methods presented in this thesis. If these methods were
found to give a useful indication of the timing errors and differences, they could then be
compared and contrasted with other measures of the timescales associated with convec-
tive events, such as the convective time scale used by Keil et al. (2014).
The agreement scales, and the FSS, could also be extended to investigate spatial dif-
ferences in the vertical. This could be achieved by modifying the neighbourhood to
include the vertical dimension (making it three dimensional). The effect of the different
physical scale lengths in the horizontal and vertical would need to be investigated, along
with the best way to modify the similarity criteria.
Including observation uncertainty
Throughout this thesis observation uncertainty has been neglected, with radar obser-
vations treated as reality. Of course, errors do still exist in the radar observations, and
should ideally be accounted for in the FSS and agreement scale comparisons between
ensemble members and radar derived rain rates. One possible method of including ob-
servation errors would be by adding a random perturbation to the observations before
calculating the FSS or agreement scales (as done for example in Roberts and Lean (2008)).
However, for this to be useful the magnitude of the observation errors must first be un-
derstood. As the error magnitude is likely to depend on the meteorological situation (for
example, higher errors may be expected in very heavy precipitation due to attenuation
for the radar beam), this is a non-trivial question. Other methods for including obser-
vation error could make use of radar-based ensembles, such as those in development
at the Met Office (Allison et al., 2015). Using an ensemble of radar-rain rates the spatial
uncertainties associated with the radar observations could be assessed by calculating the
member-member agreement scales for the radar ensemble. The best way to compare the
radar ensemble and forecast ensemble would have to be investigated; for example how
best to form pairs of the forecast ensemble members and the radar ensemble members.
The FSS and agreement scales could also be used to compare ensemble forecasts with
the analysis, or with station observations. This is another interesting area of investiga-
tion, particularly due to the uneven distribution of observing stations. Comparing these
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results with those obtained from radar comparisons would allow the effect of obser-
vational uncertainties (present in all observation types) on the neighbourhood based
approaches to be better understood. If they were shown to give useful information for
precipitation comparisons, the analysis could also be used to estimate the spatial spread-
skill for variables other than precipitation for which gridded observations are not avail-
able.
9.4 Summary of key contributions
This thesis has focused on the development of a spatial approach to the analysis of con-
vective scale ensemble systems. Two novel forecast evaluation methods have been pre-
sented; one used to summarise the domain-wide ensemble performance, and another
which captures the location-dependent behaviour. Through the evaluation of eight de-
tailed case studies, a simple idealised ensemble system, and a summer season of pre-
cipitation forecasts, the importance and utility of the spatial approach has been demon-
strated. Using the spatial neighbourhood approach, multivariate relationships were also
investigated. In particular it has been shown that:
• Convective scale ensemble forecasts should be considered useful at scales over
which the forecast is skillful, not at the grid scale. With the development of higher
and higher resolution models, this distinction between the grid scale and the skill-
ful scale is becoming increasingly important.
• The spatial agreement of ensemble forecasts can be quantified, using the methods
presented in Chapters 4 and 6, to give a meaningful and compact visualisation
for operational forecasting. The information provided using these methods is also
useful for ensemble verification.
• Once the spatial uncertainty has been quantified, it can be applied to other areas,
such as the calculation of multivariate correlations from a small operational ensem-
ble system, to obtain physically meaningful results.
To summarise, this thesis has demonstrated that a more thorough and appropriate
understanding of convective scale ensemble forecasts can be gained by using a spatial
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approach. This information has direct applications for forecasting, and also provides in-
formation which can diagnose and verify spatial ensemble characteristics, hence show-
ing where deficiencies lie and where improvements are needed.
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